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Abstract
LiFePO4 has drawn a lot of attention as a cathode material in lithium rechargeable
batteries because its structural and thermal stability, its inexpensive cost, and
environmental friendliness meet the requirements of power sources for electric
vehicles, except high power capability. Strategies to increase the rather sluggish rate
performance of bulk LiFePO4 have focused on improving electron transport in the
bulk or at the surface of the material, or on reducing the path length over which the
electron and Li* have to move by using nano-sized materials. However, recent
evidence indicates LiFePO4 is pure one dimensional lithium conductor. So, lithium
transport is as important as electron transport. Strong anisotropic lithium diffusion
results in limited transports of lithium ions in both the bulk and the surface. Reducing
the particle size improves the transport of lithium ions in the bulk, and modification
of the surface with a lithium-ion conducting material should enhance the transport of
lithium ions on the surface.
A poorly crystallized lithium phosphate phase on the surface of nanoscale LiFePO4
is created by using proper off-stoichiometry (LiFeo.9Po.9504.3). The off-stoichiometric
strategy leads to small particles less than 50 nm through grain growth restriction and a
poorly crystallized lithium phosphate on the surface. The conducting surface phase
can not only improve the transport of lithium ions on the surface but also facilitate the
access of lithium ions to the surface by reducing anisotropic lithium diffusion on the
surface induced by its amorphous nature. The off-stoichiometric material shows
extremely high rate performance, achieving reasonable capacity even at 400C (9 s
charge/discharge).
In this thesis, the main finding is as follows: LiFePO 4 shows fast bulk kinetics and
in itself does not limit the rate of charge and discharge. When bulk Li transport is
very fast, the battery charging and discharging are limited by other factors such as the
surface adsorption and surface transfer of lithium ions and the configuration of a cell.
The off-stoichiometric strategy to improve surface transports addresses the right
rate-limiting step and reveals the real capability of LiFePO4.
Thesis Supervisor: Gerbrand Ceder
Title: R.P. Simmons Professors of Materials Science and Engineering
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Thesis outline
1.1 Introduction
Since lithium ion batteries have been introduced by Sony corporation in 1991,
batteries as an convenient power source have been widely used in portable electronics
such as cellular phones, multimedia players, laptop computers because they have a
high gravimetric and volumetric energy density compared to other battery
technologies as shown in Figure 1-1. The most important factor for these devices
where size and weight must be considered is volumetric energy density. Intense
research focuses on the increase of this density.
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Figure 1-1. Comparison of the different rechargeable batteries
and gravimetric energy density[ 1].
in terms of volumetric
However, the requirement of lithium ion batteries depends on the applications. For
example, large-scale energy storage for renewable energy sources such as wind and
............. ....
solar is next feasible application. Lithium ion batteries for this application will have
large gravimetric energy density and inexpensive cost rather than volumetric one. The
advent of high power applications such as plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV),
hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), electric vehicles (EV) as shown in Figure 1-2 also
dramatically changes the requirements of lithium ion batteries. The critical factors in
such high power applications where size and weight is less important are safety, long
calendar life, cost, and power capability rather than volumetric energy density.
Different requirements of batteries demand different properties of materials. For
example, the material in batteries in PHEV must be able to be deeply charged and
discharged during cycling besides high power capability while the material in HEV
needs high power capability only in middle of charged state. So, the stability of the
material at fully charged state in PHEV is much more important than HEV. The
realization of advanced technology really depends on materials used in batteries. The
power capability of a lithium ion battery with electrode materials will depend
critically on the rate at which the Li* ions and electrons can migrate through the
electrolyte and composite electrode structure, into the active electrode material. To
improve rate capability, the kinetic properties such as ionic and electronic
conductivity of the material and kinetic behaviors such as phase change and
transports of material during charging/discharging should be understood and
improved.
Electric vehicles and bikes
HighpowerPortable devices gpoe
High eneg density
Large scale storage
Figure 1-2. A variety of applications such as portable electronics, power tools,
electric vehicle and bike, and large-scale energy storage.
1.2 Background of lithium ion batteries
An electrochemical cell is a device that converts chemical energy into electrical
energy by means of an electrochemical oxidation-reduction (redox) reaction. Lithium
ion batteries are composed of one or more electrochemical cells connected in series or
parallel and rechargeable secondary battery. By supplying an electrical current to
move electrons from positive electrode to negative electrode, chemical reaction is
reversed and the battery is recharged. Figure 1-3 shows the schematic diagram of
lithium ion batteries. Chemical oxidation reaction occurs at negative electrode and
reduction processes occurs at positive electrode. Two electrodes are physically
separated by the separator in the electrolyte, which is the medium for transfer of
charged ions. These four are basic components of an electrochemical cell. The
....... ....................................................
.  .  .  
electrochemically active ingredient of the positive or negative electrode is called the
active material. The electrodes must be mixed conductors. Negative electrodes give
up electrons and positive electrodes accept these electrons. The flow of electrons in
the cell goes through the external electrical circuit that connects the two electrodes.
L E+
Electrolyte
Figure 1-3. Schematic diagram of lithium ion cell. The cell is composed of cathode,
anode, the separator, and the electrolyte.
1.3 Components of Lithium ion batteries
1.3.1 Cathode (positive electrode)
The positive electrode is transition metal oxides or some other compounds that are
capable of being reduced during cell discharge and accepts electrons from the
external circuit during electrochemical reaction. The cathode in lithium ion batteries
is a thin layer composite film which is composed of the active material, conducting
...........................
additive such as carbon nanotube or carbon black to facilitate electron transfer and
binder. The performance of lithium ion batteries is mainly limited by the property of
cathode, especially the active material.
Requirements for Li-ion cathode Materials [2]
e High free energy of reaction with lithium (higher voltage)
" Can incorporate large quantities of lithium (larger capacity)
* Reversibly incorporates lithium without structural change (better stability)
* High lithium ion diffusivity and good electronic conductivity (Fast kinetic)
* Insoluble in the electrolyte (better stability)
* Low cost synthesis (marketability)
1.3.2 Anode (negative electrode)
The negative electrode is a metal or an alloy or carbon that is capable of being
oxidized during cell discharge and gives up electrons in the external circuit during
electrochemical reaction. The anode is a thin layer composite film which is composed
of graphite or other types of carbons and binder.
1.3.3 The electrolyte
The electrolyte is the medium that transfers charge between positive and negative
electrodes of a cell. The electrolyte in lithium ion batteries is a non-aqueous organic
solvent with dissolved lithium salt such as LiPF6, LiClO4 , and LiBF 4 with a higher
potential window. Also, the electrolyte must be an insulator for electrons in order to
avoid short circuit in the cell. Table 1-1 shows the ionic conductivity of well-known
electrolyte systems.
TABLE 2.1 Conductivity Ranges of Various
Electrolytes at Ambient Temperature
Specific conductivity,
Electrolyte system 1-1 cm-'
Aqueous electrolytes 1-5 x 10-
Molten salt -10-'
Inorganic electrolytes 2 x 10-2-10-'
Organic electrolytes 10-10-2
Polymer electrolytes 10--10
Inorganic solid electrolytes 10-1-105
Table 1-1. Comparison of ionic conductivity in various electrolyte systems[3].
1.3.4 The separator
The separator is the electrically insulating polymer layer of material that physically
separates electrodes of opposite polarity. Separators must be permeable to lithium
ions of the electrolyte. So, separators require a reasonable porosity and excellent
wetting ability to the electrolyte.
1.4 Intercalation process
Electrochemical reaction in lithium ion batteries occurs through intercalation process
of lithium ions into cathode or anode. Intercalation process is that lithium ions insert
into unoccupied interstitial sites in the crystal structure of a host material such as
cathode and anode. So, intercalation process causes the structural changes of the host
material such as volume. However, the incorporation of lithium ions usually occurs
topotatically, without any significant change to the host. Intercalation compound is
the host material which is capable of inserting and extracting the lithium ions. The
cathode and anode in lithium ion batteries typically have either a layered structure or
a tunnel structure.
1.5 Parameters of lithium ion batteries
1.5.1 Voltage (V)
The Gibbs free energy of the electrochemical reaction determines the voltage of the
cell. The electrochemical potential of one component is the sum of electrical potential
and chemical potential.
where i is the chemical potential of species i, zi is the effective charge on lithium, F
is Faraday's constant (96,487 C) and & is the electrical potential.
The electrochemical potential should make equilibrium at the cathode and anode if
there is no external current. Under this equilibrium condition, the cell voltage is
obtained by the Nernst equation.
The cell voltage is driven by the difference of Li chemical potential in both
electrodes. During charging and discharging of a cell, measuring the voltage is equal
to measure the chemical potential of lithium. For example, Potentiostatic Intermittent
Titration Technique (PITT) measurement controls the Li chemical potential to
measure current relaxation with time. The voltage is primarily determined by the
chemistry of the active material in the electrode and measured with respect to the
metallic lithium (Vs. Li*/Li).
1.5.2 Theoretical capacity (mAh/g)
Theoretical capacity of a cell is the amount of charge able to be generated, typically
defined in terms of ampere-hours. Theoretically, molecular weight of the active
materials with 1 electron delivers 26.8 Ah or 96,487 C. The capacity in lithium ion
cell is only based on active materials participating in electrochemical reaction. This
value also depends on the chemistry of the active material.
1.5.3 Specific energy (Wh/kg) and energy density (Wh/L)
The energy obtained from the cell is the voltage times the capacity of the cell,
typically defined in terms of watthour (Wh). Specific energy and energy density is
defined as energy per unit weight and energy per unit volume, respectively.
1.5.4 Specific power (W/kg)
Specific power is defined as the power delivered from the cell per unit weight
(W/kg). Power is a product of the voltage and the current. Specific power shows the
"torque" available from the battery.
1.5.5 Cycle life
It is defined as possible number of charge/discharge cycles before the capacity falls
below a certain percentage (often 80%) of its initial capacity. The cycle life is
dependent on many factors such as the formation of a stable SEI (Solid Electrolyte
Interphase) layer, the stability of electrolyte, and the structural stability of electrodes.
Most of all, the cycle life is believed to depend primarily on the stability of the
electrode material during operation.
1.6 Anode materials for Lithium ion cells
1.6.1 Carbon anode
Lithium metal as an anode is the best choice because it is the lightest and most
electropositive and has a high specific capacity, 3860 mAh/g. However, the strong
reactivity with the electrolyte and the formation of dendrite during charge/discharge
make metallic lithium unpractical. In lithium ion batteries, the anode is usually related
to carbon such as graphite or MCMB (Mesocarbon Microbead). Graphite is a layered
structure, allowing lithium ions to intercalate between the layers. Theoretical capacity
of graphite is 372 mAh/g corresponding to LiC6 . The average potential of graphite is
close to 0.3 ~ 0.1V vs. Lie/Li leading to higher voltage of the cell. At high rates,
lithium ions can be deposited on carbon anode because of a large overpotential
induced by high rates compared to low equilibrium potential of carbon as shown in
Figure 1-4.
1.6.2 Li4Ti5 O12 for high rate system
Alternative anode for high rates cell is lithium titanates (Li4TisO 12) which has
reasonable capacity (-175 mAh/g), high rate capability[4-6] with zero strain during
charging/discharging[7]. Also, there is no problem with a lithium metal deposition
induced by a large overpotential because of high equilibrium potential of this
material, 1.50V Vs. Lie/Li. However, the high potential of this material decreases the
overall cell voltage leading to reduced energy density.
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Figure 1-4. Typical voltage profile at anode and cathode in lithium ion batteries[8].
1.7 Cathode materials in lithium ion batteries
1.7.1 Layered structure (LiMO2)
Typical layered structure is in Figure 1-5. It consists of close-packed oxygen
arrangement and is stacked in ABCABC sequence. LiCoO 2 with a layered structure is
the first Li-ion products marketed and still in use. Due to the high cost of cobalt and
the structural stability at charged state (LixCoO 2, x < 0.5), researchers are developing
new formulations, multi-cations layered oxides such as the combination of three
layered compounds, LiCoO 2, LiMnO2, and LiNiO2. Each transition metal in multi-
cations layered compounds can tune the specific properties of the cell such as the
capacity, the structural and thermal stability, and rate capability. Two promising
compounds in layered compounds Li(Nii 3Mni/3CoI,3)0 2 (NMC)[9-1 1] and
Li(Nio. 8Coo.15Alo.05)0 2 (NCA)[12]. The former shows high energy density with
reasonable thermal and structural stability and is attractive for portable devices. The
latter performs quite well in terms of power density, energy density and longevity and
is attractive for high power applications but high nickel contents in it tend to release
oxygen[13, 14] leading to safety issues.
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Figure 1-5. Schematic layered structure based on a-NaFeO2 structure. Lithium and
cobalt are occupied in octahedral site.
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1.7.2 Spinel system (LiMn 20 4)
LiMn20 4 has a spinel structure which has a three-dimensional framework and
shows fast ionic and electronic conductivity. Figure 1-6 shows the structure of
LiMn2O4. This material is attractive cathode material in terms of its low cost,
environmental friendliness, high rate capability and excellent thermal safety.
However, stoichiometric LiMn20 4 observes the degradation of performance[15] at
high temperature because of the dissolution of Mn2+ obtained from the
disproportionation reaction of Mn3+ (2Mn3+ 4 Mn + Mn2+) in the electrolyte[16-
18].
0
Figure 1-6. Crystal structure of spinel, LiMn20 4. Green circles are lithium ions and
violet octahedrons are MnO6.
Thus, LiMn2O4 is modified with the excess of lithium and doping with A13+[19] to
reduce the ratio of Mn3* to Mn** or coating with C030 4[16] to prevent the reaction
.......................... ..... 
with the electrolyte on the surface resulting in good capacity retention even at high
temperature. However, the decrease of Mn3+ can lead to reduced energy density. The
other approach is the change of the electrolyte with additives because the acidic
environment in the electrolyte induced by the impurity makes the dissolution worse
[20].
1.7.3 LiMPO4 (M =Fe, Mn, Co, Ni)
LiMPO 4, especially LiFePO4 has attracted a lot of attention as a cathode material
because of its thermal and structural stability, its inexpensive cost, and environmental
friendliness. LiFePO4 is the topic of this thesis, so a detailed overview will be
discussed in chapter 2. Table 1-2 shows the comparison of three major cathode
materials in lithium ion batteries.
Layered Structure Spinel Structure Olivine Structure
(R3m) (Fd3m) (Pnma)
Materials LiCoO 2  LiMn20 4  LiFePO 4
Practical Capacity 160 ~170 110~120 170(mAh/g)
Average voltage ~ 4V ~ 4V ~ 3.5 V
Ionic conduction 2D-Channel 3D-Channel 1D-Channel
Electronic conductivity 2-3 s 10to 10 0-
(S-cm-')
Table 1- 2. Comparison of three major cathode materials in terms of their properties.
1.8 Motivation and Thesis outline
The advent of high power applications such as power tools, hybrid electric vehicles
(HEV), plug-in electric vehicles (PHEV), and electric vehicles (EV) changes the
requirement of lithium ion batteries from high energy density to safety, high power
capability, and inexpensive cost. LiFePO4 has received a lot of attention because it
meets the requirements of high power applications, except high power capability. The
poor rate capability of LiFePO4 is believed to be from poor electronic conductivity.
Strategies to increase sluggish electrochemical performance are focusing on
improving electron transport in the bulk through doping or at the surface of the
material through making composite materials with carbon and metallic iron
phosphides. These strategies substantially improve the electrochemical performance.
Considering that LiFePO 4 is a pure one dimensional lithium conductor, lithium
transport is equally important for achieving high rate capability and should be
improved. The strong anisotropic lithium diffusion seriously affects the transport of
lithium in both the bulk and the surface. For example, the blocking 1-d lithium
diffusion in the bulk fails to achieve high rate capability leading to poor
electrochemical performance. Furthermore, whereas LiFePO4 can in principle
exchange lithium ions with the electrolyte on all surface facets, lithium ions can only
move into the bulk of the crystal in the one [010] direction. High rate capability in
LiFePO4 is achieved by optimizing lithium transports in both the bulk and the surface.
The objective of this thesis is to experimentally develop a method to improve rate
capability of LiFePO4 by improving the lithium transport of both the bulk and the
surface. To achieve high rate capability in LiFePO4, the material should be small
particles without defects to improve bulk lithium transport and needs the modification
of the surface to enhance surface lithium transport.
This thesis is composed of several parts as will be reported in the following chapters.
An overview of LiFePO4 in Chapter 2 will be given as a cathode material, which
includes structural characteristics, overall ionic/electronic conductivity, and the phase
transformation mechanism of the compound during electrochemical process. The
developed strategies to improve poor electronic conductivity such as carbon coating
and metallic conducting layer coating. The secondary phases such as carbon and iron
phosphides strongly affect the electrochemical performance. The phase stability of
LiFePO4 and the types of secondary phases using off-stoichiometric approaches and
different synthesis conditions are given in Chapter 3. We found that LiFePO4 is the
most stable compound confirming the Li-Fe-P-O phase diagram created by first
principle calculations. However, the deviation from ideal stoichiometric composition
induced by either off-stoichiometry or failed doping leads to a composite material,
LiFePO 4 and secondary phases. The main finding is that a certain range of off-
stoichiometric composition (LiFei-2xPi-0 4, x : 0.05) leads to single-phase LiFePO4
with a poorly crystallized secondary phase, which is not detected by XRD. In
Chapter 4, we will discuss how to obtain small particles using proper off-
stoichiometric composition (LiFeo 9Po. 9504-6) found in chapter 3. The off-
stoichiometry affects the characteristics of ball-milled powder and secondary phases.
These two characteristics lead to small particles in off-stoichiometric materials. The
amorphous nature of the secondary phase also helps to obtain small particles reducing
surface energy. In Chapter 5, the poorly crystallized secondary phase induced by
proper off-stoichiometric composition (LiFeo.9Po 95044) will be characterized and the
off-stoichiometric material will be evaluated through electrochemical tests. Using
several different techniques, the secondary phase is on the surface or at between
grains and is a poorly crystallized state. The chemistry of a poorly crystallized
secondary phase is close to Fe 3 containing Li4P20 7-like, which will be a good
lithium ionic conductor. So, the off-stoichiometric material shows superior rate
capability and capacity retention. The main finding is that LiFePO4 shows very fast
bulk kinetics even with 1-d diffusion channel and in itself does not make rate
limitation of the cell. In Chapter 6, the phase transformation behavior in a
chemically delithiated LixFePO 4 will be characterized by using centrifuge method and
XRD. The finding is that the phase fraction of LiFePO4 to FePO4 depends on the
particle size even though the global composition is the same. Small particles show
more FePO4 than LiFePO4 while large particle shows less FePO4 than LiFePO 4.
Small particles show much faster delithiation than for larger particles. Also, the
proposed models such as mosaic and domino-cascade are verified based on the
obtained results. In Chapter 7, the off-stoichiometric strategy is extended to
LiMnPO4. Off-stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 (LiMno.9 Po 95048) shows the same features as
the off-stoichiometric LiFePO4, small particles and a poorly crystallized secondary
phase. But, the electrochemical behavior of LiMnPO 4 is completely different from
LiFePO4. LiMnPO 4 is likely limited by nucleation reaction while nucleation in
LiFePO4 is less important. In Chapter 8, we make a conclusion.
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Chapter 2. Overview of LiFePO4
2.1 Structural characterization
The family of LiMPO4 (M = Fe, Mn, Co, or Ni) compound belongs to the olivine
structure, which is represented by Pnma with Z=4. The olivine structure is a
hexagonal close-packed (HCP) arrangement of oxygen analog to cubic closed-packed
(CCP) spinel. Both have B2 AO4 compound where 'A' represents tetrahedrally
coordinated cations and 'B' represents octahedrally coordinated cations. Only half of
the octahedral sites and one-eighth of the tetrahedral sites in the close-packed oxygen
lattices are occupied because the ratio of B and A atoms to oxygen are 1: 2 and 1: 4.
Figure 2-1(a) shows the crystal structure of olivine. Olivine structure is distorted from
the ideally close-packed oxygen arrangement because of cation - cation repulsions.
This distortion leads to two distorted and non-equivalent octahedral sites, Ml and
M2. The Ml site has inversion symmetry and The M2 site lies on mirror planes as
shown in Figure 2-1(b). These two sites have different size leading to an ordering
MM'X0 4 where M and M' ions have different size and charge. As shown in Figure 2-
1(a), the Ml octahedron shares two edges with tetrahedron (T), two edges with other
Ml and two edges with M2. However, the M2 octahedron shares only one edge with
T and two edges with Ml. The tetrahedrons are isolated with each other. Table 2-1
summarizes the connectivity of the octahedrons and tetrahedrons in olivine structure.
Also, M1 octahedrons form linear edge-sharing linkage along with b direction, [0 1 0]
and each channel connects with TO 4 tetrahedron. In contrast, M2 octahedrons make a
zigzag corner sharing with each other on b-c plane, (1 0 0) as shown in Figure 2-2.
ab a
(a)
1
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2 1 2
Ml octahedron M2 octahedron
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Figure 2-1. (a) Overview of olivine structure (M1M2TO4) based on Pnma framework.
(b) MI and M2 octahedron show different distortion and size. The same number
represents the connection between Ml and M2.
Table 2-1. Connectivity of cations in olivine structure[1].
M1 connectivity
M2 connectivity
Figure 2-2. Connectivity of MI octahedron and M2 octahedron in olivine structure.
Number of shared corners per Number of shared edge per site
site
M1M2TO 4 T- T-
M-M M-T M-M M-T
T T
Ml 4 (4M2) 2 - (2M1,2 -
2M2)
M2 8(4M1, 4 - 2(2M1) 1 -
4M2)
6 3
T - (2M1, 0 - (2M1, 0
4M2) 1M2)
MI and M2 preference depends on nearest neighbor cation-cation repulsions. The
higher degree of edge sharing is expected to lead to strong cationic repulsion. As a
result, M1 site has stronger electrostatic repulsion than M2 site leading to the
occupation of low charge cation in Ml site. Another competing effect which
determines octahedral site preference in olivine structure is the size or geometrical
effect where the smaller cation tends to the site of M1 in olivine. Considering
LiMPO 4 , the M1 site should be occupied by lithium ions and the M2 site should be
occupied by M2+[2, 3] based on the two effects.
2.2 Kinetic factors of LiFePO4: Ionic and electronic conductivity
2.2.1 Ionic conductivity
oa
Figure 2-3. One dimensional lithium diffusion channel, b direction, [0 1 0]. View is
along b direction under Pnma framework. Red: Oxygen, Violet: P0 4, Green: Li, and
Blue: FeO6.
... . ........... ..... .......... 
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Theoretical works[4, 5] predict that LiFePO4 show only 1-dimensional lithium
diffusion as shown in Figure 2-3 even though the framework shows three-
dimensional path like spinel structure. The other two channels have a large activation
barrier compared to b channel (270 meV for b direction Vs. 2.5 eV and 1 eV).
Recently, one dimensional lithium diffusion was experimentally proven[6] by using
neutron diffraction. Even though a diffusion channel is one dimensional, lithium
diffusivity in the bulk is fast, 10-8 cm2/s obtained from theoretical work and 10~1 ~
10-14 cm2/s[7, 8] obtained from experimental works. To improve anisotropic lithium
diffusion the most common way is the minimization of the particle size resulting in
shortening the diffusion length.
However, such an anisotropic diffusion becomes a substantial rate-limiting factor
when the diffusion channel is blocked by anti-site defects between Li and Fe and by
external dopants which sit the lithium site[9]. The anti-site defects are often found the
material synthesized by hydrothermal[10] and co-precipitation process and lead to
poor electrochemical performance even with small particles[ 11]. When dopant
occupies the lithium sites often found in doping process, lithium diffusion also is
blocked[9,12] leading to poor electrochemical performance[8]. The ionic conductivity
in LiFePO4 makes a restriction to rate capability through the limited access. To
achieve high rate capability, the limited access should be improved.
2.2.1.2 Lithium conducting materials
Lithium ionic conducting materials are the possible candidates to improve lithium
transport on the surface. The well-known lithium conducting materials is lithium
phosphates compounds such as LiPO3, Li4P 20 7, and Li3PO4 . In particular, glassy
lithium-phosphates are well known to be good and stable Li+ conductors[13] and can
be doped with transition metals to achieve electronic conduction[ 14-16].
Compositions with high P content on the Li2O - P20 5 binary are known to be very
good glass formers with high Li conductivity[17], and nitrogen-doped Li3PO4 has
been used as a solid state Li electrolyte[13]. Also, these compounds have a similar
chemistry with LiFePO4. Typically, the glass forming ability and Li conductivity
decrease with the presence of Li20. These glasses can dissolve a large quantity of
transition metal ions to increase the electronic conductivity[ 15, 18] though such fully
amorphous states with high level of transition metals are usually only obtained by
rapid quenching from the liquid state. The structural change of phosphate glasses can
be understood by the characteristic of phosphorus. Phosphorus acts as a network-
former like silicon or boron in glasses[19] and alkali, earth alkali, or transition metal
oxides acts as network-modifiers in silicon, boron, and phosphate glasses. Therefore,
the phosphate network in the glasses depends on the network modifier contents. As
the network modifier content increases, the phosphate network changes from a chain
or ring structure such as in metaphosphates (P0 3 ~), through the diametric
pyrophosphate (P2 074~), to the isolated orthophosphate (P0 4 3~)[20, 21].
2.2.2 Electronic conductivity
LiMPO4 (M = Fe, Mn, Co, Ni) compound as a cathode material was developed by
Goodenough's group[22]. Since the development, intense research efforts have gone
into improving a poor electronic conductivity[23], which was believed to be the
primary obstacle for making this material practical in lithium ion batteries. Several
techniques have been developed to address this problem. One technique is the use of
a composite material and the other is making use of a solid solution behavior.
2.2.2.1 Making a composite material
Note that carbon coating and metallic phosphides conducting layer improve extrinsic
electronic conductivity, not intrinsic electronic conductivity. So, these techniques
improve the utilization of the material, not the properties of LiFePO 4. Also, secondary
phases such as carbon and metallic phosphides can affect the properties of the
composite material, not only the electronic conductivity.
1. Carbon coating on the surface (LiFePO 4 + carbon composite material)
Carbon coating[24] is an efficient and easy mean to improve electronic conductivity
because carbon is good electronic conductor. The effective way to get carbon
coating[25] is in-situ process, which the precursors are mixed with carbon sources
such as sucrose and sugar[26] and are heated under inert gas atmosphere to prevent
Fe 2 from oxidation. Besides obtaining carbon coating through in-situ process, carbon
coating as a secondary phase leads to small particles resulting from the restriction of
grain growth[26, 27]. Carbon-coated LiFePO 4 shows the improvement of electronic
conductivity as shown in Figure 2-4 leading to good electrochemical performance
when compared to pristine material. Considerable research efforts focus on finding
the right carbon sources[26], finding the optimized amount of carbon for use in a
composite material, and how to make uniform and thin carbon coating layer because
carbon is inactive material. Also, the coordination number of carbon[28] in carbon
coating (SP2 vs. SP3) can be important for improving the poor electronic
conductivity.
Although carbon coating has several advantages, it can induce several problems in
LiFePO4. First, LiFePO 4/C has lower volumetric density than pure LiFePO 4 due to
low volumetric density of carbon. So, a cell with LiFePO 4/C will show less energy
density than other materials with higher volumetric density if volume is the same.
Secondly, carbon coating addresses only electronic conductivity, not ionic
conductivity. Considering that LiFePO 4 shows strong anisotropic lithium diffusion in
LiFePO4, ionic conductivity is as important as electronic conductivity for achieving
high rate capability. Thirdly, as cycles proceed carbon coating can make a problem
with capacity retention because LiFePO 4 is physically connected with carbon coating
layer. During cycling, the connection can break losing the electronic conductivity
resulting in the increase of impedance in the cell. As a result, power density starts to
loose according to cycling. Power density retention is very important factor for high
power applications such as HEV, P-HEV, and EV.
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Figure 2-4. Electronic conductivity[29] for LiFePO4/C and pure LiFePO4 induced by
carbon coating method.
2. Nano-networks of metal phosphides conducting layer at grain boundaries
Herle et al. [30] shows that the sub-stoichiometry of lithium obtained by doping or
deficiency does not lead to the incorporation of Fe 3 into the material but a composite
material, LiFePO4 with metallic iron phosphides. So, a percolating nano-network of
metal-rich phosphides induced by carbothermal reduction (CTR) and failed doping is
responsible for the improvement of electronic conductivity as shown in Figure 2-5
leading to the improvement of electrochemical performance[3 1-33]. This method
improves also extrinsic electronic conductivity, not intrinsic one. However, the
controlling the amount of metal phosphides is difficult because carbothermal
reduction reaction depends on different processes and different precursors[34].
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Figure 2-5. Electronic conductivity of LiFe(Ni)P0 4 induced by metal phosphides
conducting layer from Herle et al. [30]
2.2.2.2 Making a solid solution using doping
Note that doping is an efficient way to improve intrinsic properties if the system
achieves a solid solution. However, olivine structure is difficult to accommodate a
large amount doping without creating secondary phase. Theoretical work shows that
doping in the MI site and the M2 site in LiFePO4 is energetically unfavorable[5].
1. Doping with supervalent cation metals (Lii.xMFePO 4)
Carbon coating is an extrinsic way to improve electronic conductivity. Chung et.
al.[23] developed another way to improve electronic conductivity through intrinsic
way. The material was doped with supervalent cation metals (M = Nb5*, Ti4 *, Zr**) to
improve poor electronic conductivity. LiFePO4 structure can be doped on either MI
site or M2 site. However, only Ml site can be doped with supervalent dopant, not M2
site because doping in M2 site leads to secondary phases[9, 23, 34]. Chung et. al.[23]
claimed that iron had the mixed valence state (Fe 3 /Fe 2 ) leading to enhance the
electronic conductivity by ~ 8 order as shown in Figure 2-6.
However, there is still in debate for the mechanism of charge compensation. Islam et
al. [5] shows that LiFePO4 is not tolerant to supervalent doping on either M1 or M2
site. Also, Wagemaker et al.[12] claims that the dopant, less than 3 mol %, can be
accommodated in M1 site, not M2 site without creating secondary phase in LiFePO 4.
Furthermore, the extra charge induced by supervalent dopants compensates the
formation of lithium vacancy in MI site. Meethong et al. [8] also claims that LiFePO4
can be doped with supervalent dopants on M1 site, not M2 site leading to the increase
of solubility and the extra charge compensates the formation of lithium vacancy, not
iron mixed valence state. Therefore, it is generally accepted that the dopant occupies
Ml site in LiFePO4 leading to the formation of lithium vacancies as a possible charge
compensation mechanism.
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Figure 2-6. Electronic conductivity of doped LiFePO4 and pure LiFePO4 Doped
LiFePO4 shows higher electronic conductivity than that of pure LiFePO4
2.2.2.3 Particle size minimization
Reducing particle size is an efficient way to improve both ionic and electronic
conductivity by shortening the diffusion length of both lithium and electron. Many
efforts have focused on developing a simple and easy process to achieve small
particles. LiFePO4 with small particles shows excellent electrochemical
performance[23, 35-37] even without carbon coating. However, small particles can be
insufficient when defects such as the anti-site disordering between Li and Fe[8, 38]
open found in synthesis processes are involved. Even though the particle size is quite
small, anti-site disordering blocks one dimensional lithium diffusion resulting in poor
electrochemical performance[38]. Therefore, the developing a process, which can
achieve small particles without anti-site disordering, is important. In LiFePO4, 1-d
lithium ionic diffusion is very critical factor to be addressed to achieve high rate
capability.
2.3 Kinetic factors to be considered in LixFePO4 during electrochemical
process
2.3.1 First-order phase transformation in LiFePO4 during electrochemical process.
Besides the properties of LiFePO4 and FePO 4, the properties of intermediate
LixFePO 4 should be understood to improve electrochemical performance. During
electrochemical process, lithium ions in LiFePO4 are extracted and inserted leading to
LixFePO4. Unlike layered materials or manganese spinel, it is generally believed that
LiFePO4 follows first-order phase transformation leading to LiFePO4 and FePO 4 upon
inserting/extracting lithium at room temperature. However, LixFePO 4 at high
temperature leads to a complete solid solution driven by electronic entropy
contribution[39-41]. Two end members, LiFePO4 (Triphylite) and FePO 4 (heterosite)
have the same structure with a little different lattice parameters as shown in Figure 2-
7. FePO4 show smaller lattice parameters and volume than LiFePO 4 as shown in
Table 2-2. Volumetric change is about 6 ~ 7% between both phases. The driving
force of phase separation in LixFePO 4 is strong Li- e attractions in competition with
Li-Li and e-e repulsions. This is fundamentally different from a system where the
electronic mixed valence is delocalized, as in metallic LixCoO 2 [39].
LiFePO4
Charge
Discharge
FePO4
Figure 2-7. Structural change in LiFePO4 during electrochemical process indicating
two-phase reaction.
LiFePO4  FePO4
a (A) 10.329 9.8142
b (A) 6.0065 5.7893
c (A) 4.6908 4.7820
V (A3) 291.022 271.70
Table 2- 2. Lattice parameters and unit volume of LiFePO4 and FePO 4. The data is
from Andersson et al. [42]
Figure 2-8 shows voltage curve in LixFePO 4 as a function of lithium concentration.
The flat potential of voltage curve is the characteristic in first-order phase
transformation. Voltage in a cell is the difference of lithium chemical potential
between cathode and anode. The lithium chemical potential between two phases
should be the same to make an equilibrium leading to a flat potential in two-phase
region. As the reaction proceeds, the ratio of two phases changes with the same
phase, (1-x)LiFePO 4 + xFePO4.
a0po
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Figure 2-8. Schematic voltage curve driven by Gibbs free energy. A flat potential is
the indication of the same chemical potential leading to two-phase reaction.
2.3.2 Mechanisms of phase transformation
LiFePO4 follows first-order phase transformation leading to a flat potential. So, rate
capability of the material can be limited by the rate of phase transformation.
Nucleation and growth mechanism occur in first-order phase transformation. So, the
understanding of nucleation and growth mechanism in phase transformation is
important for improving the rate capability. There are several models to explain the
mechanism of phase transformation in LiFePO4.
2.3.2.1 Grain growth is a limiting factor: Nucleation is facile in Core-shell and Mosaic
model
Grain growth is mainly related to transports in the material such as the transport of
lithium and electron across the interface between LiFePO4 and FePO 4 (Phase
boundary movement) and the diffusion of lithium through the material. As a result, a
material following this mechanism in electrochemical process always contains two
phases with interface in each particle as shown Figure 2-9 and does not need further
nucleation. Reducing the particle size can improve rate capability in this limitation.
For example, the decrease of mismatch at interface between LiFePO 4 and FePO4
induced by small particles can improve the movement of phase boundaries[43]
leading to the enhancement of rate capability. There are two proposed models for this
limiting case. One is core-shell model and the other is mosaic model. The difference
between two models is the direction of phase boundary movement and nucleation
sites.
Figure 2-9. Schematic diagram of mosaic model in small uniform particles. Mosaic
model is limited by grain growth mechanism. Each particle has two phases indicating
different color. Black: FePO 4 and White: LiFePO4.
1. Core -shell model: Radial movement of phase boundary from surface to core
Padhi et al. [22] proposed core-shell model as the insertion/extraction mechanism of
lithium during charging/discharging process in LiFePO4. Under this model, a core of
one phase is covered with a shell of the second phase. As charge proceeds, FePO 4
phase increases through the movement of the shell toward core. Srinivasan et al. [44]
mathematically evaluated the shrinking core model by considering both the diffusion
of Li through the shell and the movement of the phase boundary in addition to the
characteristics of the electrode. They predict that partial single-phase region at the
beginning and end of charge will exist if the shrinking core model is assumed.
Yamada et al. [45, 46] shows the existence of solid solution in LiFePO4, LijpFePO 4
and LiaFePO 4 (1-p = 0.89 and a = 0.05) using X-ray diffraction and neutron
diffraction experiments with LiFePO4 nanoparticle confirming that the shrinking core
C C C
C C
c C
C C
C C C
model can be correct.
However, fundamental challenge of this model is the anisotropic lithium diffusion in
LiFePO4, which only b direction can diffuse lithium. Considering single crystallite or
single crystal often found in small particles, the behavior of phase transformation in
LiFePO4 is not well explained by Core-shell model. However, this model can explain
macroscopic behavior of phase transformation at agglomerate scale or secondary
particles.
Moreover, several experiments show that the shrinking core model seems least
capable of describing phase transformation in LiFePO 4. Laffont et al. [47] shows that
LiFePO 4 is in a shell and FePO4 is in a core irrespective of charging/discharging
process using thin plate-like LiFePO4 nanoparticles with high resolution EELS
(Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy). Recently, surface sensitive techniques such as
XPS[48] and Raman[49] measurement show that the surface of LixFePO 4 (x ~ 0.5) is
composed of two phases, not only FePO4 unlike the prediction of core-shell model.
Note that the particle size and shape could have critical influence on the transport of
lithium ions and electrons in each particle. Also, particle size distribution in the
material can make different influence.
Single phase
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Li+ L4
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Figure 2-10. Schematic Core-shell (Shrinking-core) model with the movement of
phase boundary proposed by Srinivasan et al. [44].
2. Mosaic model: phase boundary movement is rate limitation, not nucleation.
Andersson et al.[50] proposed Mosaic model as the mechanism of first-order phase
transformation in LiFePO4. Under this model, lithium extraction/insertion can occur
at many sites in a given particle as shown in Figure 2-11 unlike core-shell model,
where a nucleation uniformly occurs on the surface of a particle. So, mosaic model is
a kind of extended version of core-shell model. The limitation in this model is the
movement of phase boundary between LiFePO4 and FePO4, which needs lithium
diffusion and the displacement of atoms to adjust the mismatch between LiFePO 4 and
FePO4. The proceeding of phase boundary can be sluggish because the rearrangement
of atoms is rather slow. Reducing particle size can help this sluggish process by
increasing the solubility of lithium at both Li rich phase and Li deficient phase
because the increase of solubility can reduce the mismatch[43].
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Figure 2-11. Schematic diagram for Mosaic model from Andersson et al. [50].
2.3.2.2 Nucleation is a limiting factor: Domino-cascade model
Nucleation occurs at the surface of the particle, not in the bulk. As a result, the
movement of phase boundary in the particle and the transport of lithium ions through
the particle do not make a limitation in this case. A material following this
mechanism in electrochemical process contains single phase in each particle if
nucleation is already activated as shown in Figure 2-12. Nucleation in
electrochemical process is rather related to the characteristics of the surface such as
potential and sites, the exchange rate of lithium ions with electrolyte, or the transport
of electron to the surface. The modification of the surface characteristics such as the
increase of active nucleation sites and the change of lithium potential on the surface
can facilitate nucleation leading to improving rate capability. For example, the change
of morphology can increase active nucleation sites to insert/extract lithium on the
surface. Domino-cascade model represents this concept.
Figure 2-12. Schematic diagram of Domino-cascade model in small uniform particles.
Single-phase exists in a given particle.
1. Domino - Cascade model: Grain growth is very fast.
Delmas et al. [51] observed that the coherence domain length for both phases obtained
from XRD refinements in LixFePO 4 is independent of x and high-resolution image of
each particle shows that nanoparticles are single domain without defects indicating by
continuous lattice fringes. Note that the particle size in Delmas' experiments is close
to crystallite size supporting a particle can be nano single crystal. Based on these
results, they propose that the extraction and insertion of lithium can lead to a physical
mix of single-phase particles, fully charged particle or fully discharged particle. As
the formation of interface in a particle is energetically not favorable, lithium ions and
electrons in this case quickly move through a disordered interface, which can move
quickly through the particle like wave front as shown in Figure 2-13.
So, domino-cascade model can also explain that the fast kinetic behavior of LiFePO4
is recently observed[37]. The model can accommodate the anisotropic lithium
diffusion.
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Figure 2-13. Schematic diagram of Domino-cascade model in LiFePO4 proposed by
Delmas et al. [51]
2.3.3 Surface potential and anisotropic behavior affecting the exchange rate of
lithium ions with electrolyte
The other affecting factor for rate capability in electrochemical process is the
reaction with electrolyte on the surface. This reaction in LiFePO4 can be slow because
of the anisotropic lithium diffusion in both the bulk and the surface[4-6] and the
'F4
.... ..... 
.
anisotropic surface potential of lithium[52, 53]. These anisotropic properties of
lithium ions should affect the electrochemical performance, especially at high rate.
Reduction of these anisotropic behaviors should improve the rate capability of
LiFePO4.
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Chapter 3. Phase stability of LiFePO4 and secondary
phases induced by off-stoichiometry
3.1 Introduction
LiFePO 4 has drawn large attention as a cathode material for rechargeable lithium
batteries because of its structural and thermal stability and its high rate capability.
However, when LiFePO4 was first developed[1], the main limitation of the material
was thought to be the lack of electronic conductivity. So, it is widely accepted that
pure LiFePO4 is not good electronic conductor[2]. Thus, two types of technique have
been developed to improve the poor electronic conductivity. One is making a
composite material by coating with surface electronic conducting phase such as
carbon[3, 4] or metal phosphides[5] while the other is making a solid solution through
supervalent doping[6]. Both techniques enhance electronic conductivity leading to
improving electrochemical performance. Reducing particle size is another way to
circumvent poor electronic conductivity and improve electrochemical performance by
shortening the diffusion length of both electrons and ions. A composite material
composed of LiFePO4 and secondary phase can achieve both good electronic
conductivity and small particles simultaneously because secondary phases in
composite materials can not only improve electronic conductivity but also restrict the
grain growth of the particle, especially during solid-state reaction[7, 8]. For instance,
carbon in carbon-coated material has been shown to improve the electronic
conductivity of the composite material while maintaining small particle size by
restricting grain growth[4, 9, 10]. Metal phosphides as a secondary phase also can
improve the electronic conductivity of the composite material[5]. So, secondary
phases strongly affect the properties of composite materials. When pure phase has
inferior properties for electrochemical performance, controlling secondary phases can
help the material have better properties resulting in improving the performance.
It is difficult for LiFePO4 to accommodate a large deviation from ideal stoichiometry
without forming secondary phases. The secondary phase can be modified by the
deviation because of the structural integrity of olivine. There are several ways to
obtain secondary phases. First, failed doping can lead to secondary phases. Lithium
site or iron site in LiFePO4 compound can be doped with several aliovalent dopants.
Lithium site can be doped without forming a secondary phase within a certain level,
less than 5 mol%[ 1l, 12]. However, it is difficult to decide where the dopant goes
into intended site or not and how to compensate the charge driven by the doping. So,
when doping fails, the dopant in LiFePO4 ultimately changes the ratio of the
composition of elements leading to a composite material. For example, Ellis et al. [13]
showed that doping in lithium site or iron site does not go to the lattice leading to
several secondary phases. Also, Delacourt et al.[14] reported that Nb doping in Li
5 NbFePO4 failed leading to the amorphous cob-web composed of Nb, C, 0, Fe, and
P. Note that dopants occupy in lithium site and Li-vacancy makes charge
compensation. Even though doping is success, doping can adversely affect
electrochemical performance resulting from blocking lithium diffusion and less
lithium than stoichiometric LiFePO 4[12]
Secondly, another means of introducing secondary phases are through preparation of
off-stoichiometric composition compared to LiFePO4. Li3PO 4 is a secondary phase in
either lithium excess[7, 15] or iron deficiency[6] while the deficiency of lithium[7,
13] leads to Fe2P20 7 as a secondary phase.
Thirdly, temperature and atmosphere during synthesis can lead to secondary phases.
For example, the environment should be inert or reducing environment to keep Fe 2
unchanged during synthesis. So, different processes or precursors can result in
different degree of reducing environment easily leading to secondary phases. At low
synthesis temperature, Fe 20 3 easily appears as a secondary phase because of
insufficient reducing power[ 16]. Typical secondary phases with insufficient reducing
environment are Li 3Fe 2(PO 4)3 and Fe 2O3[17]. Under strong reducing atmosphere,
Li3PO4 and Fe2P[13] can be a secondary phase. Unfortunately, several secondary
phases such as Li3PO 4 , Fe2O3, and Fe2 P2O7 can adversely affect the properties of the
composite material, LiFePO4 with secondary phases resulting in the degradation of
the electrochemical performance because of their inactivity.
In this chapter, the formation of secondary phases by using different approaches is
investigated. First approach is the substitution of phosphorus with silicon to increase
the voltage of the material by inductive effect[18, 19]. However, the substitution
failed leading to the formation of a composite material, LiFePO4 with secondary
phases. The second approach changes the ratio of Fe to P with different synthesis
temperature to introduce secondary phases in the material. Previous approaches for
off-stoichiometry relative to LiFePO4 were based on the change of one atom such as
lithium excess (deficiency) or iron excess (deficiency). Lithium in the secondary
approach is in an excess state when the ratio is normalized by nominal oxygen like
LiFe-2xP1.xO 4 because the excess of lithium can ensure that the material at least
doesn't involve with vacancy in lithium site. Several secondary phases form under
these conditions. The understanding of secondary phases resulting from different off-
stoichiometries helps to find the most beneficial process parameters. Further, these
experimental data are compared with the phase diagram calculated from first
principles method. Secondary phases really depend on the ratio of Li, Fe, and P
induced by off-stoichiometry or failed substitution or synthesis temperatures.
LiFePO4 compound is easily formed if there is Li, Fe, and P except for large excess of
lithium case. When the ratio of Li to P is greater than three, there is no LiFePO4
formation. Through secondary phases obtained from these experiments, a certain
range of off-stoichiometry (LiFei-2xP1-x0 4 x < 0.05) leads to single-phase LiFePO4
composite material because secondary phase is a poorly crystallized state and cannot
be detected by XRD. Moreover, the poorly crystallized secondary phase can achieve
small particles through the restriction of grain growth. Therefore, the secondary phase
induced by a proper off-stoichiometry can be beneficial to the composite material
because of small particles and single phase.
3.2 Experiments
The samples were synthesized by solid-state reaction using Li2CO 3 (Fisher Scientific
company), FeC204-2H 20 (99.999%, Alfa Aesar), and NH4H2 PO4 (98%, Alfa Aesar).
In silicon doping case, the precursor of silicon was Si(CH 3COO) 4. The composition
of the samples was various. The mixture dispersed in the acetone was ball-milled with
zirconia balls in the polypropylene bottle for overnight. After ball milling the
mixtures, the powders were dried in the oven. The dried powders were ground,
pelletized and calcined at 350 "C under argon to decompose the carbonate, oxalate,
and ammonium. The samples after 14 heat treatment were naturally cooled down to
room temperature. The second heat treatment was performed at different temperatures
with the samples that ground and pelletized with manual presser using a disk shaped
mold. The final materials were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The X-ray
patterns were obtained on a Rigaku diffractometer using Cu-Ka radiation. The lattice
parameters were determined by Rietveld refinement using the X'pert High Score Plus
software. The morphology was characterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM). SEM was performed on a FEI Philips XL30 FEG ESEM. The samples on the
stainless holder were coated with gold/palladium to avoid charging effects
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Silicon doping instead of phosphorus in LiFePO4
Silicon can increase the voltage of the LiFePO4 because of inductive effect[18, 19] if
silicon correctly occupies the phosphorus site. In structural point of view, phosphorus
can be substituted with silicon because two elements prefer tetrahedral site to
octahedral site leading to MO 4 framework. Recham et al. [20] recently shows that
LiFePO 4 and Fe 2SiO4 make complete a solid solution. Moreover, silicon doping can
improve electronic conductivity if charge compensates with the mixed valence of
iron[6]. Also, the structural integrity of the LiFePO4 can be estimated by using the
different amount of doping level.
Figure 3-1 shows XRD patterns of a series of LiFe(SixPlx)O 4 (x =0 00.01, 0.04, 0.1,
0.2, and 0.3) synthesized at 700 *C under Ar. Unfortunately, there is no a solid
solution behavior for substituting phosphorus with silicon. Iron metal and Li3PO 4 are
easily recognized as a secondary phase. As the amount of silicon increases, the
amount of the iron metal linearly increases and peaks of XRD pattern linearly get
broaden. However, there are no compounds related to silicon even at 30 mol%
silicon. This can be understood the characteristic of silicon, which easily forms
glass[21]. Thus, silicon didn't incorporate to the lattice but might go to the matrix
leading to the formation of glass. As a result, phosphorus in LiFe(P,Si)0 4 is in
deficient leading to the change of the ratio of Fe (Li) to P from 1 to >1. When the
silicon adds into the LiFePO4 instead of phosphorus, the material easily forms a
composite material. The formation of secondary phases can be understood by a phase
separation as follows.
LiFe(P.xSix)O 4 4 LiFe(P-x)O 4 + x 11 Si - aLiFePO 4 + [Li 3PO4 + Fe + a-SiO2]
The appearance of the iron metal can result from the excess of iron oxalate induced
by failed silicon substitution. The decomposition of the iron oxalate easily forms iron
metal and iron oxides[22]. Even though lithium and iron are excess induced by the
deficiency of phosphorus, there is an appearance of Li3PO 4 as a secondary phase
instead of compounds related to lithium and iron. This can be understood by the
oxidation state of iron, which should be reduced, not oxidized from 2+ due to
reducing environment. As the amount of silicon increases, the ratio of Li to P linearly
increases leading to the increase of Li 3PO4.
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Figure 3-1. XRD patterns of LiFe(SixPx)O4 (x = 0, 0.01, 0.04, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3)
synthesized at 700 *C under Ar. Iron metal clearly appears and linearly increases
according to the amount of silicon.
Even though 1 mol% of silicon was added to LiFePO4 as shown in Figure 3-1, Fe
metal as a secondary phase still appears. So, LiFePO4 compound is quite sensitive to
the ratio of Fe (Li) to P or deficiency of phosphorus. Adding the silicon instead of
phosphorus to LiFePO4 compound failed and led to a composite material induced by
the change of the ratio of Fe (Li) to P from 1 to greater than 1. Thus, Li3PO4 and Fe
metal appear as secondary phases in addition to LiFePO4 in LiFe(Si,P)0 4 samples.
Adding silicon to LiFePO4 compound simply leads to the formation of a
composite material induced by changing the ratio of Li, Fe, and P, off-
stoichiometric composition from LiFePO 4. So, failed doping can be one of way to
get off-stoichiometric composition from LiFePO 4 without intention. The ratio of
Fe to P in LiFePO4 compound is very critical to get single-phase LiFePO4 and control
secondary phases. The failed doping silicon instead of phosphorus indirectly supports
that olivine structure is quite rigid to the deviation from stoichiometric composition
resulting in a composite material instead of a solid solution.
3.3.2 Off-stoichiometric LiFePO4 case (different ratio of Li, Fe, and P)
3.3.2.1 LiFe1..2xPi-0 4 (x = 0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.15, and 0.25)
Secondary phase also can be from the off-stoichiometric composition intentionally
introduced. However, the change of one element in LiFePO4, like only Fe or Li[7]
easily creates inactive secondary phases such as Li 3PO 4 or Fe 2P20 7 . To avoid these
secondary phases, the change of the ratio of Fe to P, 2:1 is chosen. Iron and
phosphorus are in deficient in the samples. In other words, the system is the excess of
lithium and phosphorus. Table 3-1 shows the summary of the XRD refinement results
and Figure 3-2 shows XRD patterns of the samples, LiFe1.2xPi1 x0 4 (x = 0, 0.01, 0.03,
0.05, 0.15, and 0.25). Samples from 1 to 4 show single phase LiFePO4 with a small
amount of Fe2P in Figure 3-2. Surprisingly, sample 4 also show single phase LiFePO4
even with a large deviation, overall 15 mol%. The formation of Fe2P can be from
strong reducing environment induced by carbothermal reduction[23].
Further deviation was pursued to check what a secondary phase is in this off-
stoichiometry. So, sample 5 and 6 were prepared with a large deviation, overall 45
mol% and 75 mol% respectively. As the deviation goes further in sample #5,
crystalline Li 3PO4 and Li4P 20 7 as a secondary phase start to appear in addition to
LiFePO4. Also, the amount of Li4P20 7 increases according to the increase of the
deviation in sample 6. Secondary phase in sample 6 is almost Li4P 2 0 7 with a small
amount of Li3PO4 and without Fe2P. The structural change of these samples is
interesting. As iron contents decrease, P0 4 structure decreases while P20 7 structure
increases in the samples. This is consistent with what is observed in phosphate
glasses, in which the phosphate network really depends on the network modifier[24].
Here, the iron oxide acts as network modifier in phosphate glasses. So, the decrease
of modifier in the samples easily leads to diametric phosphate (P2 0 7) unit from
P0 4[25]. Structural change of the off-stoichiometric samples generally follows the
characteristic of phosphate network. Therefore, single phase LiFePO4 at sample 2, 3,
and 4 can be different from sample 1 because of off-stoichiometry.
Sample Li Fe P ( l Measured Phases
1 1 1 1 4 LiFePO4/Fe 2P
2 1 0.98 0.99 4 LiFePO4/Fe 2P
3 1 0.94 0.97 4 LiFePO4/Fe2P
4 1 0.9 0.95 4 LiFePO4/Fe2P
LiFePO4 (86.5)/ Fe 2P (0.3)/ Li3PO4
5 1 0.7 0.85 4 (4.7)/
Li4P20 7 (M, 3.2)/ Li4P2 0 7 (T, 5.3)
6 1 0.5 0.75 4 LiFePO4 (72.3)/ Li3PO4 (2.2)/
6 1 Li4P20 7 (M, 5.9)/ Li4 P2 0 7 (T, 19.7)
M: monoclinic T: triclinic
Table 3-1. Refinement result of XRD patterns of LiFe-2xPi.xO 4 (x = 0, 0.01, 0.03,
0.05, 0.15, and 0.25) synthesized at 700 *C under Ar. The weight percentage of each
compound in parentheses was obtained from XRD refinement.
Fe2P
20 25 30 35 40
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Figure 3-2. XRD patterns of samples synthesized at 700 *C under Ar. The formula of
the sample is the same as Table 1. Sample 3 shows the trace of Li 3PO4 . *: M-Li4P 20 7 ,
+: Li3PO4, and 1: T- Li4P2 0 7. T: triclinic and M: monoclinic.
Considering starting off-stoichiometry, possible phase separation is as follows.
LiFe-2xPI1-0 4 - (1-x)-LiFePO 4 + x-[2Li+P] --- (1)
Based on equation (1), the ratio of Li to P in the remaining material along with the
formation of LiFePO4 is 2. Thus, Li4P 20 7 is the most eligible candidate for secondary
phase. However, XRD results show both Li3PO4 and Li4P20 7 as a secondary phase in
sample 5 and 6. So, the remaining material might not contain 2:1 ratio of Li of P
leading to the appearance of Li3 PO 4 . But, a large deviation like sample 6 tends to
follow equation (1) indicated by a large amount of Li4P2 0 7 . The deviation from the
stoichiometry in LiFei-2xPi-,x04 easily leads to a composite material, LiFePO 4 and
secondary phases, not a solid solution.
Note that there are two polymorphs of Li4P207: One is triclinic structure and the
other is monoclinic structure as shown in Figure 3-3. Based on Phase diagram in Li-
P-O[26], there are also two polymorphs and triclinic Li4P 20 7 is stable at high
temperature. Triclinic Li4P2 0 7 (ICSD-59243, V= 284.73 A3) has smaller volume than
LiFePO4. In contrast, monoclinic Li4 P2 0 7 (ICSD-39814, V = 568.50 A3) has much
larger volume than LiFePO4.
10 20 30 40 50
20 (Cu Ka)
Figure 3-3. Simulated XRD patterns of two polymorphs of Li4P 2 0 7 from ICSD data.
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Synthesis temperature influences the secondary phases that form by increasing
reducing power with temperature, especially when precursors contain residual carbon
like iron oxalate or at carbon coating. The effect of temperature on secondary phases
should be investigated. LiFePO4 (sample 1) and LiFeo 9Po.950 4 (sample 4) are chosen
as a model material. Figure 3-4a shows the XRD patterns of sample 1 synthesized at
different temperatures. At 600 *C, sample 1 shows single phase LiFePO 4 while Fe 2P
as a secondary phase starts to appear at 700 "C. As synthesis temperature increases,
secondary phases such as Li 3PO4 and Fe2P start to appear. Fe2P is main secondary
phase in sample 1 synthesized at 800 *C. Figure 3-4b shows the XRD results of
sample 4 (LiFeo.9Po.950 4) synthesized at different temperatures. Single-phase LiFePO4
is observed at 600 *C even though there is a large deviation. Fe 2P also starts to appear
at 700 *C. As temperature further increases, Li 3PO4, T- Li4P20 7 , and Fe2P are
observed as a secondary phase at 800 *C. Main secondary phase in sample 4
synthesized at 800 *C is T- Li4P20 7, not Fe2P. The appearance of T- Li4P20 7 is quite
different from sample 1. T- Li4P20 7 also is one of secondary phase at samples (5 and
6) that has larger deviation than sample 4.
20 30 40 50
2 0 (Cu Ka)
Figure 3-4a. XRD patterns of LiFePO4 (sample 1) synthesized at different synthesis
temperatures under Ar.
Li3PO Fe,.P
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Figure 3-4b. XRD patterns of LiFeo.9Po.9504 (sample 4) synthesized at different
synthesis temperatures under Ar. 1: T- Li4 P2 0 7 . T: triclinic.
Table 2 is the summary of XRD refinement of two samples, 1 and 4 at different
temperatures. All of secondary phase in different synthesis temperatures are Li 3PO4,
Li4P 20 7 , and Fe 2P. Different synthesis temperature induces different reducing
environment when residual carbon exists. Carbothermal reduction reaction can cause
LiFePO4 to decompose at high temperature resulting in secondary phases. Two
possible decomposed reactions are as follows.
3LiFePO4 + Li3PO4 + Fe 2P +FeP 4 Li 3PO 4 (28.5) +2Fe2P (71.5) + 402 [27] --- (2)
4LiFePO4 4 Li4P 2 0 7 (41) + 2Fe2P (59) + 4.502 [28] ------ (3)
Equation (2) shows that the decomposition of LiFePO 4 leads to Li3PO 4 and Fe2P, 28.5
wt% and 71.5wt% respectively. Note that FeP easily transforms to Fe2 P under
reducing environment[29]. If LiFePO4 follows equation (3) for decomposition, the
product of decomposition is Li4P20 7 and Fe2P, 41 wt% and 59 wt% respectively.
Li 3PO4 (1.3) and Fe 2P (4.3) in sample 1 synthesized at 800 *C in Figure 5a are similar
secondary phases to the equation (2). Also, the ratio of Fe2P to Li3PO4 is close to the
prediction of the equation (2). Thus, LiFePO 4 decomposes to Li3PO4 and Fe 2P
following the equation (2). 700 *C is the starting temperature of decomposition of
LiFePO4 in our experimental condition[13]. The appearance of Fe2P can be the
indicator of the decomposition of LiFePO4. So, the difference between 600 'C and
700 *C is only Fe2P. However, sample 4 at 800 *C shows T-Li4P2 0 7 as a secondary
phase in addition to Li3PO 4 and Fe 2P. Also, main secondary phase is T-Li4P207
unlikely sample 1. So, T-Li4P2 0 7 is not from the decomposition of LiFePO4 at high
temperature but is from other sources. Considering that samples (5 and 6) with a
larger deviation contain T-Li4P 20 7 as shown in Figure 2, the off-stoichiometry can
lead to the formation of T-Li4P 20 7 at 800 *C, not lower temperature. Thus, similar
structure to P20 7 can exist at lower temperature than 800 *C but XRD does not detect
this structure. Also, Li3PO4 in sample 4 can be from off-stoichiometry, not only the
decomposition of LiFePO4 because the weight percentage of Li3PO4 outweighs that
of Fe 2P, differently from the prediction.
Sample 1 (LiFePO 4) Sample 4 (LiFeo9Po.950 4)
600 *C LiFePO4  LiFePO 4
700 *C LiFePO4 (99.6)/ Fe2P (0.4) LiFePO4 (99.2)/ Fe 2P (0.8)
800 0C LiFePO4(94.3)/ LiFePO4 (82.1)/ Li3PO4 (3.3)Li3PO4 (1.3)/ Fe2P (4.3) Fe 2P (5.2)/ Li4P20 7 (9.4)
Table 3-2. Refinement result of XRD patterns of LiFe-2xPI1-0 4 (x = 0 and 0.05)
synthesized at different temperatures under Ar. The weight percentage of each
compound was obtained from XRD refinement.
LiFei-2xPi-xO4 samples show a various secondary phase depending on off-
stoichiometry or synthesis temperatures. Li4P 2 0 7 as a secondary phase can be only
from off-stoichiometry, and Fe2P can be only from the decomposition of LiFePO 4.
Li3PO4 can be from either source. Single phase LiFePO4 in sample 2, 3, and 4 is not
sure that these samples achieve solid solution because of off-stoichiometry.
3.3.2.2 Li2FexPO 4 (x = 0, 0.1, and 0.5) and Li3Feo.5FePO4:
The remaining material in addition to the formation of LiFePO4 in LiFe-2xPi-x0 4 has
2:1 ratio of Li to P. Thus, Li4P 2 0 7 is a possible secondary phase. However,
unexpectedly Li3PO4 is also found to from as a secondary phase as shown in Figure
3-2. Where is from Li3PO4? One possible thing is that the ratio of Li to P in the
remaining material is not two because iron can affect the ratio leading to the
formation of Li3PO4 . To test this hypothesis, several samples with Li2FexPO 4 (x = 0,
0.1, 0.5) were synthesized. Figure 3-5a shows XRD patterns and Table 3-3a shows
the summary of XRD refinement results of these samples. When the ratio of Li to P is
exactly two in sample 7, T- Li4P 2 0 7 is stable compound without creating Li3PO4 and
other phases. However, as the amount of iron increases, Li 3PO 4 forms in sample 8 as
a secondary phase along with Li4P2O7 and Fe2P. The appearance of Li 3PO4 may arise
from the influence of iron because the existence of iron in Li-P system easily leads to
the formation of LiFePO 4. As a result, the ratio of Li to P in the remaining material
increases from 2 to greater than 2. Thus, the increase of ratio of Li to P can lead to the
mix of Li3PO4 and Li4P2 0 7 (M and T). When iron further increases in the Li2FexPO 4,
LiFePO 4 and Li 3PO4 increase while Li4P2O7 decreases. The ratio of Li to P in the
remaining material in addition to the formation of LiFePO4 is close to 3, in which the
closest stoichiometric phase is Li 3PO4. The addition of iron in samples changes the
ratio of Li to P leading to the formation of LiFePO4 with Li3PO4 and Li4P2 0 7. So, the
appearance of Li3PO4 in LiFel-2xPI-xO4 samples can be understood by the same
mechanism. In other words, the remaining material in LiFei-2xPi-x0 4 contains not only
Li and P but also a small amount of iron. This iron changes the ratio of Li to P leading
to the mix of Li3PO4 and Li 4P20 7. The formation of Li 3PO 4 in LiFe-2xPi-x0 4
indirectly shows iron can be incorporated with the remaining material. Through
sample 7 to 9, structural change occurs as a function of the amount of iron. As the
iron content increases, main structure of the samples shifts from P207 to P0 4 . Also,
this behavior is consistent with the characteristic of structural change of LiFei-2xPi-
x0 4 samples and phosphorus in glass.
Table 3-3a. Secondary phases and weight percentage obtained from XRD refinement
results in Li2FePO4 (x = 0, 0.1, 0.03, and 0.5) and Li3Feo.5PO4. T: Triclinic and M:
Monoclinic
# Li Fe P 0 (nominal) Phases
7 2 0 1 4 Li4P 207(T)
LiFePO4 (11.4)/Li 3PO4 (12.3)/ Li4P2 0 7 (M, 36.9)/
8 2 0.1 1 4
Li4P 2 0 7(T, 37.6)/ Fe2P (1.8)
9 2 0.5 1 4 LiFePO4 (53.7)/Li 3PO4 (45.6)/ Fe 2P (0.7)
10 3 0.5 1 4 Li3PO4/Fe metal/FeO/Fe 30 4: No LiFePO4
Sample :8
r 3 Sample *9
Sample1 1I
20 30 40 50
20 (Cu Ka)
Figure 3-5a. XRD patterns of samples from #7 to #10 synthesized at 700 *C under Ar.
V: FeO, Il: Fe metal, and l: Fe30 4. The vertical dotted lines represent LiFePO 4.
However, when further increasing lithium contents, Li/P = 3 in sample 10, there is no
formation of LiFePO4. Even though there is enough iron to form LiFePO 4, the sample
completely separates to Li3PO4 and binary iron oxides with metallic iron. The
formation of LiFePO4 compound strongly depends on the ratio of Li to P. LiFePO4 is
the most stable compound in Li-Fe-P-O under synthesis condition and easily achieved
if Li/P is less than three with iron. If the Li/P is greater than three, there is no
formation of LiFePO4 even with sufficient iron amount.
... . ........
Figure 3-5b and Table 3-3b shows XRD patterns and refinement results of sample 9
synthesized at different temperatures. When synthesis temperature increases from 600
*C to 700 *C, LiFePO4 decreases while Li3PO4 and Fe2P increases. Considering that
LiFePO4 starts to decompose at 700 *C owing to strong reducing environment, the
increase of Li3PO4 and Fe2P originates from the decomposition of LiFePO4
confirming the decomposition reaction path.
Sample 9 (Li2Feo 5P04)
Table 3-3b. XRD refinement results of Li2Feo.5PO4 (sample 9) synthesized at different
temperatures.
Fe2P
Sample 9 (700 *C)
20 30 40 50 60
2 0 (Cu Ka)
600 *C LiFePO 4 (57.5)/ Li3PO4 (42.5)
700 *C LiFePO4 (53.7)/ Li 3PO4 (45.6)/ Fe2P (0.7)
Figure 3-5b. XRD patterns of Li 2Feo 5PO4 (Sample 9) synthesized at different
temperatures under Ar. Vertical long-dot lines represent some of peaks for LiFePO 4.
3.3.2.3 LiFeo 95Po 904
Sample 4 (LiFeo9Po.950 4) doesn't show detectable secondary phase except Fe2P
obtained from the decomposition of LiFePO4. It is possible the degree of its deviation
is not sufficient for creating secondary phase. So, a sample was prepared with the
same amount of overall deviation as the sample 4. But the off-stoichiometry changes
from Fe < P to Fe > P to check secondary phase. Figure 6 shows the XRD patterns of
LiFeo 95Po.90 4 synthesized at different temperature and Table 3-4 is the summary of
XRD refinement results. Considering that the amount of iron is larger than
phosphorus, the formation of LiFePO4 can be restricted by the amount of phosphorus.
Thus, the remaining material is expected to be composed of lithium and iron and
secondary phases are likely oxides related to lithium and iron. However, Fe metal and
Li3PO 4 are observed as a secondary phase in the sample 11 synthesized at 550 *C as
shown in Figure 3-6. Fe metal can be from the decomposition of residual iron oxalate
because of the lack of phosphorus[22, 30]. Also, the excess of lithium compared to Fe
and P leads to Li3PO4, without creating oxides related to lithium and iron. When
synthesis temperature increases from 550 *C to 700 *C, there are some changes of the
weight percentage and additional secondary phase, Fe 3P. LiFePO4 and Fe metal
decrease while Li 3PO4 and Fe 3P increases as temperature increases. The
decomposition of LiFePO4 can lead to Li 3PO4 and Fe2P or Fe 3P. Also, the appearance
of Fe 3P can be understood by the reaction of Fe2P with Fe when Fe exists as a
secondary phase. The condition, where Fe is larger than P and less than Li easily
leads to iron metal, not lithium iron oxides because of reducing environment and the
stability of Li 3PO4.
20 30 40 50
2 0 (Cu Ka)
Figure 3-6. XRD patterns of LiFeo.95Po.90 4 , sample 11 synthesized at 550 *C and 700
*C under Ar. L: Fe3P
Li Fe P 0 (nominal) Phases
5500C 1 0.95 0.9 4 LiFePO4(95.2)/Fe metal(2.0)/ Li3PO4(2.7)
7000C 1 0.95 0.9 4 LiFePO 4(88.4)/Fe
metal(1.5)/Fe 3P(5.6)/Li 3PO4(4.5)
Table 3-4. XRD results of LiFeo.95Po.90 4 (Sample 11) synthesized at 550 *C and 700
*C under Ar. The weight percentage of each compound was obtained from XRD
refinement.
......... .... ....
The ratio of Fe to P to get single-phase LiFePO4 is very important. When Fe > P, Fe
metal is formed and Fe 3P appears unlikely Fe < P case in sample 2, 3, and 4. So, the
overall deviation of the sample 4, 15 mol% is enough to make a secondary phase.
LiFePO4 easily forms at any condition if there are Li, Fe, and P except Li/P is greater
than three. When Li/P is greater three, the most stable compound is Li3PO4 . Also, the
structure of LiFePO4 is quite rigid to the deviation from the stoichiometric
composition. Interestingly, the structural change induced by the deviation generally
follows the characteristic of phosphate network in glasses, which depends on the ratio
of network modifier such as transition metal oxides and network former such as
phosphorus oxide. Corresponding to the deviation, the material leads to a composite
material, LiFePO4 and secondary phases rather than a solid solution. The state of
secondary phases depends on the degree of the deviation induced by off-
stoichiometric composition or failed doping. Synthesis temperature also affects the
characteristics of secondary phases. Li3PO4 and iron phosphides appear at high
temperature resulting from the decomposition of LiFePO 4. There are no secondary
phases related to lithium iron oxides or iron oxides or iron phosphates in our
experimental conditions which is a kind of lithium and phosphorus excess. The
material in a certain range of off-stoichiometric composition leads to single-phase
LiFePO4 even though there is a large deviation indicating that the secondary phase
can be there but is not detected by XRD.
3.4 Discussions
3.4.1 Structural change and secondary phase
The structural change of samples in our experiments can be explained by the concept
of network former (P) and modifier (Li or Fe) because phosphorus is a well-known
glass forming element, similar to silicon or boron[31]. The phosphate network
changes from chain or ring structure such as metaphosphate (P0 3~) through the
diametric pyrophosphate (P2074~) to the isolated orthophosphate (PO4~) in phosphate
glasses as network modifiers increase. As the iron content increases in off-
stoichiometric LiFePO4 samples, the P0 4 units increase while the P2 07 units
decrease. Similarly, the formation of secondary phases can be understood by this
mechanism. For example, the appearance of Li 3PO 4 as a secondary phase in LiFeP1.
x0 4 + x-Si and LiFeo.95Po.90 4 can result from the larger amount of network modifier
(Li or Fe) compared to network former (P), Li2FexPO 4 samples also have more
network modifier (Fe) than network former (P) compared to Li 2FeoPO4. As a result,
secondary phases can be related to P0 4 structure shifted from P207 structure. LiFei.
2xPI-x04 samples have more network former (P) than network modifier (Fe) relative to
LiFePO4 leading to a structure related to P20 7. Therefore, Sample 2, 3, and 4 can
have the similar structure with P20 7. Considering that glass easily forms between P0 3
and P2 07 structure, but not the P0 4 structure, the secondary phase in sample 2, 3 and
4 can be a poorly crystallized glass not allowing XRD to detect. Therefore, single-
phase LiFePO4 may be detected by XRD even though there is a deviation from the
stoichiometry. A phase evolution as a function of synthesis temperature shows similar
behavior. Sample 4 synthesized at 800 *C shows Li4 P2 0 7 and Li 3PO4 as a secondary
phase while sample 4 synthesized at 700 *C and 600 "C does not observe these
phases. Considering that Li4P20 7 is not from the decomposition of LiFePO4, the
appearance of Li4P20 7 at 800 *C can be related to off-stoichiometry of the samples.
Thus, the secondary phase in sample 2, 3, and 4 resulting from lower temperatures
can be a poorly crystallized but with Li 4P20 7-like structure. This means that sample 2,
3, and 4 are in single phase LiFePO4 but not in a solid solution.
3.4.2 Volume changes: formation of the composite material
When a material make a solid solution, lattice parameters of a material are affected by
the solid solution following Vegard's law. As the solid solution increases, lattice
parameters linearly correspond to the amount of solid solution even with the existence
of secondary phase[12]. Lattice parameters in LiFei-2xPi-x0 4 samples and
LiFeo 95Po.904 are shown in Table 3-5. Figure 3-7 shows the volume of samples
through 1 to 5 with respect to the degree of the deviation. The volume of the samples
through 1 to 5 is similar to each other irrespective of the existence of secondary
phases. There is no linear response of volume of samples according to the increase of
the deviation. Therefore, it can be concluded that the samples from 2 to 4 form a
composite material, not a solid solution. However, sample 4 is a little smaller volume
than sample 1 (LiFePO4) while sample 5 is a little larger volume than sample 1.
Smaller volume can be related to small particle size. The increase of solubility at
small particles can lead to the decrease of the volume compared to large particles[12,
32]. Also, a little different volume of sample 4 from sample 1 can originate from the
effect of secondary phase. LiFePO4, which forms at high temperature is equilibrium
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with the secondary phase in sample 4. This can lead to smaller volume than LiFePO 4
without secondary phase in sample 1. Considering that possible secondary phase in
sample 4 is close to T-Li4P20 7 (284 A3), LiFePO4 in sample 4 can have smaller
volume than LiFePO4 (291 A3). This is a different equilibrium than when
stoichiometric LiFePO 4, sample 1 is synthesized. Similarly, LiFePO 4 has slightly
different lattice parameters in single-phase state than when it is in equilibrium with
FePO 4 in two-phase region.
Sample # a (A) b (A) c (A) Volume (A
3)
1 (LiFePO 4) 10.317 6.002 4.69 290.41715
2 (LiFeo 98Po 9904) 10.314 6.002 4.69 290.33271
3 (LiFeo.94Po.97 0 4) 10.313 6.002 4.691 290.36645
4 (LiFeo 90Po 9504) 10.303 6.000 4.692 290.05006
5 (LiFeo7oPo. 85 0 4) 10.319 6.004 4.691 290.63219
11 (LiFeo.95Po.90 4) 10.315 6.001 4.690 290.395
Table 3-5. Lattice parameters and volume of LiFei-2xPi-x0 4 samples and
LiFeo. 95Po.90 4 synthesized at 700 *C under Ar. The results are obtained by XRD
refinement.
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Figure 3-7. Volume of LiFe-2xP1-x.0 4 samples synthesized at 700 "C under Ar
3.4.3 Secondary phase can help to achieve small particles
In ceramic materials, secondary phases (impurity phases) act as the inhibitor for
grain growth[8]. The existence of secondary phase slows the movement of grain
boundary. With secondary phases, LiFePO4 composite material can achieve smaller
particles than LiFePO4 without secondary phases. For instance, carbon in carbon
coated material acts as the inhibitor of grain growth resulting in small particles[4, 9]
in addition to the improvement of conductivity. Kim et al.[7] reported that the
restriction of grain growth in LixFePO 4 (x = 0.9, 0.95, 1, 1.05, and 1.1) enabled
smaller particles in LiFePO 4 composite materials than in single-phase LiFePO4. The
particle size of LiFePO4 is much larger than LixFePO4 (x = 0.9, 0.95, 1.05, 1.1).
Figure 3-8 shows SEM images of samples synthesized at 700 *C under Ar. Small
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particles are achieved in sample 2, 3, and 4, which show no detectable secondary
phase in XRD. In contrast, sample 1 shows similar particle size to sample 5 and 11,
which have detectable secondary phases in XRD. So, All secondary phases do not
have the same effect on the restriction of grain growth. However, secondary phase
with a poorly crystallized state is effective way to achieve small particles as shown in
Figure 3-8(b), (c), and (d).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
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Figure 3-8. SEM images of samples synthesized at 700 *C under Ar. (a) LiFePO4,
sample 1 (b) LiFeo 98Po 9904, sample 2 (c) LiFeo 94Po.970 4 , sample 3 (d) LiFeo 9Po 9504,
sample 4 (e) LiFeo.7PO.850 4, sample 5 (f) LiFeo.95Po.904, sample 11
There is a certain range of off-stoichiometric composition resulting in single-phase
LiFePO 4 with a poorly crystallized secondary phase. The structure of secondary phase
is close to Li4P2 0 7-like structure resulting from the appearance of Li4P 2 0 7 in sample
obtained at 800 "C and in further deviated samples. Also, lattice parameters barely
change even though the deviation from stoichiometric composition increases. This
negligible change indirectly supports that sample 2, 3, and 4 are a composite, not a
solid solution. Sample 2, 3, and 4 obtain small particles compared to sample 1. The
secondary phase can affect the grain growth during synthesis.
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3.4.4 Comparison of experimental data with calculated phase diagram
Phase diagrams represent the thermodynamic phase equilibriums of multi-component
systems. They easily reveal fundamental material aspects regarding the processing
and reactions of materials. So, secondary phases are easily identified by phase
diagram. Figure 3-9 shows a calculated phase diagram based on first principle
method[33] with our experimental data. Phase diagram matches well with all
experimental data in our works if strong reducing experimental conditions can lead to
the reduction of iron oxide or LiFePO4. However, LiFei-2xPI-0 4 samples indicate
different secondary phases from the prediction of phase diagram.
Based on calculated phase diagram, LiFe-2xPI1-0 4 shows LiFePO4 with Li4P20 7.
However, experimental results in LiFei-2xPI-xO 4 samples show only LiFePO4 for x =
0.01, 0.03, 0.05 and show LiFePO4, Li3PO4, and Li4P2O7 for x = 0.15, 0.25 as shown
in Table 3-l. The appearance of Li3PO4 in LiFe-2xP1.xO4 (x =0.15, 0.25) samples is
main difference from the calculated phase diagram. Li3PO4 in LiFe-2xPi.xO 4 can be
understood by the similarity of the structural change between sample 7 (Li2FeoPO 4)
and sample 8 (Li2Feo.1PO4). When iron adds to sample 7, Li 3PO4 starts to appear
along with Li4P207 and LiFePO4 in sample 8. Considering that iron affects the
formation of Li3PO4, the remaining material in addition to the formation of LiFePO4
in LiFei-2xPI-O 4 samples may contain not only Li and P but also a small amount of
iron. The appearance of Li3PO4 in LiFei-2xPi-x0 4 indirectly shows iron can be
incorporated with the remaining material. One of possible reaction is as follows.
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Figure 3-9. Calculated Li-Fe-P ternary phase diagram equilibrated with an oxygen
potential under reducing conditions, which represents typical synthesis conditions for
LiFePO 4. Samples are plotted based on nominal composition. Filled type represents
samples, which are synthesized in this work. Open type represents calculated
compounds.
LiFei-2xPi.xO 4 - (1-ax)DLiFePO4 + [ax-Li+ (a-2)x.Fe+ (a-1)x.P] (a >2)------- (4)
[ax-Li+ (a-2)x-Fe+ (a-1)x.P] - LiFePO4, Li3PO4, and Li4P2O7 for x = 0.15, 0.25
[ax-Li+ (a-2)x-Fe+ (a-l)x.P] - a poorly crystallized phase for x = 0.01, 0.03, 0.05
Based on the incorporation of iron and calculated phase diagram, a poorly crystallized
phase in LiFei-2xPi-x0 4 (x = 0.01, 0.03, 0.05) can exist for compositions between
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Li3PO4, Li4P20 7 and LiFeP 20 7 on phase diagram, not only Li4 P2O7 .
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the samples through different approaches such as attempted
doping with silicon, different synthesis temperatures, and off-stoichiometric
composition are synthesized to identify secondary phases and to find beneficial
secondary phase. If the ratio of Fe to P is greater than 1 induced by either the
failed silicon doping or off-stoichiometric composition, Li3PO 4 and Fe metal as a
secondary phase appears leading to a composite. The ratio of Fe to P in LiFePO4
was very critical to avoid the formation of iron metal and control secondary phases.
Also, synthesis temperature is proportional to reducing power because of residual
carbon originated from iron oxalate. So, high synthesis temperature, greater than 700
*C in our experimental condition can decompose LiFePO4 producing Li 3PO4 and Fe2 P
as a secondary phase. The appearance of Fe2P can be from the decomposition of
LiFePO4 under strong reducing environment, not from off-stoichiometry. However,
when Fe is less than P in samples compared to stoichiometric ratio, secondary phases
are Li3PO4 and Li4P20 7 . The amount of secondary phases depends on the degree of
the deviation. The structural change in samples where Fe is less than P compared to
stoichiometric ratio follows the characteristic of phosphate network in glasses. As the
iron contents decrease, the P0 4 structure starts to shift to the P20 7 structure, which
can easily form glass. As a result, LiFei-2xP1 0 4 (x = 0.01, 0.03, and 0.05) samples do
not show any detectable secondary phases leading to single-phase LiFePO4 because
secondary phase in these samples is a poorly crystallized, characteristic of P20 7 glass.
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Also, negligible change of lattice parameters of these samples compared to LiFePO 4
indirectly supports that these samples form a composite, not a solid solution.
Through experimental results in this chapter, the characteristics of LiFePO4
compound are revealed. Firstly, the structure of LiFePO4, olivine is quite rigid to the
deviation from stoichiometric composition. So, the ratio of Fe to P or Li to P is very
important to get single-phase LiFePO4 because the deviation easily leads to secondary
phases. Secondly, there are no strong competing phases with Fe 2 compared to
LiFePO4 under reducing environment except metallic iron and iron phosphides. As a
result, LiFePO 4 compound easily forms when Li, Fe, and P coexist irrespective of the
amount of each element. However, if Li/P is greater than three, there is no formation
of LiFePO4 compound even though there is enough iron to form LiFePO4. Finally, a
poorly crystallized phase can be obtained as a secondary phase by controlling the off-
stoichiometric composition and amount. This poorly crystallized secondary phase can
lead to small particles resulting from effective restriction of grain growth and single
phase LiFePO4. So, LiFePO 4 composite in a certain off-stoichiometric range (LiFei.
2xPl-x0 4 at x = 0.01, 0.03, and 0.05) can have beneficial secondary phase because of
small particles and single phase.
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Chapter 4. Making small particle in LiFePO4 using solid-
state reactions with iron oxalate
4.1 Introduction
LiFePO 4 is a very important cathode material for large-scale rechargeable lithium batteries
which require not only excellent structural and thermal stability and inexpensive cost but also
high power capability. Thus, optimized electronic and ionic transport kinetics of LiFePO4 is
essential. Firstly, many efforts have focused on dealing with the poor electronic
conductivity[ 1], which was believed to be the obstacle for real applications. Recently, this
problem has been solved by several techniques such as carbon coating, metallic layer
coating[2] and doping[3].
Considering that LiFePO4 is a ID lithium conductor[4-6], special attention should be paid to
ionic conductivity to achieve high power capability. The most common way to improve
macroscopic transport characteristics is to reduce the particle size. This strategy shortens the
diffusion length of both lithium and electron. As a result, small particles indeed led to
improve rate capability even without carbon coating[3, 7, 8]. Therefore, making small
particles in the LiFePO4 compound is critical to achieve high rate capability. An effective
way to make small particles should be developed. There are several processes to achieve
small particles. Firstly, wet chemical processes, such as co-precipitation[9, 10], polyol[8],
and hydrothermal[11] synthesis are typical way to make small particles. However, the
materials synthesized by these processes often imply structural imperfections such as low
crystallinity and anti-site disordering[ 10-13] because the synthesis was performed at low
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temperature. Although small particles were easily achieved in these processes, the structural
imperfections seriously affect the electrochemical performance of the LiFePO4, especially at
high rate[10, 14]. So, the materials obtained from wet chemical processes may require
additional processing such as a heat treatment at high temperature to remove the structural
imperfections[ 10]. Especially anti-site defects should be paid attention to because these
defects can block 1D lithium diffusion channels during electrochemical tests resulting in poor
kinetic behavior[12, 15].
Considering the additional steps to remove the structural imperfections in wet chemical
processes, solid-state reaction might provide attractive alternative because a perfect
crystalline[ 16] is easily achieved as a result of a higher reaction temperature. Also, solid-state
reactions are a simple process composing just mixing and heat treatments. Any precursors
can be used giving substantial degree of freedom to the solid-state reaction. However, the
disadvantage of solid-state reaction is uncontrollable grain growth resulting in large particles
because of sufficient thermal energy at high temperature. So, the grain growth should be
restricted to achieve small particles through solid-state reaction. In solid-state reaction, the
properties of final product depend on the properties of the mixed precursors and the heat
treatment (sintering) conditions. For instance, the particle size and the density of fmal
product may depend not only on particle size, particle distribution, homogeneity and non-
stoichiometry of the mixed precursors but also on temperature, time, atmosphere,
heating/cooling rate, and pressure during sintering[17]. Especially, the sintering temperature
and time have strong influence on the microstructure of the material i.e. particle size,
morphology, and density. The restriction of grain growth can be achieved by controlling the
synthesis temperature, reaction time, and impurity (secondary) phases during heat treatment.
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The synthesis temperature controls thermal energy to overcome the activation barrier for the
diffusion[ 18]. For example, LiFePO 4 with a small particle size can be synthesized at - 320 *C
[14, 19]. As the reaction time controls the diffusion length of the elements during sintering,
short reaction times at high temperature can easily result in small particle sizes[20, 21]. Also,
secondary phases effectively act as the inhibitor of the grain growth because these phases can
slow down the movement of the grain boundary between grains or particles. For instance,
carbon coating in LiFePO4 restricts the grain growth[19, 22, 23] resulting in small particles.
If secondary phases are on the surface, the restriction of the grain growth can be substantial
because the movement of the elements between grains or particles is effectively prevented.
Besides the slowing the movement of the grain boundary, secondary phases can affect the
morphology of the particle reducing the anisotropy of surface energy if secondary phases are
not well crystallized.
In this chapter, solid-state reaction can make small particles by using simple change of the
stoichiometric composition without additional processes what is found in Chapter 3. Iron
oxalate for solid-state reaction of LiFePO4 is chosen as an iron source[3, 24, 25] because it is
easily decomposed at low temperature, ~ 150 *C[26] and the carbon in oxalate can act as
reducing agent. Two materials were prepared: off-stoichiometric and stoichiometric
LiFePO 4. Ball-milled mixtures between the off-stoichiometric and the stoichiometric
LiFePO 4 were quite different from each other. The different characteristics of ball-milled
powders affect the formation of LiFePO4 and the later process. The off-stoichiometric
LiFePO 4 at the second heat treatment showed a poorly crystallized phase on the surface or in
between grains and crystalline LiFePO 4 in the inside of grains. Also, the existence of the
poorly crystallized phase on the surface made the movement of grain boundary sluggish
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resulting in small particles and amorphous characteristic of the secondary phase substantially
affected the morphology of particles resulting in spherical morphology even at long sintering
time at 700 *C. However, grain growth in the off-stoichiometric material was active at 800 *C
showing large particles with a faceted morphology. The structural and chemical separation
built by ball-milled powder was barely changed during heat treatments in the off-
stoichiometric material. The characteristics induced by the ball-milled powder through off-
stoichiometric starting materials achieved the small particles with a uniform spherical
morphology. Also, the sintering time and temperature effect for the particle size and
morphology in the off-stoichiometric material will be discussed in this chapter.
4.2 Experiments
4.2.1 Synthesis
LiFePO 4 materials were synthesized by solid-state reaction using Li2CO 3 (Fisher Scientific
company), FeC204-2H20 (99.999%, Alfa Aesar), and NH4H2PO 4 (98%, Alfa Aesar). The
nominal formula of the two materials was LiFePO4 and LiFeo. 9Po 95044 (off-stoichiometric
LiFePO 4). The mixture dispersed in the acetone was ball-milled with zirconia balls in the
polypropylene bottle for specific time. After ball milling the mixtures, the powders were
dried in the oven. The dried materials were characterized by XRD and ATR-FTIR. The dried
powders were pelletized and calcined in a first heat treatment under Argon to decompose the
carbonate, oxalate, and ammonium. The samples were cooled down to room temperature
after the first heat treatment, ground, and manually pelletized with 10000 pound pressure
using a disk shaped mold. And then, the pellets were heated at several temperatures for
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specific time under Argon. The final materials were characterized by XRD, SEM, TEM, and
STEM.
4.2.2 XRD, SEM, and TEM
The X-ray pattern was obtained on a Rigaku diffractometer with Cu-Ka radiation, and was
scanned with 0.020 steps over a 20 range. The lattice parameters and the weight percentage of
the material were determined by Rietveld refinement analysis using the X'pert High Score
Plus software. TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) images were collected from the
powder sample, which was dispersed in isopropanol and suspended on a carbon support film
with copper grid under an accelerating voltage of 200 kV on a JEOL 2010 microscope.
STEM (Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy) images were collected from the
powder sample, which was dispersed in methanol and suspended on a carbon support film
with copper grid under an accelerating voltage of 250 kV on a VG HB603 FEG-STEM.
Beam resolution is around 2nm.
4.2.3 ATR-FTIR and TGA-MS
TGA-MS (Themogravimetric analyzer - Mass spectrometer) measurements were performed
on GA Q50 (TA Instruments) equipped with Thermostar mass spectrometer (PFEIFFER
VACUUM). The heating rate of the materials was 5 *C /min rate from 25 *C to 700 *C.
Before heating, the samples were purged for 2 hrs at 25 *C to remove all other gases. Helium
was used to establish an inert atmosphere and minimize the disturbance of the measurement
for outgoing gases. The loading weights for TGA-MS were around 20 ~30mg. ATR-FTIR
(Attenuated Total Reflection - Fourier Transform Infrared) measurements were performed
on Thermo Nicolet NEXUS 470/670/870 FTIR equipped with ATR accessory. The
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resolution was 4 cm-1 and the number of scans was 256. The window material was diamond,
500 - 4500 cm 1. Before measuring the samples, the machine was purged with nitrogen gas.
4.3 Results
4.3.1. Characterization of the precursors and the ball-milled mixtures (before heating)
4.3.1.1 XRD data: characterization of the crystalline phase in mixed powders
Li2CO 3, FeC 204 2H 20, and NH4H 2PO4 were initially put together to ball-mill the
stoichiometric and the off-stoichiometric material with different ratios of Li, Fe, and P.
Figure 4-1 shows the XRD patterns of ball-milled precursors and mixtures of precursors.
Even though the same precursors were used in both materials, the mixed powder of the off-
stoichiometric material in Figure 4-lb was different from that of the stoichiometric material.
Also, the mixed powder was completely changed from the precursors after ball milling.
During ball milling, different reactions could be involved in both materials. The Li2 CO 3 and
NH4H2PO4 phase disappeared and then Li 3PO 4 structure appeared in the off-stoichiometric
mixture in Figure 4-lb. In contrast, the Li2CO 3 phase disappeared but NH4H2PO4 and iron
oxalate phase still existed and there was no strong appearance of Li3PO4 in the stoichiometric
mixture in Figure 4-la. Considering the decomposition temperature of Li2CO 3,~ 700 *C[27],
the disappearance of Li2CO 3 during ball milling was surprising. The Li 3PO 4 phase was easily
formed, especially in the case of excess lithium even without ball milling, needless to say
with ball milling. Therefore, the disappearance of Li2CO 3 can be understood by the formation
of Li3PO4. XRD pattern of the iron oxalate in the stoichiometric material was dominant phase
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indicated by strong intensity while iron oxalate in the off-stoichiometric material showed
weaker intensities and broader peaks than those in BM- FeC 2O4 -2H20 in Figure 4-1. So, the
environment of iron oxalate in the off-stoichiometric mixture was not exactly the same as the
iron oxalate precursor. Another pronounced difference was the amorphous hump around 20-
400 in the off-stoichiometric mixture in Figure 4-lb. Considering the off-stoichiometric
mixture was composed of Li 3PO 4 and the changed FeC2O4-2H20 in Figure 4-lb as well as
the starting ratio of the precursors, the amorphous phase could be comprised of the rest of the
precursors such as carbonate, ammonium, iron, and phosphate. The possible reaction in the
off-stoichiometric mixture is as follows.
0.5-Li2CO 3 + 0.9-FeC 204-2H 20 +0.95-NH 4H2PO4
-> Li 3PO 4+ x-FeC 2 04-2H2 0 + amorphous (rest of the precursors) (x< 0.9)
The off-stoichiometric mixture easily led to the formation of Li 3PO4 and the change of
FeC2O4-2H20 through vigorous reactions during ball milling. However, the stoichiometric
material showed the simple mixture of FeC204-2H20 and NH4H 2PO 4 without vigorous
reactions to change the mixture. After ball milling, the two materials had different chemistry
of crystalline phases. The iron oxalate as the iron source in the two materials was also quite
different.
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Figure 4-1. XRD patterns of the ball-milled (BM) mixture of precursors and BM-precursors
before heating. (a) LiFePO4 (b) off-stoichiometric LiFePO 4 (c) Li2 CO 3 (d) FeC204-2H 20 (e)
NH4H2PO4. LI represents some peaks from Li3PO4 phase.
4.3.1.2 XRD measurement of the off-stoichiometric material with extensive ball milling
time
The iron oxalate started to change at the material obtained from -15 hrs ball milling.
However, the change was not enough to find a new phase. The extended ball milling time for
the mixture can provide more pronounced change of XRD pattern in the off-stoichiometric
material during ball milling. Figure 4-2 shows the XRD patterns of the off-stoichiometric
mixtures obtained at different ball milling time. As expected, the iron oxalate phase
completely disappeared in the sample ball-milled for about a week (cf Figure 4-2a).
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Figure 4-2. XRD patterns of the ball-milled materials with different milling time before
heating. (a) BM off-stoichiometric LiFePO 4 for a week (b) BM off-stoichiometric LiFePO4
for 15hrs (c) BM- FeC 2O4-2H20. '"*" is the unidentified phase. The iron oxalate in the box
finally disappeared in the sample ball-milled for a week. Li represents some of peaks from
Li3PO4.
As ball milling time increases, crystalline Li3PO4 and the amorphous phase indicated by the
hump around 20- 40 * in Figure 4-2 increase. After one week ball milling, the mixture
showed only one crystalline phase, Li 3PO4. Surprisingly, there was no crystalline phase
related to iron as shown in Figure 4-2(a). Therefore, the crystalline iron oxalate has been
changed to an amorphous phase as the ball milling went further. Considering starting
materials and XRD pattern of the sample ball-milled for a week, the crystalline phase might
be comprised of lithium and phosphorus because of Li3PO4 existence while the amorphous
phase might be comprised of iron, carbonate, ammonium, and the rest of precursors.
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Through the ball milling process, the off-stoichiometric material showed not only
homogeneously mixed powder but also showed structural and chemical phase separation
between a crystalline phase, mainly Li3PO4 and an amorphous phases related to iron.
4.3.1.3 ATR-FTIR data for ball-milled mixtures
Based on XRD data, the off-stoichiometric material after ball milling showed only
crystalline Li3PO4 and small amount of iron oxalate with amorphous hump. The amorphous
hump was related to iron with anions from precursors. Anions of the mixtures can be
characterized by FTIR because ATR-FTIR is sensitive to the vibration of these
molecules[28]. Figure 4-3 shows the spectra of ball-milled mixed powders and precursors
measured by ATR-FTIR. The pronounced differences between the two materials are marked
with vertical lines in Figure 4-3. Based on precursors, the mixtures can be expected to have
several anions such as (C2 0 4)2-, (P0 4 )-, and C0 32 in addition to H20 and NH4*. As expected
in XRD data, there are no spectra related to carbonate anions which shows strong peak
around 1400 ~ 1600 cm' and sharp peak around 850 cm' in both materials[29].
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Figure 4-3. ATR-FTIR spectra of the
(a) BM- LiFeo.9Po.9504-5 (b) BM-
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precursors and the ball milled mixtures of precursors.
LiFePO 4 (c) Li 3PO4 (d) BM- FeC204-2H 20 (e)
Ferric Oxalate) (f) BM- (NH4)2HP0 4 . The large
seen with vertical lines. New peak (*) appears in the
The main spectra from oxalate anions was around 1600 - 1850 cm~1 of va(C=O)[30, 31]. The
two mixtures in Figure 4-3a and b show clearly different spectra. Figure 4-3d shows the
spectra of the ball-milled iron oxalate. The oxalate spectra of the stoichiometric material was
similar with the ball-milled iron oxalate in Figure 4-3d. In contrast, the oxalate spectra of the
off-stoichiometric material in Figure 4-3a was different from ball-milled iron oxalate in
Figure 4-3d and rather close to the new phase, (NH4) 3Fe(C 20 4)3-xH 20 (Ammonium Ferric
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Oxalate, AFO)[32] in Figure 4-3e, especially around 1600 cm-1 and 800 cm~1. The new
phase, AFO, was detected in FTIR measurements but could not be found in XRD data.
Therefore, AFO in the off-stoichiometric material can be attributed to the amorphous hump
around 20 ~ 400 observed in XRD measurement in Figure 4-lb. Appearing AFO led to the
change of local structure around iron. Especially, the oxidation state in the off-stoichiometric
material was affected because iron has oxalate anions as nearest neighbors and iron in AFO
is trivalent (Fe 3+). Figure 4-4 shows the schematic structural geometry[30, 31] of Fe(II)C 20 4
and (NH4) 3Fe(III)(C 20 4)3. The appearance of AFO in the off-stoichiometric material
indicated that the oxalate anions might be polymerized to form a web around the iron ions
during ball milling[33]. The polymerization of the oxalate anions isolated the iron ions from
Li 3PO4 and induced the oxidation change of the iron from 2+ to 3+ even though the precursor
initially provided divalent iron (Fe2+). The reduction reactions forming H2 or CO 2 can
compensate for this oxidation reaction during ball milling. The starting mixture before
heating was the mixture of both iron Fe3+ and iron Fe 2+, not pure Fe2+ in the off-
stoichiometric material. But, the stoichiometric material didn't show this behavior.
Ball milling
(a) (b)
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Figure 4-4. Schematic diagram of the structural change of iron oxalate during ball milling in
the off-stoichiometric material. (a) Fe : C20 4 = 1:1 (b) Fe: C20 4 = 1: 3. The oxalate ions were
polymerized to form a cobweb around iron ions in the off-stoichiometric material[33].
The main spectra of the P0 4 anion are around 1000 1 100 cm' in Figure 4-3[34, 35]. The
spectra associated with the P0 4 anions also show the difference between the two materials. In
the stoichiometric material, the spectra were mainly from (NH4)2HP0 4 with a small
contribution of Li 3PO4 in Figure 4-3b while the spectra of the off-stoichiometric material
were mainly from Li 3PO4 with a small contribution of (NH4)2HP0 4 in Figure 4-3a. Also, the
peak of P0 4 anion around 1000 ~ 1200 cm-1 in the off-stoichiometric material showed much
broader than that of pure Li 3PO4 in Figure 4-3c. The broadness of the peak could be related
to the crystallinity or small particle size of the material[36]. Hence, the Li 3PO 4 phase in the
off-stoichiometric material was not perfectly crystalline. This might indicate that Li3PO4 will
react more readily with other materials during heat treatments.
The spectra of NH4* ion[32] around 1400 ~ 1500 cm- in the stoichiometric material were
related to (NH4)2HP0 4 showing two sharp peaks while the off-stoichiometric material
showed one broadening peak around 1400 ~ 1500 cm' which is related to
(NH 4)3Fe(C 2 0 4)3-xH 20 (AFO) and (NH 4)2HP0 4. Based on the FTIR data, the anion
environments in the two materials were totally different. Therefore, the off-stoichiometric
material obtained from ball-milling is a result of several reactions.
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(a) off-stoichiometric
- LIFePO for 1 week
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(c) BM-FeCO42H,0
(d) (NH,),Fe(C2O1)
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Figure 4-5. FTIR spectra of the off-stoichiometric materials at different ball milling time. (a)
for one week ball milling (b) for 15hrs ball milling (c) BM-FeC204-2H 20 (d)
(NH4)3Fe(C20 4)3-xH20. The striking differences are indicated with vertical lines. '
indicates the appearance of a new peak.
Figure 4-5 shows the spectra of the off-stoichiometric material at different ball milling
times. The spectra for the ball-milled off-stoichiometric material in Figure 4-5 (a) and (b)
shows many similarities except for the spectra of oxalate indicated by vertical lines in Figure
4-5. The spectra of the iron oxalate were almost disappeared. The spectra of oxalate around
1600 ~ 1800 cm' after one week ball milling were shifted to the higher frequencies. The
disappearance of iron oxalate after one week ball milling was consistent with XRD result
shown in Figure 4-2. The changed spectra were close to (NH4)3Fe(C 20 4)3 -xH20, which was
not detectable by XRD. In the off-stoichiometric material, the environment of iron oxalate
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changed to a phase similar to (NH4)3Fe(C 20 4)3-xH 20 during ball milling, and the degree of
the change depends on the ball milling time.
4.3.1.4 Conclusion before heating
Based on XRD and FTIR measurements, the stoichiometric and the off-stoichiometric
mixture of the precursors showed quite different characteristics. The stoichiometric material
almost kept the characteristic of the precursors without vigorous reactions during ball
milling. On the other hand, the off-stoichiometric material didn't keep the characteristic of
the precursors due to vigorous reactions changing the precursors during ball milling. Thus,
the off-stoichiometric ball-milled mixture showed the formation of Li3PO4 as a crystalline
phase and the appearance of a phase similar to (NH4)3Fe(C 2 0 4)3-xH 20 (AFO) as an
amorphous phase during ball milling. As a result, the crystalline Li 3PO4 can mainly act as a
lithium source and amorphous phases related to AF(III)O and iron(II) oxalate can act as main
iron source in the off-stoichiometric material. Therefore, the different characteristics of ball-
milled mixtures affect the later process, especially the reaction route to form LiFePO 4.
4.3.2 Characterization of the reaction route: TGA-MS
The stoichiometric and the off-stoichiometric material showed different characteristics of the
ball-milled powder based on XRD and ATR-FTIR. The influence on the reaction should be
characterized. Thermal Gravimetric Analyzer- Mass Spectrometer (TGA-MS) is useful to
characterize the reactions during heat treatment. TGA-MS measures the change of the
weight and the type of outgoing gas at the same time. So, reactions can be estimated during
firing.
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Figure 4-6 shows the TGA-MS results of the two materials. The weight loss from heat
treatment was comparable, about 45% loss. However, the shape of the TGA curve was quite
different from each other. The stoichiometric material in Figure 4-6a showed a sharp change
of the weight with three clear steps while the off-stoichiometric material in Figure 4-6b
showed a rather continuous change of the weight with two rough steps. The change of the
weight in the TGA curve was related to the decomposition of precursors such as ammonium,
oxalate, and carbonate resulting in gas evolutions. Each step in the stoichiometric material
corresponded to a gas evolution peak. For instance, the first step was accompanied with H20
gas, the second step was from NH3 gas release and the third step in Figure 4-6a was from
C0 2/CO. However, the steps in the off-stoichiometric material were not clearly separated,
especially C0 2/CO release in Figure 4-6b. The H20 was released at the beginning, followed
by the NH 3 and C0 2/CO release. Finally, another C0 2/CO release was detected.
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90 - -Co 1.5
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Figure 4-6. TGA-MS results of (a) BM- stoichiometric material and (b) BM- off-
stoichiometric material under inert gas environment, Helium.
The most pronounced difference between the two materials was the temperature of the
C0 2/CO release that is compared in Figure 4-7. Note that C0 2/CO mainly originated from
oxalate. The C0 2/CO of the stoichiometric material released around 375 *C in Figure 4-7,
which is similar to the decomposition temperature of pure iron oxalate. Also, the ratio of CO2
to CO was almost equal to one indicating that the gas resulted from the decomposition of
pure iron oxalate[37].
FeC204-2H20 -> FeO (Fe30 4 +Fe)+ CO 2 + CO (C0 2/CO ~1)
In contrast, the off-stoichiometric material started to release C0 2/CO around 250 *C that is
similar to the decomposition temperature of (NH4)3Fe(C20 4)3 3H20[32, 38]. Also, the ratio
of CO 2 to CO was not equal to one indicating that the gas release didn't result from simple
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oxalate. The off-stoichiometric material released C0 2/CO at two temperatures in Figure 4-7,
one is around 250 *C and the other is around 300 ~ 400 *C. Considering that C0 2/CO mainly
originated from oxalate anions, two temperatures indicated that the off-stoichiometric
material contained two different oxalate environments. The result is consistent with XRD and
FTIR data, which showed two oxalate environments, iron oxalate and the phase related to
ammonium ferric oxalate (AFO). Based on the intensity of the peaks at two temperatures, the
phase related to (NH4) 3Fe(III)(C2 0 4)3-3H 20 is larger than that related to Fe(II)C20 4-2H20 in
Figure 4-7.
--- CO2 from LIFePO,
- CO from LiFePO4
-- CO2 from LiFeL,PO04
1.0 
-
- CO from LiFe.,P,,,O
S0.5-
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Temperature (C)
Figure 4-7. Comparison of C0 2/CO release behavior at the stoichiometric and the off-
stoichiometric material. The starting temperature of the gas release is quite different from
each other. The ratio of CO2 to CO is also quite different.
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The oxalate anions were connected with the iron in the ball-milled mixtures. Therefore, the
phases related to iron were decomposed at different temperatures in the off-stoichiometric
material. The different release temperature of C0 2/CO could lead to different reaction to
form LiFePO4. The formation of LiFePO4 in the offf-stoichiometric materials started at 250
*C because the decomposition of oxalates induced a change of atmosphere from inert gas to
reducing environment through the carbon thermal reduction (CTR)[39]. The change of
atmosphere could make LiFePO4 thermodynamically favorable compared to the mixture of
crystalline Li 3PO 4 and the phase related to iron[40]. Also, the particles of the phases
providing the sources for the formation of LiFePO 4 didn't have much chance to grow due to
the lower on-set temperature in the off-stoichiometric material. In contrast, the
decomposition of iron oxalate in the stoichiometric material was around 375 *C rendering
iron available at higher temperatures. Thus, the formation of LiFePO4 in the stoichiometric
materials can be active at this temperature. The stoichiometric material does not have the
same effect as the off-stoichiometric material due to higher decomposition temperature of the
iron oxalate.
4.3.3 Characterization of the first heated materials (250 *C or 350 *C):
4.3.3.1 XRD data of the off-stoichiometric material at 250 *C or 350 *C
The mixture of the off-stoichiometric material had different phases from the precursors but
that of the stoichiometric material showed similar phases compared to the precursors after
ball milling. Especially, the off-stoichiometric material showed crystalline Li 3PO4 and an
amorphous phase related to iron. The release of C0 2/CO around 250 *C mainly originating
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from the decomposition of oxalate anions resulted in the formation of LiFePO4, which is the
most stable structure under reducing environment in the off-stoichiometric material.
Therefore, the two materials might be different characteristics after the first heat treatment.
Figure 4-8 shows the XRD patterns of the off-stoichiometric material at different
temperatures. The LiFePO 4 phase started to appear and iron oxalate completely disappeared
at 250 *C in Figure 4-8b as expected in TGA-MS data.
L L1L L
(a) Ball-mill Id
20 30 40 50
2 0 (Cu Ka)
Figure 4-8. XRD patterns of the off-stoichiometric material at different temperatures under
Ar. (a) before heating (ball-milled powder), (b) heated at 250 *C, and (c) heated at 350*C.
The LiFePO4 was formed and iron oxalate (*) almost disappeared at 250 *C. L: LiFePO4 and
LI: Li3PO4.
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Table 4-1. The existence of the amorphous phase and crystalline phases at different
temperatures. The weight percentages were from the result of XRD refinement. #:The hump
around 20 ~ 40* in XRD patterns represents the existence of amorphous phase.
Based on Table 4-1, the phases related to iron such as LiFePO4 was less than Li 3PO4 at 250
*C while the phases related to iron such as iron oxalate was larger than crystalline Li 3PO4 at
the ball-milled powder. Therefore, most of phase related to iron could be in an amorphous
state at 250 *C. The appearance of LiFePO4 at 250 *C was consistent with TGA-MS results,
which showed the decomposition of oxalate anions around that temperature. The XRD
pattern at 350 "C in Figure 4-8c shows LiFePO 4 and Li3PO4 as well. However, LiFePO4
phase increased while Li3PO4 phase decreased compared to the result of 250 *C. Therefore,
LiFePO 4 formed at the expense of Li 3PO 4 with iron that could be from the amorphous
phases. Li3PO 4 acted as the seed for the formation of LiFePO4 in the off-stoichiometric
material. So, the particle size of Li 3PO4 can be critical to achieve small particles in final
product. Table 4-1 summarized the evolution of the phases at different temperatures.
Considering that the mixture had structural and chemical separation between crystalline
Li3PO 4 and amorphous phase related to iron, the formation of LiFePO4 might start at the
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interface between the crystalline and the amorphous phase. The crystalline phase supplied
lithium and phosphorus and the amorphous phases could provide the iron and maybe
phosphorus to form LiFePO4. Note that there are three polymorphs of Li3PO4 , a, P, and
y[41]. The stability of the three phases depends on synthesis temperature. On heating, P -
Li3PO4 transforms to y - Li 3PO4 at around 520 *C and y - Li3PO4 transforms to a - Li3PO4 at
1170 *C. P and y - Li3PO 4 have different lattice parameter. The lattice parameters of y -
Li3PO4 are close to those of LiFePO4. So, the Li3PO4 in the off-stoichiometric material can
be different phases depending on the temperature. The Li 3PO4 in ball-milled mixture could
be close to p phase. Yet, the P phase might transform to the y phase on heating.
10 20 30 40 50
2 0 (Cu Ka)
Figure 4-9. XRD patterns of the stoichiometric material at different temperatures under AR.
(a) ball-milled powder (before heating) (b) heat treatment at 250 *C and (c) heat treatment at
350 *C. At 250 *C, iron oxalate still existed indicated by the "*". At 350 *C, the material
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showed similar behavior yet a larger amount of LiFePO4 and smaller amount of Li3PO 4 . L:
LiFePO 4 LI: Li3PO4.
The XRD patterns of the stoichiometric material show in Figure 4-9. The material at 250 *C
still contains an iron oxalate phase indicated by "*"in Figure 4-9b. The stoichiometric
material showed large amounts Li3PO4 and traces of LiFePO4 phase at 250 *C. The Li3PO4
phase in box part in Figure 4-9b was close to y- Li 3PO 4 while that in the off-stoichiometric
material in Figure 4-8b was close to P- Li3PO4 . The appearance of a y- Li 3PO 4-like phase in
the stoichiometric material indicated that Li3PO4 transformed to the stable polymorph
without the formation of LiFePO4. And the stoichiometric material showed an increase in
LiFePO4 while y-Li 3PO 4-like phase decreased at 350 *C. A y-Li3PO4-like phase can act as the
seed of the formation of LiFePO4 in the stoichiometric material. The Li3PO4 structure in both
materials was quite different strongly affecting the formation of LiFePO 4.
4.3.3.2 TEM images of the off-stoichiometric material at 250 *C or 350 *C
The TEM image in Figure 4-10a shows the local structure of the off-stoichiometric material
synthesized at 250 *C. The image shows the mixed structure of a crystalline and an
amorphous region. Based on the XRD in Figure 4-8, the main structure was crystalline
Li3PO4 with a small amount of LiFePO 4. The crystalline structure in TEM image was also
surrounded by the amorphous phase. Based on XRD and TEM, the crystalline
Li3PO4/LiFePO 4 was embedded in an amorphous matrix, which mainly comprised of the
phases related to iron. The off-stoichiometric material still kept the phase separation in the
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crystalline Li3PO4/LiFePO 4 and the amorphous phase related to iron after the heat treatment
at 250 *C.
Figure 4-10a. TEM image of the off-stoichiometric material synthesized at 250 *C under Ar.
There were a crystalline part and an amorphous part. The red circles represent some of the
crystalline regions while the matrix is still amorphous at this temperature. The crystallite size
is less than 5nm.
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Figure 4-10b. TEM image of the off-stoichiometric LiFePO4 at 350 *C under Ar. There were
several crystalline structures in the amorphous matrix. This was consistent with the TEM
result at 250 *C. Based on XRD measurements, the crystalline structures are mainly Li3PO4
and LiFePO 4. The crystallite size is around l0nm.
The off-stoichiometric material at 350 *C showed Li3PO4/LiFePO4 and small amount of
amorphous phase based on XRD result as shown in Figure 4-8c and Table 4-1. Figure 4-1Ob
shows the TEM image of the off-stoichiometric material depicting the edge of grains is the
poorly crystallized state while the inside of grains is well crystallized. Combined with XRD
data, the crystallite was mainly Li3PO4/LiFePO4, and then the amorphous phase could be
comprised of the phase related to iron. The TEM image at 350 *C was similar to that at 250
*C except for increased crystallite size. The off-stoichiometric material kept the structural and
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chemical characteristics unchanged, where the crystalline phase mainly consisted of lithium
and phosphorus, still in the matrix of the poorly crystallized phase formed during ball-milling
the powder even after heat treatment at 350 *C.
4.3.3.3 Conclusion from the first heat treatment
The two materials showed different reaction routes to form LiFePO4. Firstly, the LiFePO4
obtained from the off-stoichiometric materials started to form at 250 *C using crystalline
Li 3PO4 phase with iron decomposed from oxalate. However, the LiFePO4 obtained from the
stoichiometric material didn't show this behavior at that temperature. Secondly, the LiFePO4
at 350 *C was formed at the expense of Li 3PO4 in off-stoichiometric materials. The off-
stoichiometric material also kept the structural and chemical separation unchanged. The
crystalline structure is embedded in the amorphous matrix. Therefore, Li3PO 4 acted as the
seed of the formation of LiFePO4 and the amorphous phase can provide iron. After heat
treatment at 350 "C crystalline phase shows small particles. So, small crystalline phase
surrounded by the amorphous phase could induce small particles of LiFePO4 in the final
product in the off-stoichiometric material.
4.3.4 Characterization of the final products
The material obtained at 350 *C was exposed to a second heat treatment. The two materials
showed different structural and chemical characteristics after heat treatment at 350 *C. The
second heat treatment is the most influential step with respect to the microstructure of the
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material, such as the particle size and morphology, because of sufficient thermal energy to
overcome the activation barrier for grain growth.
(a)UFePO
(b)LUFePO
20 30 40 50
2 0 (Cu Ka)
Figure 4-11. The XRD patterns of the off-stoichiometric
synthesized at different temperatures under Ar.
and the stoichiometric material
Stoichiometric material Off-stoichiometric materialLattice parameter (A) S LiFePO4) (LiFeo.9Po.9504.S)
a 10.3205 10.3088
b 6.0049 5.9988
c 4.69197 4.6894
Volume (A3) 290.78 290
Crystallite size (nm) 81 34
Table 4-2. XRD refinement results of the stoichiometric and the off-stoichiometric material
synthesized at 600*C. The lattice parameters and crystallite size were different from each
other. The off-stoichiometric material showed smaller crystallite size than the stoichiometric
one. The results were obtained from XRD refinements.
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Figure 4-11 shows XRD patterns of the off-stoichiometric and the stoichiometric materials
synthesized at different temperatures. Single phase of LiFePO 4 was main phase in the
stoichiometric material at 600*C. In spite of the large deviation from the stoichiometric ratio
in the off-stoichiometric material, the single phase was also the main phase in the off-
stoichiometric material. The Fe2P phase appeared at 700'C because of strong reducing
environment in both materials[42, 43]. The particle size was estimated based on XRD
refmement. The broadness of the peak is also normally related to the particle size. The
smaller the particle size is, the broader the peak is. Pronounced difference of peak broadening
was observed around 620 over the 26 range in Figure 4-11. There are theoretically three
peaks, (4 0 0), (1 1 3), and (2 6 0) for LiFePO 4 close to that angle. The stoichiometric
material showed clear separation of these peaks depending on heat treatment temperature,
while the off-stoichiometric material always showed one broad peak irrespective of heat
treatment temperature in Figure 4-11. Based on these observations, the grain growth in the
stoichiometric material still active while the off-stoichiometric material didn't show this
behavior.
Table 4-2 summarizes the results obtained from XRD refinements. The crystallite size of the
off-stoichiometric material was much smaller than that of the stoichiometric material. It is
also to note that the lattice parameters were quite different from each other even though the
main phase was LiFePO 4 in both materials. The off-stoichiometric LiFePO4 showed much
smaller volume than the stoichiometric one. This can be related to two things. One is small
particle size of the off-stoichiometric material. Small particles of LiFePO4 typically show a
little smaller volume than large particles of LiFePO4[10, 15, 44]. Also, different equilibrium
reaction in second heat treatment can lead to the different lattice parameters because the off-
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stoichiometric material could make an equilibrium with the amorphous phase to form
LiFePO 4 unlikely the stoichiometric material.
Figure 4-12 shows the SEM image of the stoichiometric and the off-stoichiometric material.
The particle size of the stoichiometric material was around 100nm and the morphology ofthe
particle was spherical or faceted in Figure 4-12a. On the other hand, the particle size of the
off-stoichiometric material was less than 50nm and the morphology of the particle was
almost spherical. Note that the particle size of the off-stoichiometric material has similar
crystallite size (cf. Table 4-2). The interesting difference between the two materials arose
from the particle size distribution. The particle size distribution in the stoichiometric material
was broad while that in off-stoichiometric material was narrow. The morphology of the
particle is governed by surface energy and grain growth rate during sintering. Therefore, the
difference of the morphology between the two materials can be explained by different kinetic
behavior related to different equilibrium reactions at the second heat treatment.
Figure 4-12a. SEM image of the stoichiometric material synthesized at 600 *C. The
stoichiometric material showed broad particle size distribution (scale bar: 500nm)
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Figure 4-12b. SEM image of the off-stoichiometric material synthesized at 600 *C. The off-
stoichiometric material showed narrow particle size distribution. Scale bar: 500nm
4.4 Discussions
4.4.1 Effects from ball-milled powder: Before the second heat treatment
The precursors in the stoichiometric material were just well mixed together without vigorous
reactions during ball milling while the off-stoichiometric material were well mixed together
with reactions resulting in phase separation, crystalline Li3PO4 and an amorphous phase
related to iron. During the first heat treatment, 350 *C, the two materials showed different
formation behavior of LiFePO4. The LiFePO4 in the off-stoichiometric material was formed
at the expense of Li 3PO4 with iron providing from an amorphous phase. Also, the off-
stoichiometric material after the first heat treatment remained unchanged with prevailing
structural and chemical separation, which showed Li3PO4 /LiFePO 4 as a crystalline phase and
amorphous phases related to iron. Figure 4-13 clearly shows the characteristic of the off-
stoichiometric material obtained at 350 *C. The crystalline core of the grain was surrounded
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by a poorly crystallized phase at the circumference of the grain. Therefore, crystalline Li 3PO4
can be used as lithium source and the poorly crystallized circumference can function as iron
source in later process steps such as the second heat treatment. The size of crystalline phase
is around 15 nm based on Figure 4-13.
Figure 4-13. TEM image of the off-stoichiometric material synthesized at 350 'C under Ar.
The edge of the grain shows a poorly crystallized phase while the inside is crystallized. This
is consistent with the characterization of the material synthesized at 250 *C, which was also
surrounded by a poorly crystallized state. The crystallite size was around 15 nm.
4.4.2 Main mechanism of making small particles
The restriction of grain growth is an effective way to make small particles in ceramic
materials during sintering. The main driving force of sintering is reduction in the interfacial
energy per unit volume, which is related to surface energy (y ) and specific surface area (A).
The change of interfacial energy is related to a change of both terms according to equation
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(2). The first term of eq. (2) is related to the decrease of surface energy through densification,
which is driven by the difference between grain boundary energy and the surface energy of
the solid/vapor interface. The second term is related to the decrease of specific surface area
through grain growth, which is driven by different chemical potential of the atoms across the
curved surface.
A(y -A)= Ay -A + y .AA --- (2)
To achieve small particles, the grain growth should be slowed. Grain growth is achieved by
moving grain boundaries via the transport of matter through evaporation-condensation
process, surface diffusion, and lattice diffusion during sintering. When the densification is
dominant, the grain growth also can be slowed because atomic transport mechanisms led to
densification like grain boundary diffusion cannot allow the grain growth. When the system
has secondary phases in ceramic materials, secondary phases can reduce the surface diffusion
and evaporation-condensation process resulting in slow grain growth[18]. Also, the
secondary phase can reduce the anisotropic behavior of the surface energy between solid and
vapor phase.
In the off-stoichiometric material, a poorly crystallized secondary phase exists on the surface
or between grains supported by the results of the first heat treatment and leads to slow mass
transport between grains or particles. Moreover, the amorphous characteristic of the
secondary phase can lessen the anisotropy of the surface energy and grain boundary energy
resulting in a spherical morphology and make the densification reaction dominant without
involving the grain growth reaction.
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4.4.3 Structural argumentation
LiFePO4, olivine structure is not able to accommodate a large deviation from the ideal
stoichiometry without creating secondary phases[45]. However, olivine structure can
accommodate a limited concentration of defect on the lithium site without creating secondary
phases[3, 15, 43, 46] but defects on the transition metal site always leads to secondary
phases[3, 43, 47]. Recently, Wagemaker et al.[48] and Meethong et al.[15] reported that
LiFePO4 remained single phase up to a certain concentration of defects, less than 5 mol%.
But, LiFePO 4 always shows the formation of secondary phases for larger off-stoichiometries.
Moreover, the characteristic of secondary phases depends on the off-stoichiometry as shown
in Chapter 3. The excess of lithium easily shows Li 3PO4 or Fe2O3 as secondary phases and
the deficiency of lithium easily leads to Fe2P20 7 or Fe2P[2, 3, 46]. This dependence of
secondary phases on the composition and reducing atmosphere was already confirmed by the
phase diagram built from first principle calculation[40].
Therefore, LiFePO 4 with sufficiently large deviation from the stoichiometric composition
tends to create secondary phases. An overall 15 mol%, 5 mol% for P and 10 mol% for Fe,
deviation from the stoichiometric composition in the off-stoichiometric material should lead
to secondary phases. Considering that XRD pattern in Figure 4-1lc shows only single-phase
LiFePO 4, secondary phases in the off-stoichiometric material should be in a poorly
crystallized state or just on the surface, not allowing XRD to detect these phases. The poorly
crystallized phase definitely exists in the off-stoichiometric material as secondary phase.
4.4.4 XRD data of the two materials synthesized at 800 *C
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Figure 4-14 shows XRD patterns of materials synthesized at 800 *C for two materials. As the
synthesis temperature increased, several secondary phases appeared. Table 4-3 shows the
evolution of the secondary phases as function of time at different materials. At 800 *C, the
stoichiometric material in Figure 4-14a showed LiFePO4 with Li 3PO4 and Fe2P while the off-
stoichiometric material in Figure 4-14b showed additional Li4P20 7 as well as the same
phases as the stoichiometric material. The Li 3PO4 and Fe 2P could be from the decomposition
of LiFePO4 and also typical secondary phases in the material[2, 3, 42]. Moreover, Fe2P is
easily obtained due to the strong reducing environment at 800 "C. Only the off-stoichiometric
material shows Li4P2 0 7. Therefore, the origin of this phase can be understood by the
existence of secondary phases in the off-stoichiometric material. Considering that secondary
phases should be in a poorly crystallized state at 600 *C or 700 *C, sufficient thermal energy
at 800 "C can crystallize the secondary phase resulting in the appearance of Li4 P2O7 . Thus,
the appearance of crystalline Li4 P2 0 7 at 800 *C in Figure 4-14b indirectly confirmed the
existence of secondary phases in the off-stoichiometric material. Considering the structural
response of olivine to the deviation, the structure of a poorly crystallized phase at 600 *C and
7000C may be similar to Li4P20 7-like. The poorly crystallized state of secondary phase can
be explained by the characteristic of phosphorus. Phosphorus acts as a network-former like
silicon or boron in glasses[49] and alkali or alkali earth elements or transition metal oxides
act as a network-modifier in silicon, boron, and phosphate glasses. Therefore, the phosphate
network in glasses depends on the iron oxide contents. As the iron oxide content increases,
the phosphate network changes from chain or ring structure such as metaphosphate (P0 3 ),
through the diametric pyrophosphate (P2 0 74~), to the isolated orthophosphate (P04-)[50]. The
ratio of iron to phosphorus in the off-stoichiometric material was less than that in the
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stoichiometric material. So, the off-stoichiometric material had less network modifier and
more network former than the stoichiometric one. These differences can induce a mixo of
P0 4 and P2 0 7 unit, not perfect P0 4 structure in the off-stoichiometric material.
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Figure 4-14. XRD patterns of (a) the stoichiometric material and (b) the off-stoichiometric
material synthesized at 800 *C. Li: Li3PO4, L2: Li4P 20 7, and Fl: Fe2P
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Stoichiometric material Off-stoichiometric material
600 *C LiFePO 4  LiFePO 4
700 *C LiFePO4/ Fe2P LiFePO4/ Fe2P
800 *C LiFePO4/ Li3PO4/ Fe2P LiFePO4 (82.1)/ Li3PO4 (3.3)Fe2P (5.2)/ Li4P 20 7 (9.4)
Table 4-3. Phases and weight percentage of the stoichiometric and the off-stoichiometric
material synthesized at different temperatures. The results were obtained from XRD
refinements. () represents the weight percentage
4.4.5 TEM data: the secondary phase was on the surface
Based on structural argumentation and XRD data, the off-stoichiometric material has a
poorly crystallized phase as a secondary phase. After the first heat treatment, the off-
stoichiometric material showed the structural and chemical separation based on TEM and
XRD data. The structural separation: The crystalline phase was in the inside of grain and the
poorly crystallized phase was the edge of the grain as shown in Figure 4-13. The crystalline
phase was embedded in the poorly crystallized matrix. The chemical separation: the
crystalline phase was mainly comprised of LiFePO4/Li 3PO4. Therefore, the poorly
crystallized phase was mainly related to the iron source. Also, the Li 3PO4 was the seed of the
LiFePO 4 formation. Therefore, the particle size of Li 3PO4 could be critical for the particle
size of final product. However, the stoichiometric material did not show this behavior
because there was no initial separation during ball milling.
During the second heat treatment, LiFePO4 is continuously formed. However, the structural
and chemical separation in the off-stoichiometric material obtained after the first heat
treatment affects the formation of LiFePO 4 during the second heat treatment. The chemical
separation may impose a restriction on the place where LiFePO4 forms during the second
heat treatment because the lithium is provided by the crystalline phase and iron can only be
from the amorphous phase. Thus, the LiFePO4 formation actively occurs at the interface
between the crystalline and amorphous phase. As a result, the off-stoichiometric material
during the second heat treatment keeps the structure obtained at the first heat treatment
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unchanged. The portion of LiFePO4 increases by consuming crystalline Li3PO4 and iron
originating from the amorphous phase. However, the formation of LiFePO4 finally stops
because of the limited availability of iron in the off-stoichiometric material. So, the
crystalline part is close to pure LiFePO4 and the poorly crystallized part consists of the
remaining elements, excess lithium and phosphorus. Therefore, the poorly crystallized phase
can be stabilized because lithium and phosphorus are good network-former. The TEM image
of the off-stoichiometric material in Figure 4-15b showed this characteristic, the poorly
crystallized phase on the surface or between grains and the crystalline phase in the interior of
grains. Also, the off-stoichiometric material synthesized at 700 *C as shown in Figure 4-15c
exhibits the same characteristic as material synthesized at 600 *C. However, The TEM image
of the stoichiometric material in Figure 4-15a showed the crystalline phase with lattice
fringes on the surface and in the inside grain.
(a)
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Figure 4-15. TEM images of the stoichiometric and the off-stoichiometric material. (a) the
stoichiometric material synthesized at 600 *C, (b) and (c) the off-stoichiometric material
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synthesized at 600 "C and 700 *C, respectively. The stoichiometric material didn't show the
poorly crystallized phase on the surface indicated by lattice fringes while the off-
stoichiometric material showed the poorly crystallized phase on the surface and the
crystalline phase was surrounded by the poorly crystallized phase.
The structural characteristic in the off-stoichiometric material strongly affects the rest of
process of the second heat treatment (sintering) after the formation of the LiFePO4 phase.
During sintering, grain growth and densification for the material can be active to approach
the theoretical density. Grain growth and densification are strongly affected by the existence
of the secondary phase in the off-stoichiometric material. Firstly, the secondary phase on the
surface might have severe impact on making contacts, neck formation between grains or
particles during sintering. As a result, grain growth and densification can be delayed because
of slow neck formation. Secondly, grain growth is restricted by the secondary phase during
sintering. The secondary phase on the grain boundary makes the atomic movement sluggish
because of the pinning effect that slows down the movement of grain boundary or the grain
boundary mobility. Also, the cations such as Li, P, and Fe should move together to achieve
effective grain boundary movement. The different chemistries between the poorly
crystallized phase and the crystalline phase in the off-stoichiometric material make these
diffusions difficult. So, the poorly crystallized phase acts as a barrier for the diffusion
between grains.
4.4.6 Morphology argumentations for the restriction of grain growth
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The morphology of a particle in ceramic materials is determined by the anisotropic behavior
of surface energy and grain growth rate. Therefore, the reduction of the anisotropic surface
energy and grain boundary energy can lead to spherical morphology. For instance, magnesia
doped A12 0 3 compounds showed a more sphere-like shape and smaller particle size than
undoped A12 0 3 because magnesia reduces anisotropies in surface and grain boundary
energies and mobilities[18, 51]. LiFePO4 is characterized by strongly anisotropic grain
growth rate and surface energy[52]. The morphology of the particle should be a faceted or
elongated shape if the grain growth is active. Figure 4-16a shows this characteristic of the
LiFePO 4, which was synthesized at 700 *C for 10hrs. However, the poorly crystallized
secondary phase on the surface in the off-stoichiometric material has an effect on the surface
energy between solid and vapor and grain boundary energy. The amorphous characteristic
can lessen the anisotropic behavior of surface energy and grain boundary energy. So, the
morphology of the particle in the off-stoichiometric material should be close to sphere-like
shape. STEM image of the off-stoichiometric material in Figure 4-16c shows spherical
particles. However, the shape of the particle in the stoichiometric material was a faceted
shape indicating that the material showed an anisotropic surface energy and active grain
growth in Figure 4-16b. So, the different morphology of the two materials supported that the
grain growth reaction in the off-stoichiometric material was not active because of the poorly
crystallized secondary phase on the surface. During the rest of the second heat treatment, the
dominant reaction was the densification, not the grain growth because of the poorly
crystallized secondary phase on the surface or in between grains.
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Figure 4-16a. SEM image of LiFePO4 with different precursors synthesized at 700 *C. The
morphology is faceted, not sphere. This morphology is an equilibrium shape considering the
anisotropic grain growth rate and surface energy of LiFePO4. The particle size is large, - 1
pm.
Figure 4-16b. STEM image of the stoichiometric material synthesized at 600 *C. The
morphology of the particle is faceted, not a uniform sphere. The size is around 100 -150 nm
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with a large variation. The faceted morphology indicated that the grain growth was active.
Scale bar: 100 nm
Figure 4-16c. STEM image of the off-stoichiometric material synthesized at 600 *C. The
particle size of the off-stoichiometric material is less than 50nm with a small variation. The
morphology of the particle was close to sphere. (Scale bar: 100 nm)
4.4.7 Different sintering time at the same temperature
Sintering is a thermally activated process. Therefore, time and temperature are critical
variables in sintering. Sintering time affects the diffusion length resulting in large particle
size and a faceted morphology. However, if the diffusion is not allowed as a result of the
secondary phase on the surface or between grains, an increased sintering time is unlikely to
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result in large particles. Sintering temperature has an influence on activated process through
the diffusion coefficient (D = Do exp[-Q/RT]). So, the increased thermal energy associated
with higher temperature can overcome activation barrier allowing active diffusion. The
longer sintering time is and the higher sintering temperature is, the larger the particle size is.
If the densification in the off-stoichiometric materials is dominant in the second heat
treatment, a longer sintering time can't lead to large differences but a higher temperature can
make a difference. Figure 4-17 shows the XRD patterns of the off-stoichiometric materials at
different reaction times and temperatures. Even though the reaction times at 700 *C are very
different, the broadening and shape of the peaks are similar with each other except for the
appearance of additional secondary phases such as Li 3PO4 and Fe2 P for long sintering. The
increase of secondary phase in Figure 4-17b can be from the decomposition[42] of LiFePO4.
However, when the synthesis temperature increases at 800 *C in Figure 4-17c the material
shows very different peak broadening compared to the material synthesized at 700 *C with
several secondary phases such as Li 3PO4, Fe2 P, and Li4P 20 7.
Ll F1
100 (a) 700*C, 10hrs
(b) 700*C, 60hrs
L2 (c)800*C, 10hrs
20 30 40 50 60
20 (Cu Ka)
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Figure 4- 17. XRD patterns of the off-stoichiometric materials at different sintering times and
temperatures (a) at 700 *C for 10hrs (b) at 700 *C for 60 hrs, and (c) at 800 *C for 10hrs. Ll:
Li3PO4 , F1: Fe 2P, and L2: Li4P 207
Figure 4-18 shows the SEM images of the off-stoichiometric material at different sintering
times. The material with long sintering time in Figure 4-18b still shows small particles, less
than 50 nm and a uniform spherical morphology which are the same characteristics as the
material with short sintering time in Figure 4-18a. There is no substantial grain growth
between two materials even the extremely long sintering time. The grain growth in the off-
stoichiometric material might not be active at this temperature consistent with the prediction
that the densification is the dominant reaction in the off-stoichiometric material. The uniform
spherical morphology obtained from long sintering time indicated that the anisotropic
behavior of grain growth and surface energy was still inhibited. Therefore, the poorly
crystallized secondary phase on the surface was effectively restricting the grain growth.
However, when the synthesis temperature increased to 800 *C in Figure 4-18c the particle
size was large enough and the morphology of the particle changed to an elongated and
faceted shape compared to that obtained at 700 "C. So, sufficient thermal energy at 800 *C
activates the diffusion resulting in anisotropic grain growth. The key factor of grain growth is
the activation barrier, not kinetic movements as sketched in Figure 4-18d. Increase of the
particle size and a faceted morphology at 800 *C indicates that the poorly crystallized
secondary phase on the surface didn't act as the inhibitor of the grain growth any more. The
secondary phase at 800 *C may start to crystallize as evidenced by the presence of crystalline
Li4P 20 7 in Figure 4-17c. Temperature increases the activity of grain growth but increased
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reaction time alone is not sufficient to activate grain growth in the off-stoichiometric material
because of the poorly crystallized secondary phase on the surface or in between grains.
Figure 4-18a. SEM image for the off-stoichiometric material synthesized at 700 *C for 10
hrs. The particle size is also less than 50 nm comparable with that of 600C. Also, the
morphology is a uniform sphere like 600 *C material
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Figure 4-18b. SEM image of the off-stoichiometric material synthesized at 700 *C for 60 hrs.
The particle size is also less than 50 nm. Also, the morphology is close to a uniform sphere.
Figure 4-18c. SEM image of the off-stoichiometric material synthesized at 800 "C for 10hrs.
The particle size is 400 ~ 500 nm and the shape of the particle is faceted hexagon-like shape,
not sphere-like.
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Figure 4-18d. Schematic diagram of the particle size and morphology at different times and
different temperatures in the off-stoichiometric material based on SEM data.
4.5 Conclusions
Ball-milled mixture of the off-stoichiometric material shows the appearance of crystalline
Li3PO4 and an amorphous phase with the changed iron oxalate due to vigorous reactions
while the stoichiometric material showed the mixture of precursors without vigorous
reactions. During ball milling, the mixed powder in the off-stoichiometric materials is
comprised of crystalline Li 3PO 4 as a lithium source and a small amount of iron oxalate and
an amorphous phase as the iron source. The different characteristics of ball-milled powder
affect the formation of LiFePO4 and the later process. The off-stoichiometric material after
the first heat treatment at 350 *C shows structural and chemical separation based on XRD and
TEM data indicating the structure of mixed powder barely changed at the first heat treatment.
The structural separation shows that the inside of grains is a crystalline phase while the edge
of grains is a poorly crystallized phase. The chemical separation shows that the crystalline
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phase is close to Li3PO 4 and LiFePO 4 while the poorly crystallized phase mainly consists of
phase related to iron. Therefore, the structural and chemical separation with the deficiency of
iron and phosphorus affect the reactions of the second heat treatment in the off-
stoichiometric material. A poorly crystallized phase is on the surface or in between grams
and crystalline phase, LiFePO4, is in the inside of grains even after the second heat
treatments. Thus, the structure originated from the first heat treatment barely changes during
the second heat treatments but changes the ratio of crystalline phase and the poorly
crystallized phase. Secondary phase on the surface slows down the movement of grain
boundaries resulting in the grain growth restriction. Also, the amorphous characteristic of the
secondary phase restricts the grain growth making densification more favorable leading to
small particle size and affects the morphology of the particle resulting in spherical
morphology even at long sintering time at 700 *C. However, grain growth in off-
stoichiometric material is activated at 800 *C showing large particle size with a faceted
morphology. The structural and chemical separation set by ball-milling is barely changed
during heat treatments in off-stoichiometric material and affects two heat treatments process
leading to small particle size and reducing surface anisotropy.
The schematic diagram in Figure 4-19 summarizes the mechanism of the restriction of the
grain growth and the LiFePO 4 formation in the off-stoichiometric material. Figure 4-19a
shows that the ball-milled mixture has crystalline Li3PO4 as a lithium source and the
amorphous matrix as an iron source. After the first heat treatment at 350 *C in Figure 4-19b,
the off-stoichiometric material shows that crystalline LiFePO4 and Li3PO 4 are embedded in
the amorphous phase matrix related to the iron source. The formation of LiFePO4 starts at the
interface between crystalline Li3PO 4 and the amorphous. LiFePO 4 moves to the core of
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crystalline Li 3PO4 from interface. The off-stoichiometric material has single-phase LiFePO 4
with the poorly crystallized secondary phase on the surface and between grains at 600 *C or
700 "C in Figure 4-19c. The secondary phase leads to small particle size with spherical
morphology because its existence on the surface restricts the grain growth through preventing
atomic diffusions between grains. Also, the amorphous characteristic of the secondary phase
reduces the anisotropic surface energy and grain growth leading to spherical morphology and
results in densification as dominant reaction, not the grain growth in sintering. However, the
sufficient thermal energy at 800 *C in Figure 4-19d leads to overcome the activation barrier
for diffusions and activates the grain growth of the material. Thus, the particle shows large
size with an elongated or faceted shape.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4- 19. Schematic structural and chemical separation of the off-stoichiometric material
during entire process based on experimental data. (a) The structure of the ball-milled powder
(Before heat treatment) (b) The structure of the material obtained at 1 heat treatment at 350
"C (c) The structure of the material obtained at 2nd heat treatment at 600 *C or 700 *C heating
(d) The structure of the material obtained at 2nd heat treatment at 800 *C.
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Chapter 5. Secondary phase characterization and the
enhancement of the electrochemical performance in
LiFePO4 induced by off-stoichiometry*
5.1 Introduction
The storage of electrical energy at high charge and discharge rate is an important
technological challenge that could enable Hybrid and Plug-In Hybrid electric
vehicles, and provide back-up for wind and solar energy. It is typically believed that
in electrochemical systems very high power rates can only be achieved with
supercapacitors, which trade high power for low energy density as they only store
energy by surface adsorption reactions of charged species on an electrode material[1-
3]. The work in chapter 5 shows that batteries[4, 5] which obtain high energy density
by storing charge in the bulk of a material can also achieve ultra high discharge rates,
comparable to supercapacitors. The result is achieved with LiFePO4[6], a material
with high Li bulk mobility[7, 8] by creating a fast ion-conducting surface phase
through controlled off-stoichiometry. A rate capability equivalent to full battery
discharge in 10-20 s can be achieved.
Like any Li battery material LiFePO4 absorbs (releases) energy by the simultaneous
extraction (insertion) of Li+ ions and electrons. Hence, the power capability of a Li
battery with this or other electrode materials will depend critically on the rate at
* The contents are mainly from Nature 458, 190-193
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which the Li+ ions and electrons can migrate through the electrolyte and composite
electrode structure, into the active electrode material. Strategies to increase the rather
sluggish rate performance of bulk LiFePO4 have focused on improving electron
transport in the bulk[9] or at the surface of the material[10, 11], or on reducing the
path length over which the electron and Li* have to move by using nano-sized
materials[12, 13]. However, recent evidence indicates that Li* transport along the
surface may be as important as electron transport: While LiFePO4 can in principle
exchange Li+ with the electrolyte on all surface facets, Li* can only move into the
bulk of the crystal in the (010) direction[7, 8, 14]. Hence, increasing diffusion across
the surface towards the (010) facet should enhance rate capability.
In a departure from previous approaches[9- 11] a Li-phosphate coating on the surface
of nanoscale LiFePO 4 was created and this results in extremely high rate
performance. In particular, glassy lithium-phosphates are well known to be good and
stable Li+ conductors[15] and can be doped with transition metals to achieve
electronic conduction[ 16-18]. Figure 5-1 shows a small section of the calculated Li-
Fe-P ternary phase diagram[ 19] equilibrated with an oxygen potential under reducing
conditions, which represents typical synthesis conditions for LiFePO4. Compositions
with high P content on the Li20 - P205 binary edge are known to be very good glass
formers with high Li conductivity[20], and nitrogen-doped Li3PO4 has been used as a
solid state Li electrolyte[ 15]. Typically, the glass forming ability and Li conductivity
decrease with the presence of Li20. These glasses can dissolve a large quantity of
transition metal ions to increase the electronic conductivity[ 17, 21] though such fully
amorphous states with high level of transition metals are usually only obtained by
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rapid quenching from the liquid state. Hence the shaded area in the phase diagram
represents the optimal coating compositions with good Li-ion conductivity. Our
synthesis strategy has been to create an appropriate off-stoichiometry in the starting
materials so that the coating constituents phase separate from LiFePO4 as it forms
during the heat treatment, thereby creating the active storage material and coating in a
single process. In this chapter, a LiFeo.9Po.9sO4.. as found in chapter 3 and 4 was
synthesized as indicated by the 'A' arrow in the phase diagram (Figure 5-1). Note
that the more common one-to-one Fe/P deficiency (arrow "B" in Figure 5-1
equivalent to Li excess[22]) creates a mixture of Li 3PO4 and Fe-oxides, which are not
likely to conduct well under the synthesis conditions used to prepare LiFePO4.
PO,5
LiPO3 FeP30,
LP47 LiFeP20 Fe2P40 12
Li20 B We0 Fe2P20,
FeP 2O,
Fe203
Figure 5-1. Calculated Li-Fe-P ternary phase diagram equilibrated with an oxygen
potential under reducing conditions. The 'A' arrow indicates off-stoichiometry
induced in the samples described in this chapter. The 'B' and 'C' arrow respectively
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.... ....... 
indicate the more common one-to-one Fe/P deficiency and lithium deficiency. The
shaded area in phase diagram indicates relevant coating compositions.
5.2 Experiments
5.2.1 Synthesis
The olivine samples were synthesized by solid state reaction using Li2 CO 3 (Fisher
Scientific company), FeC204-2H20 (99.999%, Alfa Aesar), and NH4H2PO4 (98%,
Alfa Aesar). The mixture in the acetone was ball-milled and heated at 350*C for
10hrs under Argon to decompose the carbonate, oxalate, and ammonium. The sample
was cooled down to room temperature, ground, and manually pelletized with 10000
pound pressure using a disk shape mold. After preheating, the pellet was heated at
600*C for 10hrs under Argon.
5.2.2 Characterization methods
The X-ray pattern was obtained on a Rigaku diffractometer with Cu-Ka radiation,
and was slowly scanned at 10/5s over a 20 range from 10' to 110* at step mode. The
lattice parameters were determined by Rietveld refinement analysis using the X'pert
High Score Plus software. TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) images were
collected from the powder sample, which was dispersed in isopropanol, and
suspended on a carbon support film with copper grid under an accelerating voltage of
200 KV on a JEOL 2010 microscope.
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STEM (Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy) images were collected from
the powder sample, which was dispersed in methanol, and suspended on a carbon
support film with copper grid under accelerating voltage of 250 KV on VG HB603
FEG-STEM. Beam resolution is around 2nm.
SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) measurement was performed on a FEI/Philips
XL30 FEG ESEM. The samples on the stainless holder with double-sided carbon tape
were coated with gold/palladium.
XPS (X-Ray photoelectron Spectroscopy) analysis was performed using a Kratos
AXIS Ultra Imaging XPS equipped with a monochromatic Al (1486.6 eV) X-ray
source. The pass energy was 20 eV and step size 100 meV. The powder samples were
mounted on stainless holder with double-sided carbon tape and copper tape. The
chamber was maintained at a pressure of less than 10-9 mbar. The analysis of the data
was performed with CasaXP VAMAS processing software. All data have been
referenced by adventitious hydrocarbon binding energy (C lS =284.8 eV 21). The data
were corrected with Relative Sensitivity Factors (RSF) provided by our spectrometer.
Relative sensitivity factors (RSF) for P 2p and Fe 2p was given as 0.486 and 2.957,
respectively.
The Mdssbauer spectra were determined using a conventional constant acceleration
spectrometer operated in multi-channel scaling mode. The gamma ray source
consisted of 119 mCi of Co5 in a rhodium metal matrix that was maintained at
ambient temperature. The spectrometer was calibrated using a 6-micron thick natural
abundance iron foil. Isomer shifts are reported relative to the center of the magnetic
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hyperfine pattern of the latter foil (at ambient temperature) taken as zero velocity. The
line widths of the inner-most pair of AM1 = ± 1 transitions of the latter Zeeman
pattern were reproducibly determined to be 0.214 mm/s. The measurement was
performed at 293K.
5.2.3 Electrochemical test
Electrodes were made by mixing active material, carbon (carbon black) and binder
(Polyethylenetetrafluoride, PTFE) in a ratio of 80wt%, 15wt%, and 5wt%,
respectively. The very high rate tests (200C and 400C) were performed on electrodes
with 30wt% active material, 65wt% carbon, and 5wt% binder. The cells were
assembled in argon-filled glove box and tested on a Maccor 2200 operating in
glavanostatic mode using lithium metal as an anode, non-aqueous electrolyte (lM-
LiPF6 in EC:DMC (1:1) from Merck), and Celgard 2600 or 2500 as separator in a
Swagelok*' cell. All cells have been tested at room temperature.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Characterization of bulk properties, XRD and SEM
5.3.1.1 XRD
X-ray diffraction in Figure 5-2 shows that despite the off-stoichiometric starting
mixture, single-phase LiFePO4 forms with lattice parameters (a = 10.3134(A), b =
6.002(A), and c = 4.69 1(A)), very similar to those in the literature[23]. No crystalline
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Fe2P can be observed in the X-ray pattern of the material synthesized at 600*C. The
crystallite size is around 32.4 nm obtained from refinement.
I I I * I * I
2.5x10 4- o Obserbed
- Calculated
- Obs. - Cal.
2.Ox10 Theoretical LiFePO4
1.5x104 -
5. Ox 10' -
5.0
20 40 60 80 100
20
Figure 5-2. The Rietveld refinement result of LiFeo 9Po 9504.3 synthesized at 600'C
under Ar. The Rp is 5.677 and the Rp is 2.458. (From X'pert High Score plus
software)
5.3.1.2 SEM data
Particle size as determined by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is ~ 50 nm in
Figure 5-3. This value is consistent with the crystallite size obtained from XRD
refinement. The morphology of the material is close to spherical shape.
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Figure 5-3. SEM image of LiFePo 9Po. 9504.3 synthesized at 600*C under Ar.
5.3.2 Structural characterization of a secondary phase
5.3.2.1 XRD results at different synthesis temperature
The same mixture was fired at different temperatures to see the phase evolution of
off-stoichiometric material. Figure 5-4 shows XRD patterns of the materials
synthesized at different temperatures. A small amount of Fe2 P starts to appear in the
700*C material. However, the 800*C material shows Li4 P2 0 7 and Li3PO4 in addition
to LiFePO 4 and Fe2P. Considering that Li 3PO4 and Fe2P can be from the
decomposition of LiFePO4 under strong reducing environment, the appearance of
Li4P 2 0 7 is unusual and can be related to the off-stoichiometric starting material. So,
the 600*C material may have similar secondary phase because of the same off-
stoichiometry. However, the secondary phase at 600*C can be a poorly crystallized
Li4P 20 7-like structure not allowing XRD to detect.
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(a) 600 *C
' X U~l(b) 700 *C
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2 0 (Cu Ka)
Figure 5-4. XRD patterns of the LiFePo.9Po 9504. materials synthesized at different
temperatures under Ar. Fe2P starts to appear at 700'C. Li4P 20 7 starts to crystallize at
8000C.
5.3.2.2 TEM image of the 600*C material
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) in Figure 5-5 shows an amorphous or
poorly crystallized thin layer on the surface. The thickness of the layer is less than
5nm but varies. In contrast, the inside of grain or particle is well-crystallized showing
lattice fringes. So, the poorly crystallized structure on the surface is the secondary
phase in the 600*C material.
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Figure 5-5. Characterization of the LiFePo 9Po 9504-6 material synthesized at 600"C
under Ar.
5.3.3 The chemistry of the surface: XPS and STEM
5.3.3.1 XPS
The evidence for the chemistry of the coating is indirectly based on phase evolution
according to temperature. Also, TEM image reveals that the coating is on the surface.
Based on these data, XPS selectively analyses the surface of a material because of its
typical penetration depth, less than 10 nm. However, LiFePO 4 and our coating
material have a chemical similarity. Both materials have Li, P, and 0. So, to clearly
differentiate the difference, phosphorus is chosen because the binding energy of
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phosphorus in different lithium phosphate systems shows a large difference compared
to other elements such as oxygen and lithium. Table 5-1 shows the difference of
binding energy of each element in different lithium phosphate systems. The
difference of P binding energy between Li3PO4 and Li4P 20 7 is about 0.7eV.
Table 5-1. Binding energy
on Mogan et al. [24].
difference between lithium phosphate compounds based
Three samples, LiFePO4, LiFeo.9Po.950 4-8, and Li4P 20 7 were prepared to see the
different phosphorus binding energy. LiFePO4 and LiFeo.9Po. 9504- were synthesized
at 600*C under Ar but Li4P20 7 was synthesized at 700*C under Ar. Three samples
were phase pure in XRD measurement. Figure 5-6 shows phosphorus 2p XPS spectra
in three samples. There is a shift toward higher binding energy in LiFeo 9Po.950 4-
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Compounds Li Is (eV) P 2p (eV) 0 Is (eV)
Li 3PO4  55.4 133.6 531.5
Li4P 20 7  55.6 134.3 531.2
LiFePO4 55.4 133.6 531.6
compared to LiFePO4. This shift may originate from the existence of coating,
Li4P20 7-like structure
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0---
137 136 135 134 133 132 131
Binding Energy(eV)
Figure 5-6. Comparison of phosphorus 2p XPS spectra at different compounds. The
data is normalized by counts per second. The data was corrected by the binding
energy of the adventitious hydrocarbon, 248.8 eV[25].
To quantitatively analyze the data, these data are fitted and deconvolted. During
fitting process, the peak position, FWHM, and the area of P 2 P3/2 peak are fitted by
using CasaXPS software. P 2p spectrum has a doublet, 2pl/2 and 2p3/2 which has a
0.84eV difference and an area ratio of 1: 2[25, 26]. So, these values are fixed during
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fitting process. Figure 5-7 shows fitted P 2p spectrum for three different samples.
Table 5-2 is detail results obtained from the fitting.
= Observed data
---- P 2pm in LiFePO
- --- P2p in LiFePO
..- P 2pm in Li4P2 0,
-.P. 2p..in.Li.P2 0,
. .Fitted spectra
Shirley type background
....
138 137 136 135 134 133 132 131 130
Binding Energy(eV)
Figure 5-7. Phosphorus 2p XPS spectra from three different compounds. (a) LiFePO4,
(b) LiFeo.9Po 9504-S, and (c) Li4P2 0 7. The vertical blue dash line is the P 2 p3/2 peak
from LiFePO4 and the vertical pink dotted line is the P 2P3/2 peak from Li4P 207
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P 2P32 P 2p2 P 2 P32 P 2 p/2 AFWHM Area
Samples P 2p doublet for P 2p doublet for (eV) (eV) Ratio* Area %
LiFePO4(eV) Li4P 20 7 (eV)
LiFePO4  133.38 134.22 N/A 0.84 1.17 1:2 100:0
LiFeoPo.9504.3 133.36 134.20 133.80 134.64 0.84 1.16/1.25 1:2 81:19
Li4P 2O7 N/A 133.63 134.47 0.84 1.22 1:2 0:100
.... .............  .
..... ..............................................
Table 5-2. Fitted peak positions based on P 2p doublet for LiFePO4, LiFeo 9Po.9504.8,
and Li4P20 7. The line shape of peak for fitting is the product of a Gaussian (0.7) and a
Lorentzian (0.3). The parameters of P 2 p/2 peak were made to depend on those of P
2P3/2 peak by a constant shift and fixed ratio of integrated intensity.
LiFeo.9Po 9504..6 material shows two different P 2p chemical states. One state is close
to the P 2p binding energy in LiFePO4 but the second component is at higher energy.
This is consistent with the presence of the (P2O7)4~ groups, where P has higher
binding energy than LiFePO4 [24]. The ratio of P in LiFePO 4 to P in Li 4P2O7-like is
81: 19 on the surface in LiFeo 9Po.9504-6 material.
5.3.3.2 STEM: the ratio of Fe to P on the edge or in the inside of grain.
Elemental analysis of our materials synthesized at 600*C is performed with
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) as shown. The ratio of Fe to P
should be close to 1 in stoichiometric LiFePO4. Figure 5-8 show STEM data of
LiFeO.9P0.9504-6 synthesized at 600'C. The data reveals a lower Fe/P ratio in the
surface than in the inside of the grain. This measurement is repeated at three different
places of the sample with similar results. The lower ratio of Fe to P in the surface
indicates that the surface doesn't have the same as bulk and has more phosphorus.
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(c)
Figure 5-8. Point elemental analysis data from STEM measurement for
LiFeo 9Po 9504-6 synthesized at 6000C under Ar. (a) STEM bright field image at region
1, (b) STEM dark field image at region 1. The red circle indicates where the surface
measurement as taken, and the blue circle represents the measurement in the grain
interior. This measurement was repeated at two additional regions of the sample. The
result for all three regions is given in (c). Scale bar is 100 nm.
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Region Region Region
1 2 3
Fe/P ratio in the 0.9 0.86 0.84
inside of grain
Fe/P ratio on the 0.67 0.68 0.65
surface
I - - I .. - ---- I- - . . ..... . ..  .... . ..  ..................................................................................................
In contrast, stoichiometric LiFePO4 synthesized at 600 *C reveals that the ratio of Fe
to P is independent of the region where measurements are taken as shown in Figure 5-
9. It is unlikely that the Fe 2P phase (Fe/P = 2) forms on the surface in off-
stoichiometric material leading to the improvement of the enhancement of
performance.
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(b)
Region Fe P Fe/P ratio
1 23.60151 22.18518 1.06
2 24.23624 20.06235 1.20
3 22.61357 22.24539 1.01
4 23.7964 21.70314 1.096
5 23.86865 20.7388 1.150
Figure 5-9. (a) STEM data for stoichiometric LiFePO4 synthesized at 600'C. (b) The
ratio of iron to phosphorus (Fe/P) from STEM point analysis from different regions
for LiFePO 4 synthesized at 600'C. Scale bar: 100nm
Together, the XPS, and STEM data, as well as the starting off-stoichiometry, support
that the second phase present is a poorly crystallized Li4 P2 0 7-like structure on the
surface. Upon slight heating up to 8000C, this poorly crystallized phase can be
crystallized to form crystalline Li4P 20 7 as shown in Figure 5-4.
5.3.4 Mdssbauer and Electrochemical test in discharging first
LiFeo.9Po.9504.3 synthesized at 600*C doesn't show iron phosphides as a secondary
phase. However, recently Rho et al. [27] claims amorphous FeP or Fe2P created by the
reducing atmosphere can not be excluded in LiFePO4. Also, the oxidation state of
iron in the off-stoichiometric material can be different from stoichiometric LiFePO4
because of the existence of amorphous secondary phase. Mdssbauer spectroscopy is
powerful tool for measuring the oxidation of Fe in LiFePO4 compound. The oxidation
state of iron is easily determined and the impurity phases related to iron is revealed by
using this technique.
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5.3.4.1 M6ssbauer data at 293K and 77K for off-stoichiometric material
Figure 5-10 shows the M6ssbauer spectroscopy (MS) measurement for the
LiFeo 9Po.950 4 synthesized at 600*C. The measurement was performed at 293K.
Table 5-3 shows the fitting data based on Lorentzian peak shape. The data fitting
indicate that our system has two different iron environments. One of them, peak 1 and
2 in Figure 5-10 corresponds to Fe 2  in LiFePO4 which Isomer shift (IS) and
Quadrupole shift (QS) are 1.22 mm/s and 2.963 mm/s[28].
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Figure 5-10. M6ssbauer spectroscopy for LiFeo. 9 Po. 9 5 O 4 4 synthesized at 600*C. The
measurement was performed at 293K. The value is relative to iron metal foil. Solid
dot: observed data. Blue solid line: fitted LiFePO 4 Red solid line: fitted data for
different iron environments.
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S(IS) A(QS) F (FWHM) Weight percentage
1,2 (LiFePO 4) 1.2327 2.956 0.31 90.7
3,4 0.464 0.7986 0.44 9.3
Table 5-3. Fitted data using Lorentzian shape peak for M6ssbauer spectroscopy for
LiFeo.9PoO9504- synthesized at 600'C. The measurement was performed at 293K. The
x2 is 1.43443.
The value of IS and QS for the other Fe environment, peak 3 and 4 in Figure 5-10 is
quite different from Fe in octahedral environment. About 10 wt% of the other iron
environment is in present in LiFeo.9Po.9504-. Off-stoichiometry can induce this
different iron environment in the material. Also, it is possible iron phosphides such as
Fe2P and FeP or other lithium iron phosphate system can contribute to the other Fe
environment.
Iron phosphides are searched by performing M6ssbauer spectroscopy(MS) at low
temperature. The MS measurement at low temperature can verify the existence of
crystalline Fe2P because it typically shows ferromagnetic behavior at low
temperature. The ferromagnetic transition temperature of Fe2P is around 210 -266
K[29, 30]. In MS, ferromagnetism leads to multiple peaks because of the hyperfme
magnetic field.
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Figure 5-11. Missbauer spectroscopy for LiFeo.9P0.95044 synthesized at 600*C. The
measurement was performed at 77.3K. The value is relative to iron metal foil. Solid
open circle: observed data. Blue solid line: fitted LiFePO 4 Red solid line: fitted data
for different iron environment.
6(IS) A(QS) F(FWHM) Weight percentage
1,2 (LiFePO4) 1.353 3.058 0.33 89
3,4 0.5618 0.858 0.46 11
Table 5-4. Fitted data using Lorentzian shape peak for Mssbauer spectroscopy for
LiFeo.P. 9 5 0 4 Z synthesized at 600*C. The measurement was performed at 77.3K.
The ) is 1.859.
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The MS measurement at low temperature in Figure 5-11 is similar to the room
temperature spectrum with only minor shifts and broadening between the two
temperatures. No additional peaks appear induced by the change of magnetic
properties in metallic phases such as Fe2P. Also, this is quite consistent with XRD
result in Figure 5-2.
5.3.4.2 Identification of the Mdssbauer signal of the second Fe environment.
The data of M6ssbauer spectroscopy from literatures is collected to check what the
other iron environment in LiFeo.9Po.9504 6 synthesized at 600'C is.
Fe 2P and FeP at room temperature
Crystalline Fe2P has two different iron sites, Fe(I) and Fe(II). The two iron sites
have different IS and QS value in MS measurement while amorphous Fe2P has one IS
and QS value because of random distribution of iron. However, crystalline and
amorphous FeP have one iron site corresponding to one IS and QS value in MS but
the values are different from each other because of different iron environment. Table
5-5 shows the collection of literature data for iron phosphides at different conditions.
None of them is not consistent with the secondary iron environment, which shows
0.464 mm/s as IS and 0.7986 mm/s as QS. So, Secondary iron environment in the off-
stoichiometric material is not related to iron phosphides. MS data at low temperature
also supports this as shown in Table 5-4.
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6(mm/s)(IS) A (mm/s)(QS) Reference
0.6 0.427 [31, 32]
Fe (I) in c-Fe 2P
0.620 0.427 [27]
0.182 0.088 [31, 32]
Fe (II) in c-Fe2P
0.17 0.12 [27]
Fe in c-FeP 0.31 0.65 [32, 33]
Fe in a-Fe2P 0.329 0.389 [33]
Fe in a-FeP 0.2832 0.5266 [33]
Table 5-5. Literature MS data of Fe 2P and FeP at room temperature in literatures. a:
amorphous and c: crystalline.
Table 5-6. Literature MS data of Amorphous Fe 2P and FeP at low temperature (8k or
77K).
M6ssbauer data related to LiFePO4 at room temperature
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6(mm/s)(IS) Reference
Fe in a-Fe2P 0.345 [29, 30]
Fe in a-FeP 0.4 [29]
In LiFePO4 compound, secondary phases are easily obtained. Among secondary
phases, iron related phase can be observed in the off-stoichiometric material and can
be ascribed to the second iron environment. FePO4, and Li 3Fe 2(PO 4)3 are typical
secondary phases. Table 5-7 shows the MS values of these compounds from
literatures.
6(mm/s)(IS) A (mm/s)(QS) Reference
Fe2+ in LiFePO4  1.222 2.963 [28]
Fe'* in FePO4  0.424 1.520 [28]
Fe 3 in Li3Fe 2(PO 4 )3 0.38 0.33 [34]
Table 5-7. Literature MS
temperature.
data for LiFePO4, FePO 4, and Li3Fe 2(PO 4)3 at room
Comparison of the data from Table 5-5, 6, and 7 with our MS spectrum confirms
that LiFePO 4 is the main component because one doublet (1, 2 doublet) is consistent
with Fe2+ in LiFePO4. The other doublet (3,4 doublet) is not consistent with literature
data for either Fe2 P, FeP, FePO4 , or Li3Fe2(PO 4 )3. So, The Mdssbauer spectroscopy
supports that our material synthesized at 600*C does not have either Fe 2P or FeP.
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What is the iron environment of second phase (3,4 doublet)?
The 1, 2 doublet (IS:1.223 mm/s, QS:2.956mm/s) is from Fe2+ in LiFePO4.
However, the 3, 4 doublet is not from FePO 4 or Li3Fe2(PO 4)3 because of the different
isomer shift (IS) and quadrupole shift (QS). The isomer shift (IS) and quadrupole
shift (QS) for 3, 4 doublet is 0.45 mm/s and 0.798 mm/s, respectively. This implies
that the second iron environment is not in the olivine or Nasicon framework.
The isomer shift value is a measure of the s electron density at the nucleus and
should be sensitive to changes in the coordination environment and geometry of both
Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions. This value has been used to characterize the local coordination of
iron [35, 36] in inorganic glasses. Figure 5-12 represents a lot of the known shifts
from the literatures. In inorganic glasses the IS value of Fe2+ in octahedral sites is
above 1.0 mm/s relative to iron metal while the IS value of Fe 3 in octahedral
environments is 0.35 - 0.55 mm/s. The value of IS of Fe2+ in tetrahedral is 0.9 - 0.95
mm/s relative to iron metal and the value of IS of Fe3+ in tetrahedral is 0.2 ~ 0.32
mm/s relative to iron metal[35-37]. Table 5-8 shows the relationship between IS
values and coordination numbers in inorganic glasses.
Coordination number
IV VI
IS for Fe2+ 0.9 ~ 0.95 mm/s 1.05 -1.10 mm/s
IS for Fe'* 0.2 ~ 0.32 mm/s 0.35 ~ 0.55 mm/s
Table 5-8. Values of isomer shift (IS) in inorganic glasses as a function of
coordination number.
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Based on this empirical data in Table 5-8, the 3, 4 doublet can be close to Fe in
octahedral site based on IS value. So, the off-stoichiometric material can have Fe3+
environment in addition to Fe2+ in LiFePO 4.
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* Fitted value for 3,4 doublet in our system
a Fe3 in Fe2O~3-P205 glass system
o Fe 3in PbO-Fe20-P20, glass system
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x Fe' in 33.3Li20-66.6P20,-4Fe2,
9 Fe' in 1OZnO-3OFeO,-60P 20, glasses system
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Figure 5-12. A map of the value of IS and QS in several crystalline systems and
inorganic glass systems at room temperature[27, 30-42]. The shaded region represents
the IS and QS value of Fe 3* in octahedral site in inorganic glasses system[35].
A map is constructed with the value of IS and QS based on known crystalline
lithium iron phosphates and inorganic glasses at room temperature for comparing the
second iron environment with these values. Figure 5-12 shows the map. The red star
in Figure 5-12 represents the IS and QS for the 3, 4 doublet in Figure 5-10 and Table
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5-3, which is associated with the non-LiFePO4 phase. This comparison leads us to
conclude that Fe 3 is likely to be present in the poorly crystallized pyrophosphate[40]
in the off-stoichiometric material. Indeed, it is well known from previous literature
that amorphous Li-pyrophosphates are good glass formers and can have substantial
3d transition metal content[16, 21, 43]. The MS data is consistent with XRD data at
different temperatures, which indicates crystallized Li4P20 7 structure in material
synthesized at 800'C. Moreover, the MS data supports that the off-stoichiometric
material does not have either Fe2 P or FeP.
Together, the XPS data and the MS data shows that the off-stoichiometric material
has about 10 wt% of Fe3+ containing Li 4P2 0 7-like compound in poorly crystallized
state.
5.3.4.3 Discharging first test as-made material
The presence of Fe3+ is further confirmed by discharging the as-made material with a
voltage window between 3.2 and 2.OV. Considering that LiFePO4 has a flat potential
around 3.45V Vs. Li*/Li, the electrochemical activity of the material at this window
should be not much if there are no other phases except LiFePO4. Figure 5-13 shows
discharging first result of the off-stoichiometric material. The large discharge
capacity found as shown in Figure 5-13 is consistent with the presence of reducible
Fe rather than metallic iron phosphides in the off-stoichiometric material.
Furthermore, in subsequent charge/discharge cycles a15-18 mAh/g capacity in the 3.2
- 2.0 voltage window is obtained, in agreement with the ~ 10% Fe found in the
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second M~ssbauer component. This also confirms that the Fe3+ in the amorphous
pyrophosphate coating is electrochemically active and can contribute to the capacity
at low voltage. Pyrophosphates are known to have somewhat lower potential than
LiFePO4[44, 45].
I I I ' I ' I ' . I I I ' I ' I * I .
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Figure 5-13. Electrochenical voltage profile between 3.2V and 2.OV for a cell started
in discharge with as-made LiFeo 9Po.9504. synthesized at 600*C. The rate was C/30
based on LiFePO4, which has 170 mA/g at IC. The loading density was 2.93 mg/cm 2.
The electrode was composed of active material (80), carbon (15), and binder (5)
(weight percentage).
Typically, lithium phosphate glasses are good ionic conductor. When glasses are
doped with transition metal, electronic conductivity also can be achievable.[16] So,
the incorporation of Fe3+ with the existence of Fe2+ can improve electronic
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conductivity in the poorly crystallized secondary phase on the surface. Also, Fe3 in
iron phosphate glasses can help to form glass. Fe 3+ in octahedral site can act as a
network former like phosphorus in glass unlikely Fe2+ acts as a network modifier[46].
So, the existence of Fe 3 in the off-stoichiometric material can help secondary phase
to form glass or a poorly crystallized state.
However, several researchers[47, 48] recently claim that Fe 3+ in LiFePO4 can
originate from the expose of the air. In case of small particle like the off-
stoichiometric material, the oxidation of the sample on the surface can be worse due
to large specific surface area. However, Fe3+ in off-stoichiometric material is not
directly due to surface exposure, but as a direct result of the off-stoichiometry in the
starting materials, consistent with the phase diagram in Figure 5-1. Firstly, the shifts
of Mdssbauer spectroscopy (MS) in the off-stoichiometric material is different from
those obtained from air exposed LiFePO4 materials by Yamada et al.[47].
Table 5-9. Comparison of MS data of the off-stoichiometric material and air exposed
LiFePO4.
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IS QS Reference
Our sample 0.464 0.798 As-made
Room temperature 0.38 1.03 [47]
for 1 day
120"C for 1 day 0.4 0.9 [47]
Furthermore, if Fe3+ is present because Li is extracted from LiFePO4 due to surface
exposure, then electrochemical lithiation of the material restores the loss of
lithium[48, 49]. After the first discharge, the material should not show much activity
below the equilibrium potential (~3.5V). However, the off-stoichiometric material
showed constant capacity, 15 ~18 mAh/g in the 2.0 ~ 3.2V window typical for other
iron pyrophosphate compounds[44]. The stoichiometric material, which underwent
exactly the same handling, typically only shows a few mAh/g capacities in this
voltage range. It is unlikely that the Fe3+ in off-stoichiometric material originates
from the oxidation of the surface induced by air expose.
5.3.5. NMR data for off-stoichiometric material
Figure 5-14 shows phosphorus NMR data taken by Professor Grey on the off-
stoichiometric material. P in LiFePO4 shows paramagnetic behavior showing 3352
ppm shift vs. H3PO4[50]. The NMR peak measures the phosphorus that is in a
diamagnetic environment, and hence does not show any of the underlying LiFePO4,
nor would it show any P near Fe in the amorphous phase. The NMR peak shift is
between that of Li 3PO4 and Li4P20 7, which is consistent with XPS data and MS data.
It is more likely that the peak from the off-stoichiometric material corresponds to
distorted P20 7 environment as one finds in amorphous phases.
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Figure 5-14. "P MAS NMR spectra of three samples around 0 ppm at 38 kHz at
room temperature.
5.3.6 Summaries of the characteristic of the secondary phase
X-ray diffraction shows that despite large off-stoichiometric starting mixture,
stoichiometric LiFePO4 forms without showing secondary phase. However,
M6ssbauer spectroscopy indicates that besides the major LiFePO4 component, about
10% of the Fe is present in some other environments. The isomer shift (0.464 mm/s)
and quadrupole splitting (0.798 mm/s) of this second component fall in the region of
values given in the literature for Fe 3 in pyrophosphate (P20 7 - containing) glasses,
though recent work[27] argues that Fe-monophosphides also give a M6ssbauer signal
in this range. To distinguish between the two possibilities, as-made material was
discharged. The large discharge capacity found is consistent with the presence of
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reducible Fe3+ rather than metallic iron phosphides in the material. Also, in
subsequent charge/discharge cycles the off-stoichiometric material obtains 15-18
mAh/g capacity in the 3.2 - 2.0 voltage window, in agreement with the ~ 10% Fe
found in the second M6ssbauer component. Note that pyrophosphates are known to
have somewhat lower potential than LiFePO4[44].
TEM shows an amorphous or poorly crystallized thin layer on the surface. The
thickness of this layer varies. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) shows two
different P 2p chemical states in our material. One state is close to the P 2p binding
energy in LiFePO4 but the second component is at higher energy. This is consistent
with the presence of the (P20 7)4 groups, where P has higher binding energy than
LiFePO 4[24]. Elemental analysis of the off-stoichiometric materials performed with
STEM also indicates that the Fe: P ratio on the surface decreases by introducing the
off-stoichiometry in the sample compared to the ratio of the inside of grain. Together,
the XPS, Mdssbauer and STEM data, as well as the starting stoichiometry, give
support to the idea that the second phase present is a Fe3+ containing Li4P20 7-like
phase, not metallic iron phosphides.
5.3.7 Small volume of the off-stoichiometric material
The lattice parameter and volume of the LiFeo.9Po. 95O4.3 material shows a little
smaller than those for standard stoichiometric LiFePO 4 (~ 291 A3) as shown in Figure
5-15. However, the lattice parameter and unit cell volume fall well within the range
found in the materials with small particle size as shown in Figure 5-15 and 5-16.
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Figure 5-15. Volume Vs 'a' lattice parameter data for LiFePO4 obtained from several
literatures[l 1-13, 23, 47, 51-55].
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Figure 5-16. The volume of LiFePO4 as a function of the particle size. Small particle
size shows smaller volume. Also, LiFePO4 in two-phase region shows smaller
volume than stoichiometric LiFePO4.
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There are several reasons for small lattice parameter and volume. First, corrosion of
lithium can be one of reasons for a smaller lattice parameter as shown in Martin et
al. [47], but there are many more benign reasons. One other reason for the small
lattice parameter may be from the small particle size itself Based on literature data in
Figure 5-15, one can see that the material with smaller particle size shows smaller
lattice parameters than larges particles because small particles shows an increased
solubility [53, 56, 57] which can affect the lattice parameter. Furthermore, it is
possible that the off-stoichiometric material shows a slightly smaller lattice parameter
because of the high temperature equilibrium by which it is created. Since the starting
mixture is off-stoichiometric composition, the LiFePO4 phase that forms is in
equilibrium with pyrophosphates at the synthesis conditions. This is a different
equilibrium than when stoichiometric LiFePO4 is synthesized as LiFePO4 has slightly
different lattice parameter in single phase state than when it is in equilibrium with
FePO 4. The possible secondary phase in the LiFeo9Po.9504- material is close to
Li4P 20 7 structure, which has smaller volume (~ 284 A3) than LiFePO4.
5.3.8 Electrochemical test results
Swagelok cells with a metallic Li anode (Half cell configuration) were assembled to
evaluate the material. There are two types of way to evaluate the material. One is for
rate capability test of the material. The cell is charged at slow rate with a voltage hold
at the end of charge to make sure that the material is fully charged. And then the fully
charged cell is discharged at various rates to measure the capacity obtained from each
discharge rate. The other is capacity retention test to measure how long the cell
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sustains the initial capacity without significant degradation of the capacity. The cell is
charged at specific rate and is discharged at the same rate. So, the cell test for
capacity retention doesn't have a voltage hold at the end of charge.
Two materials are synthesized at different temperature at 600"C and 700*C. Based
on XRD patterns in Figure 5-4, the 700*C sample has a small amount of Fe 2P while
the 6000C sample doesn't have it. The particle size of both materials is similar with
each other. It is generally accepted that Fe2P can improve the electrochemical
performance through the enhancement of electronic conductivity. However, the Fe2P
in our samples does not make contribution to the electrochemical performance. The
electrochemical performance between sample with Fe2P and without Fe 2P is similar
with each other.
5.3.8.1 Electrochemical test of he sample synthesized at 600*C with 15 wt% carbon
Figure 5-15(a) shows rate capability data of the 600*C sample. The cell is discharged
at various rates after a slow charge and hold at 4.3V to fully charge the material. A
rate of nC corresponds to a full discharge in 1/n h. At a 2C rate the material still
discharges to almost theoretical capacity. Even at the highest rate tested (50C),
corresponding to a time of 72 s to discharge the full capacity, the material achieves
about 80% theoretical capacity. The 600*C material shows excellent rate capability.
Figure 5-15(b) shows the capacity retention when performing charge and discharge
cycles at 20C and 60C constant current rate without holding a voltage for 50 cycles.
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There is no significant capacity loss at 20C and 60C for 50 cycles. The capacity
retention of the 6000C material is superior at both rates.
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Figure 5-17. Discharge rate capability and capacity retention for LiFeo.9P. 9504-
synthesized at 600"C (a) Discharge rate capability after charging at C/5 and holding
at 4.3 V until the current reaches C/60. The density of the electrode is 3.86mg/cm2.
The voltage window is 2.0 - 4.3V. (b) Capacity retentions when performing charge
and discharge cycles at 20C and 60C constant current rate without holding the voltage
for 50 cycles. The density of the electrode is 3.60mg/cm2 for 20C rate and
2.71mg/cm 2 for 60C rate. The voltage window is 2.5 ~ 4.3V. The formulation of
electrode was 80(active): 15(carbon): 5(binder) in weight percentage.
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Figure 5-16 shows the charge and discharge voltage profile of the 600*C material at
20C and 60C. The material shows the ability to charge and discharge fast in our cell
configuration, half-cell with lithium metal as an anode. The voltage profile shows
rather symmetric behavior. Generally speaking, active materials show only very
limited asymmetry in the rate at which they can be lithiated or delithiated, and
asymmetry of the active materials is only related to non-linearity of the Li diffusion
constant with concentration or to asymmetric nucleation kinetics in first order
lithiation/ delithiation phase transitions[58, 59]. For example, Srinivasan et al.[59]
showed that there was some asymmetric behavior in LiFePO4 electrode but with the
charge actually being faster than the discharge in LiFePO4. Even at 20C, the voltage
profile is a flat rather than a sloping shape indicating that the kinetic in the off-
stoichiometric material is quite fast. However, the increase of rate from 20C to 60C
shifts from a flat profile to a sloping profile. This shift can originate from the
limitations restricted by the electrode, not the active material[60].
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Figure 5-18. Charge and discharge voltage profile at (a) 20C and 60C of
LiFeo 9Po.9504.8 synthesized at 600 0C for the 1 and 5 0th cycle. The cell was charged at
20C (60C) and discharged at 20C (60C) with a 1 min open-circuit rest at the end of
each charge/discharge cycle. The loading density was 3.6 mg/cm2 for 20C rate and
2.71 mg/cm 2 for 60C. The voltage window was 2.5 ~ 4.3V and the formulation of
electrode was 80 (active), 15 (carbon), and 5 (binder) in wt%.
Furthermore, the columbic efficiency of charge and discharge for 50 cycles in the
600*C material is almost 100% except several cycles at the beginning. The charge
capacity of 14 cycle is the largest value among subsequent cycles.
5.3.8.2 Electrochemical results of the sample synthesized at 700 'C with 15 wt% carbon
Although the 7000C sample has a small amount of Fe 2P, the electrochemical
performance such as rate capability and capacity retention is similar to the 600*C
sample.
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Figure 5-19. Discharge rate capability and capacity retention for LiFeo.9Po.9504.6
synthesized at 700*C (a) Discharge rate capability after charging at C/2 and holding
at 4.3 V until the current reaches 0.01 mA. The density of the electrode is
3.53mg/cm 2. (b) Capacity retention when performing full charge/discharge cycles at
20C constant current rate without holding the voltage for 50 cycles. The density of
the electrode for 20C is 3.44 mg/cm2. The voltage window for both test was 2.5 ~
4.3V. The formulation of electrode was 80(active), 15(carbon), and 5(binder) in wt%.
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Figure 5-20. Charge and discharge voltage profile at 20C of LiFeo.9Po.9504-s
synthesized at 700'C for the l't and 5 0 th cycle. The cell was charged at 20C and
discharged at 20C with a 1 min open-circuit rest at the end of each charge/discharge
cycle. The voltage window was 2.5 ~ 4.3V and the loading density was 3.44 mg/cm2.
The formulation of electrode was 80 (active), 15 (carbon), and 5 (binder) in wt%.
Figure 5-19 shows rate capability data and discharge capacity retention data at 20C
rate of the 700*C sample. Figure 5-20 shows the charge and discharge voltage profile
of the 7000C sample at 20C for 50 cycles. The voltage profiles of the 700*C sample
are quite similar to those of the 600*C sample
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5.3.8.3 Electrochemical results of the 600 *C sample with 65 wt% carbon
For an electrochemical cell to deliver energy at high rate, all parts of the Li+ and
electron path between the anode and cathode active material have to be capable of
sustaining this rate. The results as shown above were obtained when testing a
standard cathode preparation using 15wt% carbon black and 5wt%
polyethylenetetrafluoride (PTFE) as binder. Carbon black is added to facilitate
electron transport from the active materials to the current collector. As this
preparation has been optimized for materials that have substantially lower rates (z
1C) the electrode prepared with up to 65wt% carbon was also tested because a true
rate capability of the materials can be masked by external limitations such as electron
transport in the electrode. While such high carbon loadings are inappropriate for real
batteries, they are useful to establish the true rate capability of the active material and
are common practice in the testing of high-rate nanomaterials[13, 18, 61].
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Figure 5-21. Charge and discharge voltage profile (a) at 200C for the 1st, 50*t and
100t cycle and (b) at 400C for the 1st, 3 0 th and 10 0 th cycle of LiFeo.9Po.95 04.Z
synthesized at 600"C. The cell was charged at 200C (400C) and discharged at 200C
(400C) with a 1 min open-circuit rest at the end of each charge/discharge cycle. The
voltage window was 2.0 ~ 4.5V and the loading density was 2.96 mg cm-2 . The
formulation of electrode was 30(active), 65(carbon), and 5(binder) in wt%.
The results in Figure 5-21 show that extremely high rates can be achieved for the
active material: At a 200C rate (corresponding to an 18 s total discharge) more than
100 mAh/g can still be achieved. A 60 mAh/g is obtained at 400C rate (9 s to full
discharge). The charge and discharge voltage profile is quite symmetry even at 400C
rate. So, the material by itself is capable of fast charge and fast discharge without the
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degradation of the cell. Such high discharge rates are two orders of magnitude larger
than those used in today's lithium ion batteries.
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Figure 5-22. Charge and discharge capacity retention data at 200C and 400C of
LiFeo9Po. 95O4.. synthesized at 600*C. Note that the 1st charge capacity is always
larger than 1 discharge capacity.
Figure 5-22 shows the capacity retention of the 600 *C material at 200C (400C) for
100 cycles. There is no significant capacity loss during cycling. Also, the columbic
efficiency of charge and discharge for the 600 *C material at 200C (400C) is almost
100% except several cycles at the beginning. The charge capacity of first cycle at
200C is the largest value among subsequent cycles.
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Because limited electron transport through the electrode assembly can mask the true
rate capability of the material[60, 62] our highest rates (200C and 400C) could only
be tested with large amounts of carbon, which reduces the volumetric energy density
of the electrode. The large amount of carbon can be contributed to the large capacity
that the cell obtained. Considering that the working window of potential, 2.0 ~ 4.5V
for high rates test is well above the potential of carbon, > 0.3V, it is unlikely that
carbon makes a large contribution to the capacity. To ensure this, a cell was prepared
with an electrode, which has carbon and binder but does not have active material. So,
the cell was tested with the electrode mass (carbon + binder in ratios of 93/7 wt% and
94/6 wt%) without the active material at currents representative of the testing in
Figure 5-23. At 72 mA/g, which corresponds to a very low charge/discharge rate a 8
mAh/g capacity between 4.5 and 2V is obtained as shown in Figure 5-23. At 8.3A/g,
which is still below the highest charge/discharge rates tested in Figure 5-23 the
inactive mass (carbon + binder) does not contribute any measurable capacity. The
only active material of the electrode with 65wt% carbon is contribution to the large
capacity.
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Figure 5-23. Discharge and charge voltage profile for carbon and binder in the same
quantities. Electrode (a) is 92.9 wt% carbon and 7.1 wt% binder, and the high rate
electrode (b) is 94.4 wt% carbon and 5.6 wt% binder. The currents in the legend are
gram of electrode mass (carbon + binder). For comparison, the current in the 200C
experiments was around 11 A/g of total electrode mass.
5.4 Discussions
5.4.1 How to improve the electrochemical performance with secondary phase
This work provides evidence that extremely high electrochemical discharge and
charge can be achieved with Li battery materials. Typical power rates for Li-ion
battery materials are in the 0.5 to 2 kW/kg range. The specific power observed for
the modified LiFePO4 (170 kW/kg at 400 C rate and 90 kW/kg at 200 C rate) is two
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orders of magnitude higher, but consistent with the very high Li diffusivity estimated
earlier from theoretical calculations[7, 8]. Taking the estimated value of[xI 10-
8 cm2/s from ref [8], the time for Li+ to diffuse over 50 nm (approximate particle
size) can be estimated as (50 nm)2/10~ 8 cm2/s, i.e., < 1 ms. Hence, the limiting factor
for fast charge/discharge is the delivery of lithium ions and electrons to the surface
rather than bulk diffusion. This may explain the success of our strategy to facilitate
transport across the surface by creating a poorly crystallized layer with high Li*
mobility. The amorphous nature of the coating removes the anisotropy of the surface
properties[63] and facilitates the access of lithium ions to the (010) facet of LiFePO4,
where it can be inserted. It is also plausible that the disordered nature of the coating
material modifies the surface potential of lithium to facilitate the adsorption of Li*
from the electrolyte by providing different Li sites with a wide range of energies that
can be matched to the energy of Li in the electrolyte. While the nano size of our
materials definitely contributes to its extreme rate capability, its performance is
substantially better than results reported in the literature for particles of similar[9] or
smaller size[13] indicating that the secondary phase further enhances the rate
capability.
5.4.2 Particle size effect for electrochemical performance
To ensure that the pyrophosphate secondary phase is responsible for the ultra-high
power rate, stoichiometric LiFePO 4 is synthesized under the same conditions and
tested. In this case the precursors are ball milled for a long time so that the particle
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size after sintering is the same as the off-stoichiometric material. This stoichiometric
material is extensively evaluated by electrochemical tests.
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Figure 5-24. XRD pattern of stoichiometric LiFePO 4 synthesized at 600 *C under Ar
with extensive ball milled precursors. The crystallite size obtained from Rietveld
refmement is 33. lnm, which is comparable with that of LiFeo 9PO.9504, 32.4 nm.
XRD pattern of ball-milled (BM) stoichiometric LiFePO4 in Figure 5-24 shows single
phase without secondary phases. The crystallite size of BM-LiFePO4 is 33.1 nm
comparable with that of that of LiFeo 9PO.95044, 32.4 nm. The lattice parameters of
BM-LiFePO4 are a = 10.309(A), b = 5.999(A), and c = 4.690(A), very similar to those
in the literature[23].
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Figure 5-25. SEM image of the BM-LiFePO 4 synthesized at 600 *C under Ar.
SEM image in Figure 5-25 shows that the particle size is less than 50 nm and the
morphology is spherical shape. These characteristics are similar to the off-
stoichiometric material. Figure 5-26 shows the rate capability of both BM-LiFePO 4
and LiFeo 9Po.950 46 . BM-LiFePO 4 achieves excellent rate capability showing a more
than 100 mAh/g at 50C, 72s to fully charge/discharge the cell. However, the rate
capability of BM-LiFePO 4 is inferior to that of LiFeo. 9Po.95044 even with comparable
particle size.
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Figure 5-26. Discharge rate capability for (a) LiFeo9P.9504-s and (b) BM-LiFePO 4
synthesized at 600*C (a) Discharge rate capability was performed after charging at
C/5 and holding at 4.3 V until the current reaches C/60. The density of the electrode
is 3.86 mg/cm2 for LiFeo9Po. 95O4-s and 3.15 mg/cm2 for BM-LiFePO4. The voltage
window is 2.0 ~ 4.3V. The formulation of electrode was 80 (active), 15 (carbon), and
5 (binder) in wt%.
The difference of the rate capability can be substantial when the cell is charged and
discharged at high rate, 60C without holding a voltage at the end of charge. Figure 5-
27 shows the capacity retention of both LiFeo 9Po95O 44z and BM-LiFePO 4 at 60C rate.
Both materials show superior capacity retention without significant capacity loss for
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50 cycles. However, the capacity at 60C rate is quite different from each other.
LiFeo.9Po.95044 shows two times larger capacity than BM-LiFePO 4
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Figure 5-27. Capacity retentions when performing charge and discharge cycles 60C
constant current rate without holding the voltage for 50 cycles. The density of the
electrode is 2.71mg/cm2 for LiFeo 9Po 9504 and 2.93mg/cm 2 for BM-LiFePO4. The
voltage window is 2.5 ~ 4.3V. The formulation of electrode was 80(active):
15(carbon): 5(binder) in weight percentage.
Considering that the particle size is similar to each other, the poorly crystallized
secondary phase is responsible for the further enhancement of rate capability in
LiFeo.9Po.950 44 material because it can improves lithium transport on the surface and
the access of lithium ions to the surface.
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Both materials with 65wt% carbon are further tested to make sure that the
characteristic of the material is intrinsically different when removing external
limitations. Figure 5-28 shows the rate capability of both LiFeo 9Po.950 4.3 and BM-
LiFePO4 with 65wt% carbon. While the rate capability of the BM-LiFePO4 is good, it
is clearly inferior to that in LiFeo.9Po.9504-.
- ~- -~ r- ~
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600C 430C 600C 400C 200C 200C
(6s) ( s) (6s) (9s) (18s) (l8s)
0 20 40 60 80 100
Capacity(mAh/g) 120 140
Figure 5-28. Discharge at various rates for ball-milled LiFePO4 and LiFeo 9Po.9504-
with similar particle size. The cells were charged at C/2 and held at 4.3V until the
current reaches C/20. The loading density was 3.18 mg/cm2 for LiFeo.9Po.9504.. and
3.11 mg/cm2 for LiFePO4. The formulation of electrode is 30 (active): 65 (carbon): 5
(binder) in wt %.
The capacity at 400C in LiFeo.9Po.950 4.8 is comparable with that at 200C in BM-
LiFePO4. Also, LiFeo.9Po.950 4.3 show less overpotential than BM-LiFePO4.Note that
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overpotential is the difference between measured and thermodynamic equilibrium
potential. Furthermore, the shape of voltage profile of LiFeo. 9Po. 95044 shows less
sloping than that of BM-LiFePO 4, especially at 200C rate. Smaller overpotential and
less sloping voltage profile in LiFeo.9Po. 95044 indicates that the off-stoichiometric
material has different kinetics because of the poorly crystallized coating phase.
5.5 Conclusion
The material using the proper off-stoichiometry (LiFeo9Po.95044) is synthesized
through a simple solid-state reaction. The LiFeo.9Po. 9504- material is single-phase
LiFePO4 in spite of a large deficiency of Fe and P based on XRD measurement.
However, the off-stoichiometric material contains a secondary phase, which cannot
be detected by XRD because it is a poorly crystallized phase. TEM shows that the
poorly crystallized phase is on the surface of the particles and between grains. XPS
and STEM data reveal that the surface on the off-stoichiometric material shows
different chemistry from bulk LiFePO4. The poorly crystallized surface phase is close
to a Li4P 20 7 -like phase, which can be a good lithium ionic conductor. Moreover, the
poorly crystallized secondary phase is characterized by M6ssbauer spectroscopy and
electrochemical discharging test for as-made material, which characterize the
oxidation of the iron and the impurity phases related to iron phosphides. These data
reveal that the poorly crystallized secondary phase contains Fe 3 in pyrophosphate
glass structure with about 10 wt% but does not have iron phosphides as impurity
phases. It is difficult to exactly characterize the second phase component because of
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its amorphous nature and its chemical similarity with LiFePO4. However, based on
the phase diagram, TEM data, the spectroscopic information, and the initial discharge
characterization it is concluded that the secondary phase is a poorly crystallized
3+Li4 P20 7-like structure containing Fe
The LiFeo9Po.9504 material shows the improvement of the electrochemical
performance, especially rate capability. This improvement is partly ascribed to small
particle size induced by the secondary phase, which acts as an inhibitor for grain
growth because small particles improve bulk lithium transport. Secondary phase also
contributes to this improvement. The amorphous characteristic of the secondary phase
can remove the surface anisotropies[63] facilitating the transport of lithium ions to
enter the bulk and facilitate the adsorption/desorption rate of lithium ions from the
electrolyte by modifying the surface potential of lithium. Modified characteristics of
the surface induced by the poorly crystallized phase really help the LiFeo.9Po.9504-
material achieve ultrafast rate capability such as 200C rand 400C rate with small
particles.
Therefore, electrode materials with extremely high rate capability will blur the
distinction between supercapacitors and batteries. The power density based on the
measured volume of the electrode film, including carbon and binder, is around 65
kW/l in the 400C test. Assuming that the cathode film takes up about 40% of the
volume of a complete cell, this will give a power density ~ 25 kW/l at the battery
level, which is similar to or higher than the power density in a supercapacitor, while
maintaining one to two orders of magnitude higher specific energy and energy
density. The fact that the off-stoichiometric material can obtain similar power
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densities as supercapacitors is in line with an exceedingly fast bulk process. For
LiFePO 4, bulk lithium transport is so very fast that the battery charging and
discharging are ultimately limited by other factors such as the surface adsorption and
surface transfer and external limitation loaded from the configuration of electrode.
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Chapter 6. The dependence of phase fraction on the
particle size in chemically delithiated LiFePO4 system
6.1 Introduction
Pure LiFePO 4 was poor electronic conductor (-10~9 S/cm)[1, 2] and was believed to be a
limited ionic conductor, because of its one dimensional lithium diffusion path[3-5].
Although the material apparently shows insulating ionic and electronic behavior, the
material is able to achieve surprisingly fast electrochemical response[6-8] during charge
and discharge. Another interesting behavior is that nanosized particle can achieve high
rate capability without improving electronic conductivity[9, 10]. To understand these
intriguing behaviors, not only the transport properties of the material but also the
behavior of extraction or insertion of lithium during the electrochemical process are
considered. When the kinetic properties of the material are optimized as mentioned
above, the kinetics related to the extraction and insertion of lithium might be a rate
limitation for a fast electrochemical response. Considering that LiFePO4 goes through
first order phase transition during charging and discharging[l, 11], the rate of phase
transformation can be a limiting factor. Meethong et al.[12] recently claimed that
nanoscale LiFePO 4 particles can improve the rate of phase transformation as a result of
reducing volumetric mismatch and then achieve a fast electrochemical response. Thus,
understanding the phase transformation behavior is important to achieve fast
charging/discharging in LiFePO4 system.
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There are several proposed models. Padhi et a. [1] proposed the shrinking core model
with a FePO4 phase at the shell and LiFePO 4 phase at the core during the delithiation
process[13]. Andersson et al.[14] proposed the mosaic model, where lithium
extraction/reinsertion can nucleate many sites in a given particle. Finally, Delmas et
al.[15] claimed that electrochemically delithiated LiFePO4 was comprised of single-
phased particles in the middle of the two-phase region proposing the domino-cascade
model. Table 6-1 summarizes the reported studies of the delithiation behavior of LiFePO4
depending on experimental conditions. Based on literature studies, the shrinking core
model seems least capable of describing the delithiation pathway of LiFePO4 because of
strong anisotropic lithium diffusion[3, 16]. It is still under debate if the mosaic model or
the domino cascade model describes the delithiation pathway of LiFePO4 although the
mosaic model seems to be the dominant model according to Table 6-1. The major
difference between the two models is the rate-limiting factor. The mosaic model is based
on facile nucleation but difficult diffusion in the particle while the domino cascade model
is based on facile diffusion but difficult nucleation in the particle. The domino cascade
model implies no preference between large particles and small particles if the nucleation
reaction is not limiting factor, which is the case if the process is driven by a sufficiently
large overpotential. As a consequence, the domino cascade model does not show any
dependence of the state of charge (SOC) on particle size under this.
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Delithiation Supporting Synthesis
Reference Characterization Particle size
method model method
Chemical
Laffont et al. HR-EELS Mosaic Coprecipitation ~ 140 nm
[17] (NO2BF4,-5.2V) HR-TEM Model process plate-like
electrochemical
Domino- Solid-state
XRD, TEMlO m
Cascade reaction
Delmas et al.
Electrochemical Can be[15, 18] XMosaic Solid-state
~100 nm
reaction
model
Ramana et al. Chemical Mosaic 
Hydrothermal
electrochemical and faceted
[19] (K2S208, -5.2V) test model process face
Chen et al. Chemical Mosaic Hydrothermal - 2 pim and
HR-TEM
[20] (Br 2,~ 4.1V) model process plate type
Table 6-1. Summary of experimental studies investigating the delithiation behavior of
LiFePO 4 system. Based on these results, the shrinking-core model seems least capable of
describing the pathway of phase transformation.
In this chapter, experimental results are described intending to identify the most
appropriate model for Li insertion/extraction from LiFePO4. The experiments are based
on separating particle fractions by using a centrifuge. This method allows for separating
different particles because different particle sizes settle at different centrifuge speeds.
Chemically delithiated LixFePO 4 are separated using the centrifuge method to see the
dependence of the phase fraction of FePO 4 and LiFePO4 on the particle size. The phase
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fraction and average particle size were determined in materials obtained at different
centrifuge speed by using XRD and SEM. The results can reveal the relationship between
the phase fraction and the particle size. Moreover, the two proposed models, mosaic and
domino cascade, for the delithiation pathway of LiFePO 4 are verified and implications for
electrochemical tests are discussed based on the dependence of the phase fraction on the
particle size and the state of charge.
6.2 Experimental
6.2.1 Synthesis of LiFePO4
The LiFePO4 material was synthesized by solid-state reaction using LiOH-H20,
Fe(N0 3)3-9H 20, and NH4H2PO4. The mixture dispersed in acetone was ball-milled
overnight and calcined at 350*C for 10hrs under 5% H2/95% Ar to decompose the nitrate
and ammonium. The sample was cooled down to room temperature, ground, and
manually pelletized with 10,000 pound, ~ 5 ton, pressure using a disk-shaped mold.
After preheating at 350*C, the pellet was sintered at 700'C for 10hrs under 5% H2/95%
Ar. The synthesized material was pure olivine as confirmed by XRD measurement and
the particle size, ~1.3pm was determined by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). X-
ray diffraction patterns were obtained with a Rigaku diffractometer using Cu-Ka
radiation. The diffraction data were collected at 0.020 step size over the 26. The crystallite
sizes, lattice parameters, and weight percentage were determined by Rietveld refinement
analysis using the X'pert High Score Plus software. SEM measurements were performed
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with FEI/Philips XL30 FEG ESEM. The samples on the stainless steel holder were
coated with gold to avoid charging effects.
6.2.2 Chemical delithiation
LixFePO 4 was obtained by chemically delithiating pure LiFePO4 with NO2BF 4 (97%,
Alfar Aesar) in acetonitrile solution[21] according to the following reaction.
LiFePO 4+x-(NO 2BF 4)4(1-x)-LiFePO 4+x-FePO 4+x-LiBF 4 +x-NO 2I
The solution was vigorously stirred with a magnetic bar for one day. The product was
centrifuged several times with acetonitrile solvent before being dried.
It is pointed out there is a the difference between electrochemical and chemical
delithiation. There are at least two major differences with respect to overpotential and
electron transfer. Note that overpotential is the difference between the equilibrium
potential (- 3.5V vs. Li/Li*) and a reaction potential. In chemical delithiation, the redox
reaction of NO2/NO2* sets a potential of 5.2V vs. Li/Li*. Thus, a relatively large
overpotential, ~1.7V, was applied to extract lithium during the chemical delithiation. This
large overpotential can help the nucleation of the material[15, 20] resulting in slightly
different characteristics compared to electrochemical delithiation, which is usually based
on a constant current with smaller overpotentials. Another difference arises from the
electronic conduction path during delithiation. Three components, an active material, an
electrolyte, and an electron in the cell have to meet at one point to extract lithium from
the material. So, the additive to facilitate electron transfer is very important in an
electrochemical cell. In contrast, NO2+ ions during chemical delithiation circumvent the
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need of the additive because these are electron acceptors and well dispersed in the
solution. Chemical delithiation, therefore, doesn't depend on the electronic conduction
path while the electrochemical one does.
6.2.3 Centrifuge method
The centrifuge allows us to separate different particle sizes using different speeds. The
relationship between size and centrifuge speed is shown below[22].
18rqln(x2/x)
(p-p0)rrt (1)
Particle size (equivalent sphere diameter, d) depends on the difference of the density
between solvent and solute (po - p), and the viscosity of the solvent (71), the centrifuging
speed (o), and the moving distance (x) in solution. The particle size is inversely
proportional to centrifuging speed, assuming all other factors are constant under our
experimental conditions. Different centrifuge speeds are able to separate particles by size.
The chemically delithiated material was dispersed into acetonitrile and well mixed by
magnetic stirring. After centrifuging the mixed solution at a given speed, the solution was
separated into two parts, a settlement and a residual solution above the settlement. The
residual solution was extracted and centrifuged again at higher speed. This procedure was
repeated at several different speeds effectively partitioning the original particle size
distribution. The phase fraction of FePO4 to LiFePO 4 in the sample obtained at different
centrifuge speeds was characterized with XRD. Morphology and average particle size
was determined with SEM. The centrifuge machine was an Allegra X-22 from Bechman
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coulter with swing bucket rotor. The maximum speed of the centrifuge machine was
4,200 rpm.
6.2.4 Electrochemical test
Electrodes were prepared by mixing active material, carbon (Super P from Timcal) and
binder (Polyethylenetetrafluoride, PTFE) in a weight ratio of 80%, 15%, and 5%
respectively. The cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove box and tested on a
Maccor 2200 operating in glavanostatic mode using lithium metal as an anode, non-
aqueous electrolyte (lM-LiPF 6 in EC: DMC (1:1) from Merck), and Celgard 2500 as
separator in a Swagelok-type cell. All cells were tested at room temperature.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Materials characterization
XRD patterns of pristine LiFePO 4 and a chemically delithiated LiFePO4 are shown in
Figure 6-1. The pristine LiFePO 4 was phase pure and the chemically delithiated material
showed two phases. The lattice constants of pristine LiFePO4 obtained from refinement
were a = 10.3227, b = 6.0031, c = 4.6881, and V = 290.5173 which is in agreement with
previously reported values[23]. The amount of delithiated lithium was controlled by the
mole ratio of NO2BF 4 to LiFePO 4 in the chemical delithiation and confirmed by XRD
refinement.
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Figure 6-1. XRD patterns of (a) LiFePO 4 and (b) chemically
composition of the delithiated material is Lio.49FePO4 based
value is consistent with the mole ratio of LiFePO4 to NO2BF 4 .
35 40
delithiated LixFePO 4. The
on XRD refinement. This
Based on XRD refinement, the crystallite size of LiFePO4 is ~ 200nm. The particle size
of LiFePO4 was around 1.3tm measured with SEM and the morphology was hexagonal
as shown in the SEM image of Figure 6-2a. Using a set of SEM images taken randomly
from the pristine sample, the particle size distribution (PSD) data in Figure 6-2b was
collected. The LiFePO4 used in this work showed a broad particle size distribution from
below 500nm to above 2 pm. The wide size distribution makes the centrifuge method
feasible for separating different particles by size.
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Figure 6-2a. SEM image of pristine LiFePO4. The image shows a wide range of particle
size distribution.
0+-
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
Particle size (sm)
Figure 6-2b. Particle size distribution of pristine LiFePO4 collected with a set of SEM
images taken randomly from the pristine sample. The distribution is broad and the
average particle size is around 1.3 pm. Particle size distribution (PSD) is sufficiently
wide for separating the material. The centrifuge method can separate the material by
different particle size.
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Figure 6-2c. SEM image of the chemically delithiated Lio.49FePO 4. The particle size and
morphology is similar to the pristine LiFePO4.
SEM image of the chemically delithiated material is shown in Figure 6-2c. The particle
size and morphology of the delithiated material is similar to the pristine LiFePO4. Thus,
particle size and shape are preserved during chemical delithiation.
6.3.2 The validity of centrifuge method
Equation (1) predicts that small particles are obtained at high centrifuge speed while
large particles are obtained at low centrifuge speed. To validate this prediction, the
chemically delithiated material (Lio.49FePO 4) was centrifuged at different speeds and the
resulting material was characterized with SEM measurements easily revealing the particle
size.
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The SEM images in Figure 6-3a, b and c reveal the average particle size of materials
obtained at different centrifuge speeds. The material obtained at 4,200 rpm as shown in
Figure 6-3b has small particles (- 500nm) while the material obtained at 0 rpm as shown
in Figure 6-3a has large particles (- 1.5pm). However, the particle size of both, 4,200
rpm and 0 rpm material is quite different from the pristine material or chemically
delithiated material shown in Figure 6-2, verifying the prediction of equation (1). Note
that 0 rpm (gravitational method) is already a separated particle fraction because gravity
suffices to settle large particles, yet smaller particles remain in the solution. So, the
sample obtained at 0 rpm in Figure 6-3a consists of larger particles than the global
composition material in Figure 6-2c. Thus, the centrifuge method can separate different
particle sizes in the LiFePO 4 system provided the pristine material has a broad
distribution of particle sizes. The higher the centrifuge speed is, the smaller the obtained
particles are. However, Figure 6-3c shows a limitation of the centrifuge method. The
centrifuge fails to separate secondary particles, (i.e., agglomerates of smaller primary
particles). This limitation, however, tends to be less serious at higher speeds when only
small particles are settled.
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Figure 6-3a. SEM image of Lio49FePO 4 obtained at 0 rpm (Gravitational method). The
average particle size is around 1.5pgm, which is larger than the average particle size of the
pristine or chemically delithiated material with global composition.
Figure 6-3b. SEM image of Lio.49FePO4 after centrifuging at 4,200rpm. The particle size
is much smaller than that of the pristine and chemically delithiated material with global
composition. The average particle size is around 500 nm.
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Figure 6-3c. SEM image of Lio.49FePO 4 obtained at 0 rpm (gravitational method). The
centrifuge method cannot differentiate between large homogeneous particles and
secondary particles (i.e., agglomerates of small particles) of similar size.
6.3.3 Phase fraction and particle size based on XRD measurement
XRD was performed to characterize the phase difference between LiFePO4 and FePO4
for samples obtained at different centrifuge speeds using the chemically delithiated
material. The XRD pattern of LiFePO 4 and FePO4 share several common peaks due to
the structural similarity. However, there is no overlap for (2 0 0) peaks and (0 2 0) peaks
between the two phases. The (2 0 0) peak positions are at ~17 for LiFePO4 and ~18 for
FePO4. Also, the (0 2 0) peak positions are at ~29' for LiFePO4 and ~3 1 for FePO4. The
phase difference between samples can easily be determined by inspecting these peaks.
Figure 6-4a and 4c show the XRD pattern for the pristine material and the chemically
delithiated Lio.49FePO4 with total particle size distribution, respectively. Figure 6-4b
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depicts the XRD pattern for the sample which was obtained at 0 rpm (gravitational
method) and showed large particle size (- 1.5gm). XRD pattern for the sample which
was obtained at 4,200 rpm and showed small particle size (~ 500 nm) is given in Figure
6-4d. The inspection of the (0 2 0) peak around 29 -31* in Figure 6-4 reveals that the
sample with large particles in Figure 6-4b shows more LiFePO4 phase than the global
composition (cf. Figure 6-4c) while the sample with small particles in Figure 6-4d shows
more FePO 4 phase than the global composition. Thus, the phase fraction of FePO4 to
LiFePO4 of centrifuged samples depends on the particle size even though the global
composition is the same. The smaller the particle size is, the more FePO4 phase appears.
Note that the global composition represents the total amount of delithiated lithium (x in
Lil-xFePO 4) in the system because the material was homogeneously mixed prior to XRD
measurements.
Table 6-2 summarizes the results obtained from XRD refinement and SEM image
analysis. All samples showed two phases regardless of the centrifuge speed. But, the
phase fraction of the sample depends on the particle size (centrifuge speed). For instance,
the phase of the material centrifuged at 4,200 rpm was almost pure FePO 4 and the particle
size was smaller than for all other samples. Using SEM, the centrifuge method, and XRD
measurements, it is observed that the depth of state of charge (SOC) depends on the
particle size of materials even though the global composition is the same. For the
investigated materials, small particles show better activity for Li delithiation than large
particles. So, small particles mainly consist of FePO 4 phase while large particles are
predominantly LiFePO4 phase.
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Figure 6-4. XRD measurements of samples obtained at different centrifuge speeds and of
pristine LiFePO4. (a) Pristine LiFePO4, (b) 0 rpm (Gravitational method, 1 G), (c) global
composition (homogeneously mixed), and (d) 4,200 rpm (3,398G). Even at the same
global composition, the phase fraction depends on particle size (centrifuge speed). L:
LiFePO4 and F: FePO4
Centrifuge speed Weight % Weight % G-force Particle Size
(RPM) LiFePO4  FePO4
Pristine 100 N/A N/A -1.3 pm
Global composition 49 51 Homogeneously 1.3m
mixed
0 (Gravitational 71 29 IG 1.5pm
method)
4,200 13 87 3,398G - 500nm
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Table 6-2. Phase fraction of FePO4 to LiFePO4 of the chemically delithiated Lio.49FePO4
material for samples centrifuged at different speeds. The weight percentage of the phase
was obtained from XRD refinements. The average particle size was obtained from SEM
measurement.
6.3.4 Phase fraction and the global composition
To investigate the influence of the global composition, a 2"d batch with different global
composition (Lio.78FePO4) was centrifuged at 4,200 rpm. Figure 6-5a shows the XRD
pattern of the material with global composition Lio.78FePO4. Figure 6-5b shows the XRD
pattern of the sample obtained at 4,200 rpm. The inspection of the (2 0 0) peaks around
17-18* in Figure 6-5 reveals that the material obtained at 4,200 rpm shows an increased
fraction of FePO4 phase compared to the global composition as seen with the 1st sample,
Lio.49FePO4
L F L F LF LFF L F I.
(a)n
25 30
20- CuKa (0)
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Figure 6-5. XRD patterns of Lio.78FePO4 obtained at different centrifuge speeds. (a)
Material obtained at 4,200 rpm (3,398G), and (b) Material with global composition
(homogeneously mixed). Even at the same global composition, the phase fraction
depends on particle size as previously seen. At 4,200 rpm, the phase fraction was 56 wt%
FePO 4 and 44 wt% LiFePO4. L: LiFePO4 and F: FePO4
However, Figure 6-6 and Table 6-3 show a clear difference of the phase fraction of
FePO 4 to LiFePO4 between the two global compositions. FePO4 is the main phase in both
samples obtained at 4,200 rpm regardless of the global composition. Nonetheless, the
phase fraction of FePO 4 to LiFePO 4 obtained at 4,200 rpm depends on their global
composition. Figure 6-6a and b show this dependence. As the global composition (x in
Lil-xFePO 4) increases, the weight percentage of FePO4 is naturally increased. Both
samples obtained at the same centrifuge speed have similar particle sizes. Therefore, the
dependence of phase fraction is the consequence of a different global composition, not a
different particle size.
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Figure 6-6. Phase fraction of the material obtained at 4,200 rpm with different global
composition. (a) Lio.49FePO4 (global composition = 0.51) (b) Lio.78FePO4 (global
composition= 0.22) L: LiFePO4 and F: FePO4
Global composition Wt % materials obtained at Phase ratio of FePO4
(x in LilFePO4) 4,200 rpm to LiFePO4
Batch 1 0.51 in Lio.49FePO4  0.17LiFePO 4+0.83FePO 4  4.88
Batch 2 0.22 in Lio. 78FePO4  0.44LiFePO4+0.56FePO 4  1.27
Table 6-3. The phase fraction of samples separated at 4,200 rpm with different global
composition. The particle size of both samples is similar. But, the phase fraction is
different for the compared global compositions.
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6.4 Discussions
6.4.1 The pathway of phase transformation based on the observations
6.4.1.1 Characteristics of the two proposed models.
The characteristic of the mosaic model is facile nucleation but difficult diffusion. The
rate limitation arises from lithium diffusion or the movement of phase boundaries.
Therefore, the depth of state of charge in different particles depends on the diffusion
depth or the speed of phase boundary movement. The main characteristic of the domino
cascade model, on the other hand, is facile diffusion but difficult nucleation. The rate
limitation arises from nucleation. Thus, the depth of state of charge in particles depends
on the nucleation barrier. The schematic diagram in Figure 6-7 visualizes the
characteristics of the two proposed models assuming particles exhibit a size depending
nucleation barrier.
Mosaic model
Domino cascade model
Figure 6-7. Schematic diagram for two proposed models of the delithiation process with a
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broad particle size distribution. (a) and (d) show LiFePO4 phase and FePO4 phase, (b) and
(c) show a delithiated state with different global compositions (x and y) with x being
smaller than y. The mosaic model allows for two phases in one particle and the domino
cascade model postulates one phase in one particle. Empty and filled circles represent
LiFePO4 and FePO4, respectively.
6.4.1.2 Predictions from the two proposed models for the phase fraction.
Figure 6-7b and 7c show the delithiated state with different global compositions like
two chemically delithiated Lio.78FePO 4 and Lio.49FePO4. Both models correctly describe
the dependence of the phase fraction between LiFePO4 and FePO 4 on the particle size at
the same global composition as shown Figure 6-7b or c. However, the prediction of the
phase fraction of small particles at different global compositions is different for the two
models. The mosaic model predicts that the phase fraction of small particles at low global
composition as shown in Figure 6-7b is smaller than that of small particles at high global
composition as shown in Figure 6-7c. Thus, the phase fraction depends on the global
composition. As the global composition increases, the weight percentage of FePO 4
increases. In contrast, the domino cascade model implies that the phase fraction of small
particles is independent of global compositions, because they completely convert at the
beginning of charge, but the absolute amount of FePO 4 increases according to the
increase of the global composition as shown in Figure 6-7b and 7c. Thus, the domino
cascade model predicts a constant phdse fraction for small particles with changing global
composition, provided the mass fraction of the small particles is sufficiently small, like
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for our pristine material as shown in Figure 6-2b.
6.4.1.3 Comparison of the observations with predictions from the two models.
The main results obtained from the chemically delithiated material is that the phase
fraction of LiFePO4 and FePO 4 depends on the particle size and the global composition.
Both models can explain the dependence of phase fraction on particle size but only the
mosaic model describes the dependence of the phase fraction on the global composition.
The domino cascade model fails to reflect the dependence of the phase fraction on global
composition for the small particle fraction. Figure 6-8 shows the comparison of our main
results with the prediction from the two models at different global compositions. Thus,
the mosaic model describes the pathway of phase transformation in LiFePO4 system with
a wide range of particle size distribution better than the domino cascade model.
It is noted that the results were based on chemical delithiation and large particles with a
broad size distribution. Chemical delithiation might affect nucleation because of the large
overpotential of 1.7 V compared to electrochemical delithiation, where the overpotential
is of the order of ~ 100 mV. Also, a different particle size can affect the delithiation
behavior, especially in the cell[24]. Therefore, the direct comparison of our results to
electrochemical delithiation might not be appropriate.
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Figure 6-8. Comparison of weight percentage of FePO4 at similar particle size and
predictions from two proposed models, Mosaic and Domino cascade. The domino
cascade model predicts that the weight percentage of FePO4 is independent of global
composition. Thus, the dependence of phase fraction is compatible with the prediction
from the mosaic model at different global compositions.
6.4.2 Implications for the electrochemical behavior
The material shows an asymmetric delithiation behavior with respect to particle sizes
even though there is no limitation for electronic conduction and nucleation under
chemical delithiation conditions. Thus, the asymmetric delithiation can have severe
impact on the electrochemical behavior because the configuration of the electrode bears
other limitations in addition to the asymmetric behavior of the active material. Although a
flat potential region is observed during electrochemical delithiation, the electrode might
still contain particles solely consisting of pristine LiFePO 4, depending on the particle size
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distribution of the active material, electronic conduction, and the spread of the active
material in the electrode. If the active material has a broad particle size distribution, large
particles might still be pristine LiFePO4 at partial charge while small particles are almost
pure FePO 4 in the flat potential region during electrochemical delithiation as shown in
Figure 6-7b for the mosaic model. Hence, the flat potential during electrochemical testing
might not ensure that all particles contain two phases.
4 .0 - , 5C .. - - f(c )
(b)
2C............... .......
~3.5-I
C/20 A
(a)
- C/20 charge (a)
3.0- --- 2C charge (b)
- -- C/20(2hr)-12hr rest-SC (c)
0 20 40
Capacity (mAh/g)
Figure 6-9. Voltage profiles at different charge rates and with different charge procedures
for pristine LiFePO4 (a) Charge at C/20 (b) charge at 2C (c) charge at C/20 for 2 hours
and then charge at 5C for 1 min with 12 hrs rest period between charges repeating this
procedure until the voltage reaches the cut-off voltage. Even though the cell exhibits a
flat potential, the material still shows nucleation overshooting behavior at state 'A'. 'A' is
about 10% SOC state. The cut-off voltage is 4.3V.
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Figure 6-9 shows the electrochemical data of LiFePO4, the same material as one used for
chemical delithiation. Thus, the material has a broad of particle size distribution. Figure
6-9a and 9b show the voltage profile of the cell charged at C/20 and at 2C, respectively.
There is an overshooting behavior, a sharp increase of the voltage at the beginning of
charge at 2C rate while no overshooting behavior is seen at C/20 rate. The overshooting
behavior is commonly attributed to nucleation in the two-phase system[25]. Figure 6-9c
shows the voltage profile of the cell initially charged at C/20 for 2 hrs and then charged at
5C for 1 min with 12 hrs rest period between the two charge rates. Point 'A' in Figure 6-
9c shows 10% state of charge (SOC) based on the theoretical capacity (170 mAh/g).
However, even though point 'A' safely falls into the two-phase region indicated by the
flat potential the cell shows overshooting behavior upon applying high rate. Thus, some
particles of the active material at 10% SOC might still be pristine LiFePO4, which needs
to overcome a nucleation barrier in order to extract Li. This overshooting behavior in the
two-phase region is consistent with the observations from the chemically delithiated
material, some large particles are still pristine LiFePO 4 even at Lio 49FePO4. However, the
mosaic model might need to be modified to explain the overshooting behavior at the cell
fallen into the two-phase region because the model always shows the two phases in any
particle at a given SOC, not requiring nucleation any more. The effect of particle size
distribution should be considered for the modified mosaic model.
The asymmetric delithiation behavior of particles could be worse at high rate during
electrochemical charging and discharging because the electronic conduction is critical at
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that condition. Therefore, some large particles at high rate remain pristine LiFePO4 even
at the end of charge process. Our finding can explain the achievement of high rate
capability in nanoscale LiFePO 4 system and why the material can't get the theoretical
capacity at high rate in the system with broad particle size distribution. To achieve high
rate performance in electrochemical tests, not only the size and the distribution of
particles in active material but also the distribution of active material in the electrode
matrix is crucial.
6.5 Conclusion
Chemically delithiated LiFePO4 with a broad particle size distribution was investigated
using a centrifuge method. This method allowed for separating different particle sizes
depending on centrifuge speeds. Small particles settled at high speed while large particles
were obtained at low speed. Combining the centrifuge method with XRD measurement,
small particles are predominately comprised of FePO 4 while large particles mainly
consisted of LiFePO4. So, the phase fraction of FePO4 to LiFePO4 depends on particle
size in materials obtained at different centrifuge speeds even though the global
composition was the same. Also, the phase fraction depends on the global composition at
the same centrifuge speed, which yields similar particle sizes. The larger the global
composition (x in Lil-xFePO 4) is, the more FePO4 phase is even at similar particle size.
Based on phase fraction dependence on particle size and global composition, the mosaic
model is in better agreement with our results than the domino cascade model, which
seems less capable of explaining the phase fraction dependence on the global
composition at similar particle size. The delithiation behavior of small particles is more
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efficient than for large particles without electronic conduction and nucleation limitation.
Thus, an asymmetric delithiation behavior in different particles can be severe for
electrochemical cells because of the restrictions originated from the configuration of the
electrode, such as electronic conduction and the spread of active material. Thus, even
though the cell showed a flat potential, the key characteristic of the two-phase reaction,
some particles in the active material still need nucleation showing overshooting behavior.
The particle size and distribution of the active material are important and the
configuration of an electrode also could be crucial to achieve high rate performance in
electrochemical cell.
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Chapter 7. Electrochemical performance of LiMnPO4
synthesized with off-stoichiometry
7.1 Introduction
The family of LiMPO 4 compounds are of interest as cathode materials for rechargeable
lithium batteries. LiFePO4 has been intensely studied and several techniques such as carbon
coating, coating with a metallic conducting layer[ 1] and doping with supervalent elements[2]
have been shown to enhance the performance of LiFePO4. Also, reducing the particle size
has been shown to be particularly effective for improving performance[3, 4]. While
LiMnPO4 shows a higher potential[5-7] than LiFePO4, the higher energy density of LiMnPO 4
can only be achieved at very slow rate[5, 6]. Previous studies suggested several possible
culprits for the poor activity: strong polarons[6], very poor electronic conductivity[5] (<10~0
Scm-'), the instability of MnPO4[8], the distortion of the Jahn-Teller active Mn" ion[9], the
large volumetric change between LiMnPO 4 and MnPO4 during charge/discharge[10], or the
high activation barrier for Li to cross the surface[ 11]. Good electrochemical performance was
recently observed for thin plate-like carbon-coated LiMnPO 4 with small particle size
synthesized by a polyol process[12, 13] or a sol-gel process[14]. In this paper, we report on
an alternative way to create small particles of LiMnPO 4 with reasonable performance. The
approach is similar to our recently developed approach to synthesize small LiFePO4 particles
through a simple solid state reaction by starting with the proper off-stoichiometry of
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precursors[15]. As this off-stoichiometric LiFePO 4 showed excellent rate performance, we
applied the same strategy to LiMnPO 4.
7.2 Experimental
The materials with nominal formula, LiMno 9Po 9504. were synthesized from the appropriate
mix of Li2 CO 3, MnC204-2H 20, and NH4H2PO4 using heat treatments at 350*C for 10hrs and
700*C for 10hr under Ar or air atmosphere. Before heat treatment at 350*C, the precursors
were ball-milled in acetone with zirconia balls. The structure and morphology was
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The X-
ray patterns were obtained on a Rigaku diffractometer using Cu-Ka radiation. The lattice
parameters were determined by Rietveld refinement using the X'pert High Score Plus
software. SEM was performed on a FEI Philips XL30 FEG ESEM. The samples on the
stainless holder were coated with gold/palladium to avoid charging effects.
Electrodes were prepared by mixing active material, carbon (Super P from M. M. M.) and
binder (Polyethylenetetrafluoride, PTFE) in a weight ratio of 80%, 15%, and 5%
respectively. The cells were assembled in argon-filled glove box and tested on a Maccor
2200 operating in glavanostatic mode using lithium metal as an anode, non-aqueous
electrolyte (lM-LiPF6 in EC: DMC (1:1) from Merck), and Celgard 2500 as a separator in a
Swagelok-type cell. All cells were tested at room temperature. The loading density of
electrodes was 3 ~ 5mg/cm2. The current density at IC is based on a capacity of 170 mAh/g.
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All cell tests have 1 min open-circuit rest period at the end of each charge and each
discharge.
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Characterization of the off-stoichiometric LiMnPO4.
Figure 1 shows the XRD pattern of the LiMno 9Po 9504.3 synthesized at 700 C under Ar. The
pattern indicates the formation of stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 despite the large off-stoichiometry
in the starting materials. This result is similar to what is observed when off-stoichiometric
LiFePO4[15] is prepared. Rietveld refinement using stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 as the structural
model gives lattice parameters of a = 10.4366 A, b = 6 .0994 A, and c = 4.7430 A. These
values are consistent with previously reported values[8] confirming that the crystalline phase
in the off-stoichiometric sample is close to stoichiometric LiMnPO 4.
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Figure 7-1. XRD pattern and refinement result on the LiMno.9PO.950 4-8 sample
synthesized at 700*C under Ar. The structural model for XRD refinement was olivine
LiMnPO 4.
The crystallite size obtained from Rietveld refinement is around 340A. The SEM image in
Figure 2 shows a sphere-like morphology and particle size less than 50nm.
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Figure 7-2. SEM image of LiMno 9Po.9504. synthesized at 700*C under Ar.
Analysis of the secondary-phase components
Considering the significant deviation from the stoichiometric composition, the off-
stoichiometric sample should have secondary phases present as LiMPO 4 cannot
accommodate such a large compositional deviation. Recently, Wagemaker et al.[16] and
Meethong et al. [17] reported that LiFePO4 only remained single phase for, less than 5 mol%
defect concentration. Hence, given the indication of stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 from XRD, and
the evidence in the related LiFePO4, it is likely that a secondary phase, not detected by XRD,
is present in the off-stoichiometric samples.
Assuming that near stoichiometric LiMnPO4 is formed in the off-stoichiometric sample, the
balance of products should be phases containing Li-P-0. According to the Li-Mn-P-O phase
diagram obtained through first principle calculations, the off-stoichiometric material forms
either Li4P20 7, Li3PO4, LiMnP 20 7, or a combination of these as secondary phases depending
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on the oxidation conditions and the range of composition in which these phases exist[18].
While the first principle calculations assume stoichiometric compounds, it is possible that
these secondary phases are not stoichiometric, in particularly given their amorphous or
poorly crystallized nature. We indeed see some of these secondary phases when the material
is fired at 700*C under air. Figure 3 indicates that crystalline Li 3PO4 and Li 4P2 0 7 appear in
the XRD pattern, while the LiMnPO4 phase is unchanged.
+ LiP0 4
* Li4PO
20 30 4 0
20 (Cu Ka)
Figure 7-3. XRD pattern of LiMno 9Po.95044j synthesized at 700*C under air. Besides
LiMnPO4, Li3PO4 and Li4 P2 0 7 are present.
The amorphous nature of the secondary phases when synthesis is performed under Ar can be
understood by the fact that phosphorus like silicon or boron in glasses acts as a network-
former[19]. Alkali, earth alkali, or transition metal oxides acts as network-modifiers in
silicon, boron, and phosphate glasses. Therefore, the phosphate network in the glasses is
likely to depend on the manganese oxide contents. As the manganese oxide content
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increases, the phosphate network changes from a chain or ring structure such as in
metaphosphates (P0 3~), through the diametric pyrophosphate (P20 74 ~), to the isolated
orthophosphate (P043)[20, 21]. Hence, a high Mn to P ratio such as in LiMnPO 4 leads to a
crystalline compound, while under the same conditions, the secondary phase with low Mn to
P ratio may be non-crystalline. The crystallinity of these phases will also depend on the
synthesis conditions[21, 22] such as temperature and atmosphere.
The poorly crystallized phase induced by the off-stoichiometry is likely to be responsible for
the small particle size. As stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 forms it rejects the balance of
composition into a secondary phases which will sit at the surface and between the grains of
LiMnPO4. It is possible that this secondary phase prevents grain growth by limiting the
diffusion between particles or grains similar to the role of carbon in carbon-coated LiFePO4
compound[23-25] or by reducing the surface energy of the material[26].
7.3.2 Electrochemical performance
The voltage profiles of the stoichiometric and the off-stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 are shown in
Figure 4. The off-stoichiometric material (Figure 4(b)) shows a flat potential around 4.15V
vs. Li/Li* which is the typical redox potential of Mn2+/Mn3* in the olivine structure[5, 27],
and achieves 145 mAh/g (85% of theoretical capacity) at C/20 in constant current mode for
both charge and discharge. However, the stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 in Figure 4a shows a
sloping voltage profile with only about, 80 mAh/g capacity at the same rate.
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Figure 7-4. (a) Voltage profile of stoichiometric LiMnPO4 at C/20 and (b) Voltage profile of
LiMno.9Po.95O4 at C/20.
Figure 5 shows the capacity retention of the off-stoichiometric and the stoichiometric
LiMnPO4 at IC rate. Both materials show good capacity retention with cycling. The off-
stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 achieves 65 mAh/g at IC, about twice of the capacity of the
stoichiometric LiMnPO 4. The capacity of the off-stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 at IC is similar to
that of the stoichiometric LiMnPO4 at C/20 indicating remarkable improvement of rate
capability by creating LiMnPO 4 in an off-stoichiometric sample.
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Figure 7-5. Comparison of the capacity retention of LiMno 9Po 95044 and LiMnPO 4 at IC rate.
The cell was charged at IC and discharged at IC in a voltage window from 3.OV to 4.8V.
The formulation of the electrode was 80: 15: 5 in a ratio of active, carbon, and binder in wt%,
respectively. Inset shows the corresponding voltage profiles of LiMno. 9Po.95 04. and
LiMnPO 4 at I" and 50 th cycle at IC rate.
7.3.2 Rate capability
Figure 6 shows the rate capability of off-stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 in an electrode with
15wt% carbon. The cell was charged at C/20 and held at 4.8V until the current reached
C/100. A discharge capacity of~145 mAh/g is obtained at C/10 and ~ 100 mAh/g at 2C. The
voltage dip at the beginning of discharge at 2C may be related to the nucleation[28] of the
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LiMnPO4 phase but actually leads to less polarization than the IC voltage profile at the end
of discharge. Also, somewhat surprisingly, the capacity at 2C is larger than that at IC in
Figure 6. The difference may be related to the nucleation behavior. The larger rate at 2C
drives the material towards more underpotential which will cause a higher nucleation rate in
the particles. This may ultimately lead to larger accessible capacity. Unlike what is observed
in LiFePO4[5, 15] the voltage profiles at all rates are sloping in Figure 6. Note that in contrast
to the data in Figure 4 the curves in Figure 6 are obtained after a CCCV charge.
4.5-
4.0
53.5-
3.0 -
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Capacity(mAh/g)
Figure 7-6. Rate capability of LiMno 9Po.95O4. synthesized at 700*C under Ar. The cell was
charged at C/20 and held at 4.8V until the current reached C/100 and was discharged at
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various rates. The discharge test at 2C was the first cycle. The sequence of the discharge
tests: 2C-> C/104 iC- C/5. The voltage window is 3.0 - 4.8V.
The discharge profile of off-stoichiometric LiFePO4[i5] and off-stoichiometric LiMnPO4 at
2C are compared in Figure 7. While off-stoichiometric LiFePO4 shows a flat discharge
profile around 3.4V, off-stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 shows a clear nucleation barrier and a
sloping voltage profile indicating that the two materials may have fundamentally different
transformation kinetics.
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Pw3-
- Off-stoichiometric LiMnPO4
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Figure 7-7. Comparison of the discharge behavior of LiMno 9Po.9504-8 and LiFeo.9Po.95O44.
Both materials were discharged at 2C. The LiMnPO 4 data is the same as in Figure 6. The off-
stoichiometric LiFePO4 was charged at C/5 and held at 4.3V until the current reached C/20.
The normalized capacity is the capacity divided by the total capacity obtained at that rate.
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To test if the electrode preparation controls the high rate performance (as was the case for
LiFePO4[15]), we also tested electrodes with 65 wt% carbon. Even at this high dilution of
active material in the electrode only 140 mAh/g is obtained at C/10 and 70 mAh/g at 3C.
These capacities are quite similar to the capacities obtained for the electrode with 15 wt% C
in Figure 4, indicating that the rate performance of off-stoichiometric LiMnPO4 is limited by
the active material rather than by the transport through the composite electrode as is the case
for high rate LiFePO4[15, 29]. While not much more capacity is obtained by increasing the
electrode's carbon content, there is a lowering of the polarization compared to the low carbon
electrode.
4.5-
~4.0-
St1 cycle at C/10
3.5-
3.0- 1St cycle at 3C
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Capacity (mAh/g)
Figure 7-8. Electrochemical performance of the electrode formulated with 65 wt% carbon in
the LiMno.9Po.9504-8. The cells were charged and discharged in constant current mode. The
loading density of the electrode with 65 wt% carbon was 3.61 mg/cm2. The voltage window
is 3.0 ~ 4.8V.
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7.4 Discussions
LiMnPO 4 shows rather limited electrochemical activity even with small particle size
obtained by a variety of processes[30, 31]. Even at very low rate such as C/100 or C/20, the
capacity is well below the theoretical capacity. As in LiFePO4, creating a Mn/P 2:1
deficiency improves the rate capability obtaining up to 100 mAh/g at 2C. While the small
particle size likely contributes to the enhanced rate capability, it is not the only factor as
materials with comparable particle size[6, 32] achieve less capacity at IC than LiMnPO4
created in our off-stoichiometric sample.
The improvement of the rate capability using off-stoichiometry was not as substantial for
LiMnPO 4 as that observed in off-stoichiometric LiFePO4. This result could point at
fundamentally different kinetics of the two compounds. Unfortunately, no precise model
exists for the kinetics of phase transformation in LiFePO4 or LiMnPO 4. The voltage profiles
of LiFePO4 and LiMnPO4 also point at substantial difference between the two materials. The
LiFePO 4 compound shows a flat potential while a sloping voltage[32, 33] is observed in
LiMnPO 4. The sloping voltage profile can arise from several factors. Gaberscek et al.[29]
claims that the sloping voltage arises from transport limitations in the electrode, not from the
material. However formulating the electrode with 65 wt% carbon to facilitate electron
transfer, did not lead to any significant improvement in the electrochemical performance
compared to 15 wt% carbon. Therefore, the performance of LiMnPO 4 depends considerably
less on the formulation of the electrode than for off-stoichiometric LiFePO4[1s]. Instead, we
speculate that the sloping voltage profile may be related to nucleation problems. The
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galvanostatic constant current testing condition imposes a constant phase transformation rate
of MnPO 4 to LiMnPO 4 in a galvanostatic discharge. The rate at which nuclei form is the
nucleation rate (1) per unit volume times the volume (V) of untransformed phase. As
discharge proceeds the volume of untransformed material decreases and the nucleation rate
(1) has to increase to keep the applied current constant. A larger underpotential will be
required to generate a higher nucleation rate as the discharge proceeds leading to a sloping
voltage curve. The absence of slope in the discharge of a well optimized LiFePO 4 electrode
may indicate that nucleation is less important for LiFePO4.
7.5 Conclusion
We synthesized LiMnPO 4 with small particles using the proper off-stoichiometry to create a
poorly crystallized second phase. The LiMnPO 4 synthesized from an off-stoichiometric
mixture has improved electrochemical performance over stoichiometric samples: 145 mAh/g
discharge capacity at C/10 and ~ 1OOmAh/g at 2C after a constant current and constant
voltage (CCCV) charge mode. The capacity retention at IC charge/discharge was excellent
without degradation of the capacity for 50 cycles. Unlike off-stoichiometric LiFePO4, the
LiMnPO 4 compound shows less benefits in rate capability from reducing its loading density
in the electrode by increasing the carbon content, indicating that the material itself is rate
limiting. This evidence, together with the different shape of the overpotential between
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LiFePO 4 and LiMnPO4 points at fundamentally different transformation kinetics in the two
materials.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions
The objective of this thesis is to improve the rate capability of LiFePO4 by
optimizing both bulk and surface lithium transport. Lithium transport in the bulk is
improved by reducing the particle size without blocking 1-d lithium diffusion as well
as electron transport. Lithium transport in the surface is improved by incorporating
lithium-conducting phases such as lithium phosphates, Li 3PO4, Li4P 20 7, and LiPO 3
To optimize both lithium transport mechanisms, small particles with lithium-
conducting phases should be achieved in LiFePO4.
Some of the secondary phases in LiFePO4 are lithium conducting. We investigated
the phase stability of LiFePO4 and the types of secondary phases using off-
stoichiometric approaches and different synthesis conditions. LiFePO 4 is quite rigid
to deviation from stoichiometric composition and then easily forms a composite,
LiFePO4 and secondary phases. The response of structural changes of deviated
samples generally follows the characteristics of phosphorus network in glasses. As
the network modifier (Li or Fe) increases, the phosphate structure shifts from P207 to
P0 4 structure. A certain range of deviation, LiFei-2xPi-xO 4 (x < 0.05), led to single-
phase LiFePO4 with a poorly crystallized surface phase.
LiFeo.9Po.9 50 4 was chosen as an off-stoichiometric composition. The off-
stoichiometric material led to small particles with a poorly crystallized secondary
phase. The particle size was less than 50 nm even at high temperature. Small particles
originate from the characteristics of ball-milled powder induced by the off-
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stoichiometry. Ball-milled powder has a structural and chemical separation. The
structural separation means that the inside of grains consists of a crystalline phase
while the edge of the grain or the surface consists of a poorly crystallized phase. The
chemical separation means that the crystalline phase is close to Li3PO4 while the
poorly crystallized phase mainly consists of phase related to iron. The crystalline
phase acts as a seed and a lithium source while the amorphous acts as an iron source.
As a result, the formation of LiFePO4 starts at the interface between the crystalline
phase and the amorphous phase keeping the size of seed unchanged. The formation of
LiFePO4 proceeds towards the core of Li 3PO4 from the interface and finally stops
because of the deficiency of iron and phosphorus leading to a poorly crystallized
phase on the surface or in between grains, and a crystalline phase in the grain. The
poorly crystallized secondary phase on the surface effectively slows down the
movement of the grain boundaries in sintering keeping the particle size small. Also,
the amorphous characteristic of the secondary phase further restricts grain growth
making densification more favorable and reducing the surface anisotropy leading to
spherical morphology even at a long time sintering at 700 *C. High-temperature
synthesis ensures that the small particles may not have defects, which can block
lithium diffusion channel.
The poorly crystallized secondary phase induced by off-stoichiometry kept the
particle size small by restricting grain growth. In addition to keeping particles small,
the chemistry and the structure of the poorly crystallized phase are also important for
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improving surface lithium transport. These properties of the secondary phase are
characterized. First, XRD and TEM data support that the secondary phase is on the
surface and poorly crystallized. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, which selectively
analyses the surface of a material, shows two different phosphorus 2p chemical states
in our material. One state is close to the phosphorus 2p binding energy in LiFePO4,
but the second component is at higher energy. This is consistent with the presence of
the (P2 07) groups, where phosphorus has higher binding energy than LiFePO4.
Further evidence of chemistry of the poorly crystallized phase arises from STEM data
indicating that the phosphorus to iron ratio on the surface is increased by introducing
off-stoichiometry in the material. Based on these data, the poorly crystallize
secondary phase is determined to be on the surface with similar structure to lithium
phosphates such as Li4P20 7 . Furthermore, Mbssbauer spectroscopy indicates that in
addition to the major LiFePO 4 component, around 10% of the Fe is present in some
other environment. The isomer shift (0.464 mm s1) and quadrupole splitting
(0.798 mm s1) of this second component fall in the region of values given in the
literature for octahedral Fe3+ in pyrophosphate (P20 7-containing) glasses. These data
are consistent with XPS and STEM data. Together, the XPS, M6ssbauer spectroscopy
and STEM data, as well as the starting stoichiometry, support to the idea that the
second phase present is a Fe3+-containing poorly crystallized Li 4P20 7-like phase,
which is a good lithium ion conductor. Reducing surface anisotropic induced by the
poorly crystallized secondary phase facilitates the access of lithium ions to the surface
as indicated by spherical morphology of the particles. It is also plausible that the
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amorphous nature of the secondary phase modifies the surface potential of lithium to
facilitate the adsorption of Li* from the electrolyte by providing different lithium sites
with a wide range of energies that can be matched to the energy of lithium in the
electrolyte.
Electrochemical tests show that extremely high rates can be achieved for the off-
stoichiometric material: at a 200C rate (corresponding to an 18 s total discharge)
more than 100 mAh/g can still be achieved, and a capacity of 60 mAh/g is obtained at
a 400C rate (9 s to full discharge). Such discharge rates are two orders of magnitude
larger than those used in today's lithium ion batteries. This extremely high rate
capability confirms that the rate limitation in LiFePO4 originates from the surface
lithium transport, not bulk transport.
Further, the phase transformation behavior in chemically delithiated LixFePO 4 is
investigated by centrifuge method and XRD. The phase fraction of LiFePO4 to FePO4
depends on the particle size even though the global composition is the same. At the
same global composition, small particles show a large amount of FePO4 while large
particles showed a large amount of LiFePO4. The delithiation behavior of small
particles is more efficient than for large particles. Particle size distribution of the
active material intrinsically induces asymmetric delithiation even without external
limitations such as electronic conduction. The particle size and distribution of the
active material in the cell are important and can be crucial to achieving high rate
performance.
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Finally, The off-stoichiometric strategy is extended to LiMnPO 4. The off-
stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 is synthesized with small particles by using the proper off-
stoichiometry to create a poorly crystallized secondary phase. The performance of the
off-stoichiometric LiMnPO 4 cannot be significantly improved indicating a more
intrinsic kinetic limitation of the material for LiMnPO 4 in contrast to LiFePO 4. This is
further corroborated by the difference in the overpotential between the two materials.
While LiMnPO 4 has a sloping voltage profile LiFePO4 tends to have a constant
overpotential at high rate.
Through this thesis, a simple solid-state reaction has been developed to achieve small
particles with lithium conducting phase on the surface by using off-stoichiometric
composition. This strategy works very well with LiFePO 4 leading to extremely high
rate electrochemical performance. The success of this strategy, which can improve
surface lithium transport and remove surface anisotropy using a poorly crystallized
lithium conducting phase, supports that LiFePO4 shows very fast bulk kinetics even
with a one-dimensional channel and in itself does not limit the rate of the cell.
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